




CHAPTER 1: OVERVIEW

A Japanese method for unwinding and reducing stress called reiki also encourages healing.
Based on the notion that an invisible "life force energy" flows through us and gives rise to our
existence, it is administered by "laying on hands" and is known as reiki. One's "life force energy"
determines how healthy and happy one is; if it is low, one is more likely to fall ill or experience
stress, and if it is high, one is more capable of being both.

Rei, which means "God's Wisdom or the Higher Power," and Ki, which means "life force energy,"
are the two Japanese words that make up the phrase Reiki. Consequently, Reiki is "spiritually
guided life force energy."

A treatment feels like a lovely, radiance-filled flow that surrounds and permeates you. Since reiki
treats the full person—body, emotions, mind, and spirit—it has numerous positive effects,
including relaxation and a sense of security, tranquility, and wellbeing. Numerous people have
cited amazing outcomes.

Everyone can benefit from using the straightforward, secure, and natural Reiki technique for
spiritual healing and self-improvement. Almost every known disease and ailment has benefited
from its use, and it always has a positive outcome. Additionally, it aids in the relief of side effects



and the promotion of recovery when used in conjunction with any other therapeutic or medicinal
methods.

The skill to apply Reiki is not taught in the conventional sense, but rather is given to the learner
during a Reiki lesson. It is an astonishingly simple technique to master. The power to access an
endless stream of "life force energy" to improve one's health and quality of life is imparted to
students during an "attunement" provided by a Reiki master.
It can be used by anyone and is not reliant on one's intellectual prowess or level of spiritual
growth. Many thousands of people of various ages and backgrounds have been effectively
taught it.

Although it has a spiritual component, Reiki is not a religion. You don't need to believe anything
in order to understand and practise Reiki, and it has no ideology. In actuality, Reiki is completely
independent of your level of belief and will still be effective. Since Reiki is a form of divine
energy, many individuals discover that utilising it helps them connect more deeply with their
spirituality than they would if they merely had an intellectual understanding of it.
Even though Reiki is not a religion, it is nonetheless crucial to live and behave in a way that
fosters peace with others. The creator of the Reiki technique of natural treatment, Dr. Mikao
Usui, To foster peace and harmony, it is advised that one practises a few straightforward ethical
principles that are almost universal across all civilizations.

Dr. Usui made the decision to include the Reiki Ideals in the practice of Reiki during a meditation
several years after establishing it. The five principles of Japan's Meiji emperor, whom Dr. Usui
adored, served as inspiration for several of the Ideals. The Ideals were created to give Usui
Reiki a spiritual balance. Their goal is to make people aware that the Reiki healing process
requires one to actively choose to better oneself in order to heal the spirit. The client must
accept responsibility for their own healing and participate actively in it in order for the Reiki
healing energies to have long-lasting effects. As a result, using Reiki energy is only one aspect
of the Usui system of Reiki. For it to be a comprehensive system, one must actively commit to
improving themselves. The principles serve as both rules for leading gracious lives and as
qualities that should be practised because of their inherent worth.
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CHAPTER 2: How Does Reiki Work and What Is It?
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Living sincerely is a motto.

Sensei Mikao Usui of Gifu, Japan, rediscovered and popularised Reiki, a Tibetan style of energy
healing.
REI stands for Spiritually Guided Consciousness or Universal Spiritual Consciousness.
Life Force Energy, or KI. It is referred to as Prana in Sanskrit and Chi in Chinese.
Reiki's literal translation is "Spiritually Guided Life Force Energy."
Everyone and everything in our cosmos are permeated by the Creator's Life Force Energy. We
may gain access to and utilise its infinite riches to establish harmony and wellbeing in every
area of our lives. Spiritual healing has a variety of modalities, much like "medicine" with its
varied specialties. Similar to how there are various radio frequencies, there are various

The Complete Manual of Reiki Energy. A specific, gentle, non-intrusive frequency is that of reiki.
The Reiki Tradition is a Sisterhood/Brotherhood of persons dedicated to their own, one
another's, and the planet's healing. Reiki practitioners have been "attuned" to transmit the Reiki
healing energy's wavelength. I can attest from experience that attunements are absolutely
miraculous, a gift of healing empowerment from the all-loving Source.
My top pick for preferred energy healing methods is reiki!

Treatment and Healing

Healing and curing are two distinct processes!
There have been instances when a client's chronic back pain was gone after just one Reiki
treatment. Instead, some customers get the mental, spiritual, and emotional tools they need to
effectively control their physical state. Spirit decides if a client is "cured" or not. Sometimes a
person's physical disease is teaching them a lesson from their soul and it's not intended to be
"fixed" by energy healing or our amazing medical technology! Although we can want a specific
outcome from the sessions, it's best left in Spirit's hands. "Thine Is Not Thy Will."
I want to warn you if a healer claims they can cure your illness: If the core of the issue isn't
removed from your spiritual, mental, and emotional bodies, it will LIKELY return, either as the
same condition or as something else in your body. Be wary of people who make precise results
promises.

What is Reiki used for?

Your Inner Healer, the aspect of yourself that understands exactly what you need to be healthy
in every way, is directly contacted by and stimulated by Reiki energy. Reiki is anchored in Love,
has Divine knowledge, and is always kind and beneficial since it is guided by Spirit. All the
energy systems in your bodies—spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical—heal and are
brought into harmony through reiki! When Reiki is used, it targets the area that needs healing
the most at the time, and that area could be in any one of those "bodies." (Take note that
emotional factors have been linked to a number of medical illnesses, including allergies and
asthma.)



Your healing is not a result of the medication you take or the procedure you have, per se! I'm
reminded of a recent discussion I had with an Ohio general surgeon: He frequently saw two
patients with the same medical condition undergo the identical operations and therapies, but
one of them survived while the other did not. He was at a loss for how to explain that
scientifically. It makes sense when we realise that, despite how far medical research has come,
if the source of the physical issue is located in one of the other "bodies," medical intervention
may not be sufficient to provide relief.
Some individuals go for a Reiki "tune up," which makes you feel calm, relaxed, and better able
to handle life in general. Another individual might approach and seek for assistance with a
specific issue, let's say with their heart. In this case, their physical state is connected to the
heart chakra, which houses our problems with love, loss, sadness, and forgiveness (to name a
few). In this instance, the energy will target the underlying cause of the client's cardiac issue and
start to heal them there. During a session, it's typical for a client with heart problems to recollect
a traumatic event from their past. The memory is softly led by Spirit exclusively digested and
then reintegrated that memory with a clearer viewpoint, bringing about enormous relief and
"healing" it!
Results are the consequence of your Inner Healer, and Reiki directly and effectively activates
and supports your Inner Healer. Reiki is directed by the Highest Intelligence for the Highest
Good of the Healer and the Healed. You can put your faith in Its strength, wisdom, and loving
disposition. The procedure is reliable!
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How Does Reiki Function?

Because life energy is pulsing through us, we are alive. Chakras, meridians, and nadis are the
channels via which life force moves in the physical body. Additionally, a field of energy known as
the aura surrounds us. The body's cells and organs are nourished by life force, which helps
them perform essential tasks. One or more of the organs and tissues of the physical body have
impaired function when this flow of life force is disturbed.

Thoughts and emotions are receptive to the life force. When we deliberately or unconsciously
accept unfavourable thoughts or sentiments about ourselves, it is interrupted. These
unfavourable emotions and thoughts stick to the energy field and obstruct the passage of life
force. The vital function of the physical body's organs and cells is reduced as a result.
Reiki works to restore health by sending positive energy into the areas of the energy field that
are damaged. The energy field surrounding and surrounding the physical body, where the
negative ideas and feelings are attached, vibrates at a higher frequency as a result. This results
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in the disintegration and removal of the negative energy. In doing so, Reiki straightens, clears,
and the life force can flow in a healthy and natural way when the energy pathways are healed.

The Reiki Ideals/Principles that Dr. Usui taught

As their first spiritual teachings, Usui Sensei offered and taught his students these principles,
which were to be followed and serve as a guide in their daily lives. One could start down the
path of self-healing by putting these concepts into practice.

"The trick to attracting joy
The spiritual cure for every ailment
Don't be upset today, only for today. Not to worry
Be thankful and diligent in your work.
Also, be considerate to others.
Perform gassho at the start and end of each day, and repeat them in your head”.

Usui Reiki Ryho: Awaken your body and mind Initiator Mikao Usui

"Regardless of religious affiliation, everyone can acquire these lessons; in fact, no affiliation is
necessary. Personally, I don't think they're necessary when doing Reiki. These ideas merit
consideration and can undoubtedly serve as a roadmap for life.
Why does that matter? Here is one interpretation that could apply:
The trick to attracting joy This was the time when many "Reiju," or empowerments, were
received.
The spiritual cure for every ailment health in mind, body, and spirit.
Value only today: today only! There is just the present; life does not exist in the past or the
future.

Don't be irate. Realize that selfish emotions like resentment, wrath, and envy are bad and steer
clear of them.

Not to worry. Try your best, have faith, and have faith in the cosmos.
Please say "thank you" When we lose sight of our thankfulness for being alive in this world, it is
simple to lose ourselves.

Be conscientious in your work and considerate of others. What we do doesn't matter; what
matters is what we learn from it. Since there is no distinction between oneself and others in a
global sense, "be kind to others" also implies to take care of oneself.

Perform gassho at the start and end of each day, and repeat them in your head. By repeating
these Principles at the start and end of each day, this practice begins.



Note: There are numerous translations or versions of Dr. Usui's Ideals available. Personally, I
believe that this iteration of the Reiki Ideals is the closest to what Usui Sensei actually intended
to impart.

Reiki as a kind of medical treatment and prevention

In Eastern medical philosophy, sustaining health has traditionally been stressed as being
preferable than treating illness. The best form of preventive medicine is reiki. But there's more:
When you use Reiki on yourself or others, you simultaneously experience its healing and
preventive effects. Reiki will either heal whatever illnesses you may have, or it will help you stay
healthy and live a long time. Reiki is a special type of therapy because of its preventive and
curative capabilities.

Being healthy comes naturally

Sickness only happens when specific body parts stop working as they should. The reasons
could be caused by poisons, organic (bacteria, viruses), or psychosomatic issues.
• Although bacteria and viruses are always present in our bodies, as long as our systems run
normally, they are kept in check (and occasionally even used to our advantage).
• Our brain is constantly pressured, but again, if nature runs its course we will be sufficiently
soothed after sleep and rest.
• Toxins are continuously clogging our organs, but as long as we function normally, these toxins
will be eliminated by the chemicals created by our body.

Additionally, the Eastern definition of health is broader than the Western concept. Being
disease-free alone does not constitute being healthy. A person cannot be considered healthy if
they are frequently restless, irritated, or forgetful, unable to focus, unable to sleep well, and
lacking in enthusiasm for work or play.

How can Reiki encourage wellness?

First, it frees us from illness; it both prevents and treats disease. Then it aids in our development
on a mental, emotional, and spiritual level, providing us with the tremendous advantages of
health in a more general sense. Reiki's preventive and therapeutic effects may be boiled down
to two straightforward principles: clearing the meridians and balancing the chakras to create a
smooth flow of energy.

How does Reiki treat or stop the spread of infectious diseases?

Reserve energy is directed to face attacks from disease-causing microorganisms on particular
body parts. However, if the meridians are clogged, the flow of reserve energy is obstructed,
which leads to disease. You can restore balance by employing Reiki to clear the meridians,
balance energy levels, and encourage a smooth flow of reserve energy to the areas that are



under attack. By increasing our energy reserves through Reiki practice, we can fend off any
potential illness outbreaks in the future.

Reduction of stress and relaxation, which activates the body's natural healing processes and
enhances and maintains health, are two of the most significant health advantages of Reiki
therapy. Natural therapy called reiki healing softly harmonises the recipient's vital energies while
promoting their health and well-being.
This straightforward, non-invasive healing method collaborates with the recipient's Higher Self to
advance the physical, emotional, and psychic body's overall health and wellbeing. It is therefore
a strategy for achieving and promoting mental, physical, and spiritual well-being.
Reiki is a particular kind of subtle energy work in which healing is accomplished by the use of
hands-on contact, permitting the flow of energy from an infinite source (God Force) to the
patient via the Reiki practitioner. By using purpose, you may easily direct this soft yet incredibly
powerful energy toward yourself and others.
Reiki is a kind of pure energy healing. A complete healing can happen when it is accompanied
with the healer's real desire and willingness to cleanse their emotional and spiritual
consciousness.

REIKI HEALING TREATMENTS' POSSIBLE HEALTH BENEFITS

Emotional or physical issues frequently arise when the "Life Force Energy" is interrupted,
blocked, or weekend. Imbalances can result from a variety of life events, including: emotional or
physical trauma, injury, negative thoughts and feelings, such as fear, worry, doubt, anger, and
anxiety; negative self-talk; toxicity; destructive lifestyle choices and relationships; neglect of
oneself; lack of love for oneself or others; and emotions that are not expressed in a healthy way.
Any type of physical, mental, emotional, or spiritual ailment can be successfully treated with
reiki, and the results are great.

Some of the health advantages of Reiki healing

Deep relaxation helps the body relieve tension and stress while also accelerating the body's
natural healing processes.
• Improvessleep; lowersblood pressure
• Facilitates the overcoming of addictions and can help with acute (injuries) and chronic
disorders (asthma, eczema, headaches, etc.);
• Aids in reducing discomfort
• Supports the immune system;
• Boosts vitality and delays ageing;
• Raises the vibrational frequency of the body;
• Removes energy blockages;
• Adjusts energy flow of the endocrine system bringing the body into balance and harmony;
• Assists the body in cleaning itself from toxins;
• Reduces some side effects of drugs;
• Aids the body in recovering from drug therapy after surgery and chemotherapy;



• Supports the immune system;
• Increases vitality and delays ageing;

We can regain our innate ability to heal when we are calm and stress-free.
Whole-body reiki practice over an extended period of time will improve the body's general
condition. It will open the energy pathways, enabling the body to deal with stress, accumulate
toxins, and deal with anxiety and depression in a healthy and natural way.
In excellent health, regular therapy will strengthen the body's natural defenses. This will show
up as assurance and harmony in coping with ordinary situations. The individual will adopt a
more upbeat attitude on life.
Reiki will also provide you with the extra energy you need to get well.
A Reiki healing treatment can put a person in a very cosy state of being that can change their
consciousness. Reiki will enhance the effects of other natural therapies (such as homoeopathy,
crystal healing, aromatherapy, Bach Flower remedies, and meditation).
Because Reiki is genuinely supplemental medicine, it can also be utilised as a therapy. It
enhances and the health treatment a patient receives from a hospital or from other healthcare
providers is improved. Everyone can benefit from reiki healing, which is complementary to both
Eastern and Western medical practices.

It is good to use on animals (dogs, cats, horses), plants, water, etc., and is especially beneficial
to the health of women (even pregnant women), men, and children.
For immediate stress alleviation, pain relief, and rapid energy, reiki healing energy can be used
anywhere, at any time.

REIKI HEALING USUI SYSTEM INFORMATION

This organic treatment method has its roots in Tibet. The technique was rediscovered by Dr.
Mikao Usui, a Japanese Buddhist, in the early 20th century, and was given the name "Reiki"
(rey-key).
Re, which translates to "Universal," is an all-encompassing name for spirit or an invisible
spiritual element that acts as a conduit for "Ki," or "Life Force Energy" (some call it God,
Buddha, Chi, Qi, Prana, Love Energy, or similar). It has to do with the supreme, all-pervasive
cosmic energy that provides power to the universe's other smaller energies. The omniscient,
all-knowing blueprint for creation is made up of energy specifics, which make up everything in
the universe. One of the many energy expressions of the Vital Living Energy Force is the
frequency in which Reiki was first developed.
The Usui System of Natural Healing also teaches us the "Secret Art" of "Inviting Happiness" into
our lives, which can be done by utilising the Three Degrees of Attunements and the Five Reiki
Ideals. Realizing that self-improvement is a crucial component of Reiki therapy is made easier
by the Five Reiki Ideals.

REIKI HEALING ENERGY: HOW DOES IT WORK?



The body is more than just a structure made up of pieces that work together. The body and its
organs have their own energy field, which is frequency-dependent because everything produces
one. It is always evolving. All diseases have their roots in this energy system. We are more
susceptible to illness if our "life force" is weak or blocked. We can keep our health and
well-being, though, if it is high and flowing freely.
In order to establish the conditions necessary for the body's healing mechanism to work,
balancing the human energy fields (Auras) and energy centres (Chakras) with Reiki healing
energy is possible.
By simply laying hands on the patient, the Reiki practitioner helps the patient cure themselves
physically, emotionally, spiritually, and mentally. The practitioner harnesses the Universal Life
Force energy through the use of age-old healing symbols, letting it flow where it is required to
harmonise the energy centres.

Reiki energy must be able to flow freely through the practitioner in order to be effective. He or
she aids in the healing process, but the healer is ultimately responsible for bringing harmony
and balance into their own lives.

An explanation of Reiki

Reiki, which is pronounced "ray-key," is a healing technique that uses the Japanese word "ki,"
which is similar to chi. Reiki literally translates to "spirit life force" in Japanese, where "rei"
means "spirit."
The practitioners of reiki believe that health and sickness are a result of the life force being
disturbed, just like their counterparts in traditional Chinese medicine who use acupuncture and
their equivalents in the West who employ therapeutic touch (TT). Both contend that the universe
is teeming with energy that cannot be seen by any scientific device but that can be felt and
controlled by skilled individuals. In contrast to acupuncturists, reiki practitioners harness
universal ki to aid in a patient's healing rather than attempting to unblock a person's ki. Like TT,
channelling is done with the hands, but unlike TT, there is no need for physical massage
because ki travels through the healer's body and into the patient through the air. The reiki
master asserts to have the ability tol raise his or her own energy while performing a healing by
drawing on the energy of the universe. Reiki practitioners assert that they can "rebalance"
"diseased" people by channelling chi into them. In The Reiki Handbook (1992), Larry Arnold and
Sandra Nevins assert that reiki is effective in curing brain injury, cancer, diabetes, and venereal
illnesses. But if the healing doesn't work, it's because the patient is putting up a fight against the
healing energy.

New Age spiritualists, who love "attunements," "harmonies," and "balances," are very fond of
Reiki. Reiki apprentice healers can pay their masters up to $10,000 to become their own
masters. There are various attunement levels that must be passed through in the process. One
must understand how to heal an emotional or spiritual ailment, how to heal someone who isn't
there, when to invoke the universal life force, and how to use certain symbols.
Mikao Usui popularised reiki (1865-1926).



He started having hallucinations and hearing voices that were offering him "the keys to healing"
after several weeks of fasting and meditation.

Reiki Is It Used By All Healers?

Although not all healers employ Reiki, all use life force, or Ki. Only those who have been
attuned to Reiki can channel this unique form of life force. Some individuals may possess Reiki
naturally or by some other means. However, the majority of healers who have not undergone
the Reiki attunement from a Reiki Master use a different form of life energy instead of Reiki.
People who already perform healing work frequently claim that after completing the Reiki
programme, the power of their healing energies has increased by at least 50%.
This was confirmed for me when I started imparting Reiki lessons. There were two very skilled
clairvoyant healers that I was familiar with. They could see the aura and chakras, as well as the
life force moving through a person's body. Additionally, they had access to a person's guides
and higher self. They were skilled in expelling unwanted psychic energy from the body in
addition to channeling Healing Energy with REIKI. They were the most precise and powerful
psychic healers I had ever encountered in my twenty years of metaphysical study.
They later admitted to me that they didn't think there was anything I was teaching that they
couldn't already accomplish, but they still decided to do the Reiki course in order to help me with
my new endeavour. They were astounded by the contrast between Reiki and the healing
energies they had been using following the attunement. They claimed that the Reiki energies
were stronger and more powerfully frequency-wise. Additionally, they observed that Reiki didn't
require guidance like the other healing energies they were employing and that it could be used
immediately without requiring the user to reach an altered state. Additionally, they stated that the
attunement procedure itself was a potent healing experience, freeing limitations on their healing
practise that they unwittingly acquired during their previous lifetimes as healers. They were
delighted they had enrolled in the course.

Reiki Is Never Harmful

Because Reiki is directed by God-consciousness, it is always beneficial. It always understands
what a person needs and will change itself to produce the proper result for them. There is never
a need to second-guess giving Reiki. It's always beneficial.
Additionally, the practitioner is not in danger of absorbing the karma of the client because they
do not direct the healing or choose what to work on or heal. It is also much simpler for the ego
to keep out of the way and enable the presence of God to plainly show through because the
practitioner is not performing the healing.
Energy Never Runs Out
The energies of the Reiki practitioner never run out because it is a channelled healing. In fact,
both the practitioner and the client are given therapy since the Reiki consciousness believes
that both parties require healing. In light of this,

Giving a treatment always gives you more energy and leaves you feeling loved and at peace.
Describe Reiki.



Rei and Ki, which translate to "spiritually guided life energy" or "universal life energy,"
respectively, are two words from the Japanese language that describe the force that sustains
and animates all living things. Reiki is pronounced "ray-key."
Reiki is a type of spiritual treatment in which the recipient receives "universal life energy"
through the practitioner.
For yourself or anyone you desire to aid, Reiki can help bring body, mind, and spirit into
balance.

Reiki therapy

You unwind on a couch or while seated and completely clothed as the healer places his hands
on or above you. Depending on the type of treatment needed, a session may last an hour or
longer. The traditional hand positions are frequently used by practitioners in the west, and a
comprehensive treatment typically covers all of the body's major organs.
All ages and conditions can be treated because there is no pressure on the body; occasionally,
the hands are even held away from the body. The energy (which is spiritually guided) moves
where it is needed and typically feels warm or tingly in the body. It's calming and incredibly
peaceful to receive Reiki!
Reiki is a powerful healing technique.
Numerous conditions can be treated with reiki, including stress reduction, pain relief,
headaches, upset stomach, back difficulties, asthma and respiratory issues, PMT, menstruation
problems, sinus issues, anxiety, and many more. By clicking the "How to utilise Reiki" button,
you can access treatment recommendations for particular issues. (Note that Reiki should never
be used in place of medical attention. Therapy is a complement and a means of achieving and
maintaining health.)
Anyone can receive a Reiki treatment or an attunement because there is no religious or
philosophical affiliation with it. The first step to a healthy life, as in any healing, is a desire to be
healed.
Reiki is a potent and gentle healer that:
• Encourages natural self-healing;
• Balances the body's energies;
• Balances the organs and glands;
• Strengthens the immune system;
• Treats illness's symptoms and causes;
• Alleviates pain;
• Removes toxins;
• Adapts to the needs of the recipient;
• Increases personal awareness;
• Relaxes and reduces stress;
• Encourages creativity;
• Releases blocked and suppressed feelings;

It's simple to learn reiki



Reiki can be learned by anyone. Since most of us cannot just read about Reiki and then
practise it, the word "learn" is not exactly accurate. An attunement or initiation is typically used
to impart the capacity to practise Reiki. Reiki has three levels: levels 1 and 2, as well as the
Master level. Reiki is simple to use once attuned, and you will always be able to utilise it!

CHAPTER 3: Reiki Power

According to the creator Mikao Usui, reiki (translated from an interview)
Every time a secret technique is developed, it has been passed down through the generations
as a legacy for the family's surviving future generations. That notion, keeping it closed to the
public

The negative custom from the previous century is to use and maintain that precious technique
within the family. We must coexist in the present era. Happiness will be based on a sincere
desire for societal advancement. Because of this, I will not permit myself to keep this. Our Reiki
Ryoho is a unique concept that has never been created before and is unique to this world. To
the profit and welfare of the people, I will thus make this concept available to everyone. And
God's blessing will be given to everyone. Expect everyone to have a soul and to be one with
this. Our Reiki Ryoho is a unique healing approach that draws power from Reiki, a force that
permeates the entire cosmos.
First and foremost, this is for the health and strength of people. Then, to enhance the mind, to
be gentle and healthy, and to make human life enjoyable
Today, we need to change and restructure our lives both inside and outside of our homes in
order to avoid illness and misery. Many people worry about getting sick or having an accident.
I'm willing to publicly impart this technique.

Q: What is Usui Reiki Ryoho, exactly?

A. I have graciously received the last edicts of the Meiji Emperor. We must first mend our spirits
in order to follow my teachings, train, grow spiritually and physically, and travel the correct road
as humans. Second, we must maintain the health of our bodies. Our bodies will naturally
become healthy if our spirits are strong and in line with the truth. The goals of Usui Reiki Ryoho
are to live a calm, happy life, heal others, and increase both our own and other people's
happiness.

Q: Do the Kiai method, the religious approach, or any other method have any similarities to
hypnosis?

A. No, none of the methods are comparable. This technique uses the intuitive power I've
developed through years of rigorous training to benefit the body and the spirit.

Q:Then, is the therapeutic method a psychic one?



A. You could certainly say that. However, you may also describe it as a physical form of therapy.
The cause is because the healer's body, particularly their eyes, mouth, and hands, emit Ki and
light. Therefore, if the healer looks at, breathes on, or strokes the damaged area with their
hands, conditions including toothaches, colic pain, stomachaches, neuralgia, bruises, cuts, and
burns would subside. However, treating a chronic illness takes time and is not simple. But after
the first therapy, a patient will feel better. It is more factual than fiction to use contemporary
medicine to describe this phenomenon. You would comprehend if you could see the reality.
Even those who employ sophistry are unable to avoid the truth.

Q:Is faith in Usui Reiki Ryoho necessary to achieve greater results?

A. No. It's not like hypnosis, psychological therapy, or any other type of mental therapy. There is
no requirement for approval or appreciation. Whether you question, reject, or deny it is
irrelevant. For instance, it works well on young children and seriously ill individuals who are not
conscious of anything, such as a doubt, rejection, or denial. One in ten people might accept my
approach before receiving treatment. After their first treatment, the majority of them understand
the advantages and start to trust the technique.

Q: Can Usui Reiki Ryoho treat any illness?

A. This procedure can be used to treat any sickness, including psychiatric conditions and
organic diseases.

Q:Is Usui Reiki Ryoho limited to treating diseases?

A. No. Usui Reiki Ryoho treats more than only disease. Agony, weakness, timidity, irresolution,
anxiousness, and other negative habits are examples of mental illnesses that can be treated.
After that, you can live a joyful life and recover with the Mind of God or Buddha. That then
becomes the main object.

Q:What is the mechanism of Usui Reiki Ryoho?

A. I've never learned this technique or how to use psychic abilities for healing. While fasting, I
unintentionally discovered that I had been given healing power when I felt the air in a strange
way. So even though I am the founder, I have trouble explaining things precisely. Although this
phenomenon has been studied by academics and intelligent persons, current science is unable
to resolve it. However, I think that day will inevitably come.

Q:Is there any medication used in Usui Reiki Ryoho? Are there any negative effects?

A. Never utilises medical technology. Treatment methods include gazing at the affected area,
breathing onto it, stroking it with hands, placing hands on it, and lightly patting it with hands.

Q: Do I need to have medical knowledge?



A. You do not require medical expertise because my method defies the laws of modern science.
I treat a head if a brain ailment develops. I treat the stomach if there is a stomachache. I treat
my eyes if it's an eye condition. You do not need to endure a hot moxa treatment or consume
bitter medications. Staring at the damaged area, breathing onto it, placing your hands on it, or
stroking it with your hands all require very little time to treat. These are the reasons my
approach is so novel.

Q:What do renowned medical researchers think of this approach?

A. The renowned medical researchers appear to be extremely sensible. Medical science has
come under heavy fire from European scientists.

To get back on topic, Teikoku Medical University's Dr. Nagai claims that while "we as doctors do
diagnose, record, and comprehend ailments, we don't know how to treat them."
As per Dr. Kondo, "It is untrue that medical research has advanced significantly. The largest
failing of contemporary medical science is the neglect of psychological effects.
Dr. Kuga claims: "It is a proven truth that, depending on the sickness, the patient's personality,
and the application of the treatment, psychological therapy and other forms of healing
performed by healers without medical training are more effective than medical care. Additionally,
it is narrow-minded of doctors to attempt to resist and exclude psychological healers who lack
medical training.

Nippon Iji Shinpo

Doctors, medical researchers, and pharmacists have undoubtedly taken notice of the benefits of
my teaching style and have enrolled as students.

Q:What response has the government given?
A. On February 6, 1922, a member of the Diet testified before the House of Representatives'
Standing Committee on Budget. Dr. Matsushita sought the government's opinion on the issue of
non-doctors treating a large number of patients using psychological or spiritual approaches.
A government representative replies to Mr. Ushio, "A little more than ten years ago, many
believed that hypnosis was the invention of the long-nosed goblin, but today research has been
done and it is used to treat patients with mental illness. Solving the human intellect with merely
science is exceedingly challenging. Doctors treat patients in accordance with medical science's
guidelines, but not all illnesses are treated with medical methods like electric therapy or simple
hand-holding." So, neither the Medical Practitioners Law nor the Shin-Kyu (acupuncture and
moxa therapy) Management Regulation are broken by my Usui Reiki Ryoho.

Q: People can believe that this type of healing skill is given to a select few people rather than
acquired via training.



A. That is not accurate. Every being has the capacity to heal. mammals, fish, insects, and
plants, but in particular, a human has amazing power because he or she is the lord of creation.
Human healing ability has been manifested in Usui Reiki Ryoho.
Q: Then, can anyone learn Usui Reiki Ryoho's Denju (initial teaching)?
A. Of sure, a man or woman, young or old, knowledgeable or not, anyone with common sense
may accurately accept the power in a short amount of time and heal themselves and others.
More than a thousand students have taken my classes, and nobody has ever failed. Anyone
can cure sickness using only Shoden. You might think it is impossible to develop healing power
quickly, but it is feasible. It is a quality of my method that quickly cures challenging illnesses.

Q:Can I heal myself if I can heal others?
A. How can you help others if you can't help yourself?

Q: How do I get access to Okuden?
A. Okuden consists of Hatsureiho, telesthetic technique, propensity method, patting with hands
method, stroking with hands method, and pressing with hands method. People who have
studied Shoden and who are good scholars, decent citizens, and enthusiasts will receive
instruction from me.

Q:Is Okuden the highest level there is?
A. Shinpi-den is a level that does exist.

It is what? How is it repaired?

Through William Lee Rand

Japanese terms Rei and Ki combine to form the word Reiki. It is important to keep in mind that a
perfect translation from Japanese to English is challenging. There are numerous degrees of
meaning in Japanese. So, when seeking to convey a word's meaning, it is important to consider
the context in which it is being used. Because these words are employed in the context of
spiritual healing, a Japanese/English dictionary cannot provide us the depth of meaning we
need because it bases its definitions on ordinary Japanese usage. Rei and Ki, for instance, are
frequently characterised as ghost and vapour, and while these definitions obliquely hint at the
meaning we want, they fall well short of what is required.

Rei can be defined as the Higher Intelligence that directs the formation and operation of the
universe when we look for a definition from a more spiritual perspective. Everything, animate
and inanimate, is permeated by the subtle wisdom known as rei. The growth of all creation, from
the formation of galaxies to the emergence of life, is guided by this delicate wisdom. On a
human level, it is there to support us when we are in need and serve as a source of direction for
our life. It is all-knowing because of its boundless nature. Depending on the culture that gave it
its name, Rei is also known as God and goes by many other names.
The non-physical energy known as ki is what gives life to all living things. Everything that is
living, including plants, animals, and people, is filled with ki. A person's Ki will be high when they



are strong, self-assured, and prepared to enjoy life and face its obstacles. They will feel weak
and are more likely to become ill when it is low. Ki comes to us through the air we breathe, food,
sunlight, and sleep. We can also raise our Ki by meditating and doing breathing exercises.
When someone passes away, their Ki departs from the physical body. Ki has also been referred
to as odic force, orgone, bioplasma, and life force. It is also known as Chi in China, prana in
India, and Ti or Ki in Hawaii.

A non-physical healing energy composed of life force energy that is directed by the Higher
Intelligence, or spiritually guided life force energy, might be described as Reiki in light of the
aforementioned information. The fact that Reiki energy seems to have an intelligence of its own,
flowing where it is needed in the client and providing the healing circumstances required for the
individual's requirements, makes this definition useful because it closely mirrors the experience
of many who practise Reiki. The mind cannot direct it. Therefore, it is not constrained by the
knowledge or skills of the practitioner, It cannot be abused because it always has a curative
effect. (It is important to remember that Reiki differs from ordinary life force energy since life
force energy can be influenced by the mind on its own and as a result, can both benefit from
and harm, including poor health.)

Instead of the physical organs and tissues' ability to function, the Ki that flows through and
around a person is the source or cause of health. Ki is what gives life to the physical organs and
tissues as it moves through them, which is what creates a healthy state. The physical organs
and tissues will suffer if the flow of Ki is disturbed. Therefore, the primary cause of sickness is
an obstruction in the passage of Ki.

The ability of Ki to react to one's emotions and thoughts is a key characteristic. Depending on
the nature of one's thoughts and feelings, ki will either flow more powerfully or less strongly in its
action. The biggest factor preventing the free passage of Ki is our bad ideas and emotions. Any
unfavourable or discordant thoughts or sentiments will stop the flow of Ki. Even Western
medicine acknowledges the part the mind plays in causing illness, with some Western doctors
claiming that up to 98% of illnesses are either directly or indirectly brought on by the mind.
It is important to realise that the mind permeates every part of the body in addition to the brain.
Every organ and tissue in the body has a neurological system, so the mind is also present there.
It is also recognised that the aura, a subtle energy field 2 to 3 feet thick, contains the mind,
which extends even beyond the physical body. Because the mind and body are so intertwined, it
is more accurate to refer to our mind as a mind/body.
As a result, in addition to the brain, our negative ideas also gather in numerous places
throughout the body and in the aura. Ki's flow is impeded in the areas where unfavourable
emotions and thoughts congregate.The functionality of any physical organs present in these
places is constrained. Illness develops if the bad emotions and attitudes are not swiftly
eradicated.
The biggest issue is the negative thoughts and sentiments that are ingrained in the unconscious
mind and body since we are unable to change or get rid of them because we are not aware of
them.



Because Reiki is directed by the Higher Intelligence, it always knows exactly where to go and
how to react to obstructions in the flow of Ki. This is one of Reiki's greatest strengths. It can
eradicate negative, Ki-inhibiting ideas and sensations that are present in unconscious regions of
the mind and body. Any unfavourable thoughts or sentiments ingrained in the unconscious mind
or body are broken apart and washed away as Reiki passes through a diseased or unhealthy
location, restoring the usual, healthy flow of Ki. Ailment is replaced by health as a result of the
unhealthy physical organs and tissues receiving the correct nutrition from Ki and starting to
function in a balanced, healthy manner.
This fully benign, non-invasive healing method is gaining popularity. Reiki is destined to play a
significant role as a recognised and acknowledged healing practise as western medicine
continues to investigate alternative healing modalities.

Describe REIKI. Who may acquire it?

A Japanese method for unwinding and reducing stress called reiki also encourages healing.
Based on the notion that an invisible "life force energy" flows through us and gives rise to our
existence, it is administered by "laying on hands" and is known as reiki. One's "life force energy"
determines how healthy and happy one is; if it is low, one is more likely to fall ill or experience
stress, and if it is high, one is more capable of being both.
The Japanese word Rei, which means "God's Wisdom or the Higher Power," and Ki, which
means "life force," combine to form the phrase Reiki. Consequently, Reiki is "spiritually guided
life force energy."
A treatment feels like a lovely, radiance-filled flow that surrounds and permeates you. Reiki has
numerous positive effects, including relaxation and feelings of serenity, security, and well-being.
It addresses the full person, including the body, emotions, mind, and spirit. Numerous people
have cited amazing outcomes.
Reiki is accessible to everyone because it does not depend on one's intelligence or level of
spiritual development. Everyone can benefit from using the straightforward, secure, and natural
Reiki technique for spiritual healing and self-improvement. Almost every known disease and
ailment has benefited from its use, and it always has a positive outcome. Additionally, it aids in
the relief of side effects and the promotion of recovery when used in conjunction with any other
therapeutic or medicinal methods.

The skill to apply Reiki is not taught in the conventional sense, but rather is given to the learner
during a Reiki lesson. It is an astonishingly simple technique to master. The power to access an
endless stream of "life force energy" to improve one's health and quality of life is imparted to
students during an "attunement" provided by a Reiki master.
It can be used by anyone and is not reliant on one's intellectual prowess or level of spiritual
growth. Many thousands of people of various ages and backgrounds have been effectively
taught it.

What is REIKI's history?

Japanese Reiki



U.S. Reiki Ryoho Gakkai
Not long after rediscovering Reiki, Dr. Usui established a Reiki organisation in Japan. He was
the inaugural leader. Following his passing, Mr. Ushida, Mr. Iichi Taketome, Mr. Yoshiharu
Watanabe, Mr. Toyoichi Wanami, Ms. Kimiko Koyama, and Mr. Kondo are the presidents who
have succeeded him as of 1998. Contrary to what some people in the west have said, Dr. Usui's
method of healing only includes the presidents described above; there is no "lineage bearer" or
"Grandmaster." Despite being a well-known Reiki teacher, Dr. Hayashi was never in control of
the Usui method of Reiki.
In Japan, the term "reiki" is used to refer to a wide variety of therapeutic and spiritual practises.
It is not exclusive to the Dr. Usui method-based therapeutic technique. The Usui System of
Natural Healing, often known as Usui Reiki Ryoho, is the name of the healing philosophy that
developed from Dr. Usui's approach.

Origins

There has been a lot of discussion concerning the origins of Reiki, however most of these
hypotheses have not received much support. Some claim that Buddhism is the source of Reiki
or that it incorporates Buddhist ideas or practises. I had a conversation with a Japanese Reiki
master who is also a Buddhist and has extensively studied the origins of Reiki in Japan. He
claimed that Reiki is religiously neutral and that he could not discern any relationship between it
and Buddhism. Despite being a Buddhist, Dr. Usui had also studied Christianity and had once
lived with a Christian family. It is evident that he had a highly diverse background in numerous
philosophical and religious ideas.
The technique of healing that Dr. Usui taught and utilised was created by him and was based on
his mystical experiences, which is the clearest and most true understanding we have been able
to find on Mt. Kurama and by utilising his research in numerous academic fields.

No other religion, including Buddhism, is related to it. His own writing, in which he asserts that
"Our Reiki Ryoho is something entirely original and cannot be compared with any other
(spiritual) path in the world," provides evidence for this. (Extracted from his Reiki Ryoho Manual)
In the West, Reiki the Usui System of Natural Healing has changed over time since it was
introduced to the west. In contrast to the straightforward, adaptable, and intuitive approach used
by Dr. Usui, it is currently considerably more structured and organised. The development of the
Usui System of Reiki is described in the paragraphs that follow.
Dr. Usui learned how to administer Reiki during his spiritual encounter on Mt. Kurama. He
added the Reiki Ideals later. The normal hand positions, the three degrees, and their attunement
procedures were added by Dr. Hayashi. The previously described pricing structure was added
by Mrs. Takata. After Mrs. Takata passed away, several of her Masters inserted the necessary
breaks between classes. Actually, Dr. Hayashi taught that Reiki treatments should be provided
for free, according to Mrs. Yamaguchi, who trained with him to become a Reiki instructor.
Because they could afford to practise without charge, he mostly taught wealthier students.
Therefore, even if some people insist that payment be made, we know that this is not a



requirement and that the choice of whether to charge for Reiki sessions is ultimately up to the
practitioner.
A few teachers started changing the way they taught Reiki after Mrs. Takata's changeover. The
majority of the modifications were positive, and they included the teachers adding information
and healing abilities they had picked up from other systems or through inner guidance.
However, other modifications were constrictive and made it more challenging for pupils to
advance. Some divided the Third Degree into numerous smaller pieces, referring to each new
part as a New Degree and Extra Charges. The fact that they had altered the Usui system was
frequently not revealed, and when their pupils became instructors, they started instructing what
they believed to be true Usui Reiki but actually wasn't. As a result, there are now numerous
variations of Reiki, some of which believe to be the only true form while really teaching a
modified form. A lot of the information regarding Usui Reiki's history and how it is taught and
performed that is available online has not been thoroughly studied, and many individuals are
just writing things they have heard without trying to trace the source or checking sources.
All Reiki schools that uphold the original Reiki spirit are supported by the authors of this FAQ
and The International Center for Reiki Training, which served as a major source of information
for it. See our Mission Statement, Philosophy, and The Reiki Ideals: The Reiki Ethical Principles.
However, we also advise anyone exploring Reiki to be aware that not every information on Reiki
that is published online has been thoroughly investigated; therefore, in order to grasp the Usui
Reiki Ryoho, one must identify reliable sources.
What is a Reiki Master Capable of? by William Lee Rand
Being a Reiki master might include continual personal development due to the nature of the
master level and the energies that become available to us. We have the chance to develop the
qualities that are inherent in the Reiki energy by receiving the master attunement and using the
master symbol, which allows us to open up to Reiki's boundless potential ever more completely.
Consider all the facets of Reiki energy; in addition to having the power to heal almost all
diseases, it also possesses an infinite amount of love, joy, peace, compassion, wisdom,
abundance, and more. We are aware of these characteristics.

IKI of Reiki because they are felt by both those delivering and receiving treatments. When we
focus on the source of Reiki during meditation, they become extremely clear. Many people
experience being lifted up into a secure space where they feel entirely cared for and learn about
the magnificent possibilities that might arise from inside as a result of doing this.
When we think about these things, it is simple to become too optimistic and confident in the
knowledge that all of life's obstacles can be overcome and that our lives can be a magnificent
experience. Shinpiden, which translates to "Mystery Teaching," is the name given in Japanese
to the master level of Reiki. The enigma being discussed is the mystery of God's power, love,
and wisdom. It is a mystery because God knows no bounds; all of God's qualities, such as
wonder, beauty, and grace, go far beyond what we can fathom. We will never truly comprehend
it, no matter how advanced we get in this incarnation or other levels of existence in the future. It
is and always will be a wonderful mystery because of this.
We have the chance to realise the Ultimate Reality when we get the Usui master sign and the
attunement that strengthens it. This is stated in the Usui master symbol's description, which
says that it stands for the aspect of the self that is already fully enlightened. Utilizing the master



sign truly allows us to communicate with our own enlightened selves. In actuality, this is where
Reiki energy truly comes from—from the most fundamental and significant aspect of our own
nature, our own enlightened selves! While it could seem to some that it is coming from outside
of ourselves and coming in through the head chakra, this is actually only an illusion that arises
from our limited knowledge.
Reiki is given to us by God's grace, and it is this same grace that heals us and encourages our
spiritual development. However, development does not happen by itself. Although Reiki
respects our free will and does not compel us to grow, if we choose to do so and use it for this
purpose, we will undoubtedly be led to a greater level of development.

Give this a shot. Using the master symbol and your hands in any comfortable posture, start
doing Reiki on yourself. (If you have level I or II but are not a Reiki master, try it without the
master symbol.) After then, reflect on this affirmation. "I entirely surrender to the Reiki energy
and the source of it." Continue saying this affirmation again and over, and as the Reiki energy is
still flowing, use your inner vision to locate the Reiki's source—either inside of you or above.
You will gain a lot of significant experiences by doing this. Among them is probably being more
conscious of how Reiki is affecting you and experiencing its wonderful attributes. You'll be given
fresh opportunities for personal development and asked to take part in life more meaningfully.
You will become aware of incredible discoveries and have ever-increasing experiences of joy,
security, and calm as your awareness gets closer and closer to the source. The time spent on
this activity will be well worth it. I advise you to do this every day because as you do, the impact
of these encounters will grow. Deep healing will start happening after that, and you'll start
getting advice on how to live a better life if you decide to accept the healing adjustments that are
offered. This meditation, although being straightforward, is incredibly effective and can put you
in a very joyful and healthy frame of mind, bringing about long-lasting changes that will serve as
the cornerstone of a more fulfilling existence.
You can follow the instructions provided by reiki to enhance the healing effects and depth of
your recovery. Additionally, it's likely that Reiki will direct you to additional healing modalities
that, in addition to Reiki, are ideal for you to employ. You might also get advice on adjustments
you should make that demand action from you. Your capacity for decision-making may increase,
making it very simple to choose exactly what you require, who to associate with, where to work,
etc., which may lead to a completely different course for your life.

Using your external environment as a barometer for your inner growth is a helpful strategy when
you're going through the healing process. This works because our ideas and intentions, both
conscious and unconscious, manifest our entire experience. Everything we encounter in life is a
result of some aspect of our being creating it. When we embrace this notion and assume full
accountability for everything that occurs in our life, we move into a very potent space. Then, we
may alter the unhealthy behaviours and enhance every element of our lives.
If you are having enjoyable experiences and your outer environment is favourable, this suggests
that your inner world is also positive. The opposite is also true, so when we go through
unpleasant experiences, disappoint ourselves, or have experiences that cause us to feel fearful,
anxious, or doubtful, it also means that a portion of our inner being is out of balance and needs
to be healed. Instead of placing blame on other people or external events when anything



unpleasant or unwelcome occurs in your life, turn your focus within and search for the aspect of
yourself that is to blame. Then, to nurture and repair this area, employ your Reiki healing
abilities. The negative experiences will stop when you accomplish this, and they'll be replaced
by wholesome, positive ones.
We will learn about a level of consciousness that lives inside each of us and has the potential to
bring about a magnificent new way of existence as we move forward on our healing road. It
generates a brand-new, fully positive mindset that gives one the power to solve a variety of
issues and produce outcomes that, up until that point, we did not believe were possible. Jesus
was working miracles and having a profoundly good impact on others around him because of
this heightened consciousness.
Many people are currently experiencing this new consciousness, which will soon become the
norm for the majority of people on the planet. Although it has gone by many names and is
increasingly accessible to all of us, you could say that it is a higher element of Reiki
consciousness. When Jesus mentioned that, I think he was referring to the second coming of
Christ.

He did not want for Jesus to come back to earth as he did two thousand years ago; rather, he
wanted to make the spirit of the Christ accessible to everyone.
Members of many religions and spiritual paths can access this Christ consciousness, which is
not just open to followers of the Christian religion. In reality, this superior method of manifesting
our life has been a component of all major religions' rituals and has been referred to by a variety
of titles depending on the particular religion or spiritual movement. I urge you to embrace this
possibility and work with Reiki in order to achieve a breakthrough like this. Let's let go of any
impulse to cling to unhealthy behaviours that restrict our happiness and instead embrace Reiki's
inner light. The love of the universe is contained within the Reiki source. Focusing on this love
and giving themselves over to its curative power allows for tremendous transformations that not
only bring about inner peace but also peace on earth.

Background: Reiki

The development of Reiki has undergone numerous changes. Many of us felt that the version
that had been passed down before was incomplete because it had not been validated and
appeared to be filled with myth. There has been a lot of investigation on the genuine origins of
the lovely Reiki tradition.
The following, more accurate account of Reiki history is attributed to Japanese Reiki Masters
Arjava Petter (Reiki Fire) and Ms. Shizuko Akimoto, as well as Usui Sensei's early initiates Mr.
Oishi and Fumio Ogawa and members of Tokyo's original Reiki organisation, Usui Reiki Ryoho.
We now have a more convincing explanation of Sensei Usui's motive for rediscovering and
passing down this healing technique thanks to the work of these individuals, who were brought
together by William Rand of the Center for Reiki Training in Michigan.
Here, I've combined their knowledge with mine to the history of this great healing method



reikihut.wordpress.com

The Memorial to Sensei Usui Mikao Usui, 15 August 1864 – 9 March 1926

Founder of Reiki, Sensei Mikao Usui

Sensei Usui, who was born in Yago, Japan, spent his life searching for Spiritual Truth. Some
historians claim that he visited China and the West as an adult to study and put what he had
learnt into practice. He studied Buddhism, which sparked an interest in the Buddha's capacity to
cure bodily sickness. When things were not going well in his life later on, the Sensei went to Mt.
Kurama, a sizable cedar forest west of Kyoto, to pray and contemplate. A Buddhist temple
dedicated to Bishamon-ten, the Spirit of the Sun, was built atop Mount Kurama in 770 AD by a
priest by the name of Gantei. Dr. Usui spent twenty-one days committing himself to that place.
Initiation

https://reikihut.wordpress.com/usui-memorial/


He heaped 21 stones on the first day and threw one away at dawn each day to keep count of
how long he had been there. After throwing the final stone on the twenty-first day, he peered
toward the horizon and noticed a light beam approaching in his direction. The light was
conscious and questioned him about his willingness to accept the light's ability to provide
healing information. Willingly, he was struck in the forehead by the beam, which rendered him
unconscious. He saw coloured light bubbles with symbols inside them while in this state. He
learned about them and was given permission to employ them in healing when he concentrated
on them. Dr. Usui received his training in the application of healing energy in this manner. He
soon learned that in addition to healing the physical and emotional bodies, this amazing energy
also helps one reach general inner peace and happiness by balancing the spirit, awakening
spiritual gifts, and restoring spiritual balance.

Dr. Usui Creates And Educates In Reiki

In April 1921, Dr. Usui founded a healing club and clinic in Tokyo where he treated patients and
conducted classes under the name Reiki. Usui Reiki Ryoho Gakkei was and is the name of his
organisation. Three degrees of Reiki were developed and taught by him: Shoden (First
Teaching), Okuden (Inner Teaching), and Shinpiden (Mystery Teaching). The Reiki Attunement
procedure, which a Master conducts to initiate a student into the Reiki energy, was also
developed by him. It's intriguing how the love symbol used in the aforementioned Buddhist
Temple mimics the symbol for mental/emotional healing taught in the second level of Reiki. The
Sonten, the Supreme Deity in the Temple, sign is similar to the Reiki Master symbol. It is
obvious that the amazing Reiki method has a number of hidden symbols and concepts.
After a devastating earthquake struck Tokyo in September 1923, Dr. Usui introduced Reiki to the
city to aid in the healing of the injured (original earthquake pictures). As word of his healing
talent spread throughout Japan, he visited the entire nation offering assistance where he could.
He spent the remainder of his life helping people, and on March 9th, 1926, in Fukayama, he
passed away at the age of 62 due to a stroke.

Philosophy Fundamentals– Lineages

Sensei Usui was a friendly, kind, and modest man. He didn't impose a set price on Reiki classes
or sessions, and occasionally he gave them away for free. His belief was that one was required
to reflect on and adhere to the Meiji Emperor's teachings in order to teach Reiki and achieve the
serene state of the sages. These rules are, in brief:
1) Don't lose your cool today.
2) Don't be anxious today.
3) Be thankful right now.
4) Be diligent today (meditative practice).
5) Show kindness today.

He advocated for everyone to have access to Reiki because it is a part of who you are!



Sixteen people received the Master Teacher Attunement from Dr. Usui, many of whom went on
to teach others and establish Dr. Usui's lineages. Dr. Chuujuru Hayashi was one of the
instructors that helped Reiki reach the West.
The Usui Reiki Ryoho Gakkei built a memorial honouring Sensei Usui that is 4' broad by 10' tall.
The chronicle of his life and goals, written by Mr. Okata and Mr. Ushida, who succeeded Sensai
Usui as the organization's president, is imprinted on it in Japanese Kanji. The Memorial, which
is maintained by the group's members, is situated next to his headstone in a public cemetery at
the Saihoji Temple in Tokyo.

What City Is Reiki From?

It's crucial to realise that Reiki still has its headquarters in Japan, where Mr. Kondo serves as
president. There is no such thing as a "Grandmaster" or "Lineage Bearer" in the Japanese Reiki
system. This title was developed by a Western Reiki organisation; it only pertains to the
organization's internal structure and has no bearing on Independent Reiki Masters and
Practitioners.
Love is reiki. Any attempt to master or possess Reiki stems from a profound misunderstanding
of what Reiki signifies to all of humanity.

Reiki's evolving history

The history of Reiki as a whole doesn't change, but our knowledge of Reiki and its creator, Dr.
Mikao Usui, is always expanding. We now have access to more thorough and factual
information regarding Reiki because of the efforts of Reiki Masters like Frank Arjava Petter,
William L. Rand, and many more. Understanding Reiki, its origins, and its techniques is also
made easier by the facts and recent information on Reiki in Japan.

Numerous antecedents of "Reiki"

Numerous civilizations have used hands-on therapy for healing for many years. There are many
various beliefs regarding where Reiki originated when you read about it in books or on the
internet, including the stars, Lemuria, Atlantis, Egypt, India, and Tibet. What is undeniable is that
Dr. Mikao Usui "rediscovered" Reiki in Japan at the start of the 20th century. For us Westerners,
Dr. Mikao Usui, Dr. Hayashi, and Mrs. Hawayo Takata are the three individuals who have had a
significant impact on the history of Reiki.

History of reiki in the West

We just had Mrs. Takata's telling of the Reiki tale a few years ago. Even though there appear to
be many parts of her account that cannot be verified, this version is nevertheless frequently
taught. I think it's probable that Mrs. Takata had to change and westernise the Reiki history
when she took it to the west after World War II in order to better suit the times. I won't discuss
Mrs. Takata's story here, but you can find several websites with her version under the
"Resources" section above.



Japanese reiki

For a long time, it was thought that Reiki was no longer practised in Japan, but fresh information
is now becoming available. The Reiki practised in Japan differs slightly from that practised in the
west. As new Japanese information becomes available, it is translated into other languages,
including Dr. Usui's guide. These recent discoveries are now covered in a few books.

Dr. Hyashi, Mrs. Takata, and Dr. Usui

As was already established, these three people are extremely important to the spread of Reiki in
the west. By clicking the relevant links, you can read the histories of Dr. Usui, Dr. Hayashi, and
Mrs. Takata.
Note: Since there appear to be numerous versions and translations of the information
accessible, writing about the history of Reiki is difficult. One explanation is that the written
Japanese language lends itself to the reader's personal interpretation. I am forced to rely on the
accuracy of other people's knowledge and translations, therefore I have no means of knowing
what is true and what is false. I am confident that this information is generally correct after
conducting significant research. Please share any recommendations you may have with me.

Sensei Usui (1865–1926)

What is now known as Reiki was created by Mikao Usui. He was born on August 15, 1865, in
the town of "Taniai-mura," which is located in Kyoto's Gifu prefecture's Yamagata district.
Since only kids from wealthy households could afford a good education at the time, Mikao Usui
most likely came from a wealthy family.

He began attending a Tendai Buddhist monastery school as a young boy and studied there. He
studied many martial arts as well. His obituary notes that he was an exceptional student who
worked hard. He enjoyed reading and had a broad knowledge of theology, especially that of the
Kyoten (Buddhist Bible), as well as of medicine, psychology, fortune telling, and other world
religions. He had a son (born in 1907) and a daughter from his marriage to Sadako.
The Meiji Era and afterwards pushed Usui sensei to learn about and study western ways,
therefore he travelled to China and the West on multiple occasions and studied there as well.

Miako Usui worked in a variety of occupations throughout his life, including that of a missionary,
a public servant, an office worker, an industrialist, a reporter, and a politician's secretary.
Shimpei Goto, a politician who served as the secretary of the railroad, postmaster general,
interior, and state, employed him as his personal secretary as well.
He eventually converted to Tendai Buddhism and became a monk or priest (what we in the west
call a lay priest). He frequently engaged in a 21-day meditation regimen. On his memorial, it is
stated that this incident once occurred on Mount Kurama (Horse Saddle Mountain). This is
supposedly where he received the inspiration for his Reiki healing method. He most certainly
borrowed concepts and information about healing from other systems, both spiritual and



physical, including Chinese Medicine, other Eastern healing systems like Chi Gong, the
Japanese equivalent Kiko, acupuncture, and others. He also probably studied other Eastern
healing systems.

Mikao Usui discovered that the therapeutic methods built into his spiritul system were effective
against a number of diseases. He established his first school and clinic in Harajuku, Tokyo, in
April 1922. The original Reiki Handbook of Dr. Mikao Usui was written by Usui and has since
been translated into English and published by Frank Arjava Petter, a Western Reiki Master
residing in Japan.

It must have taken very good healing and teaching abilities for Mikao Usui's fame to spread so
swiftly throughout Japan. During this period, Japan saw significant political and religious
transformation as well as an openness to the West. The elderly were drawn to his teachings
because they represented a restoration to traditional values and spiritual traditions.
His clinic/school was established as a place for people to receive treatment in addition to
spiritual instruction. Healing sessions were extremely affordable or even free because most
individuals at this time in Japan's history were quite poor. Healing and other comparable
techniques would have been provided at a low cost or, more likely, for free, according to
Japanese history sources.

As a form of compensation, Reiki pupils appear to have worked with the instructor (a small
monetary fee might also have been involved).
The Usui teachings included imparting knowledge on how to self-heal (a very central point still in
Reiki of today). Then they would be taught how to heal themselves after receiving healing.
A 7.9 on the Richter scale earthquake struck Tokyo and Yokohama on September 1st, 1923.
Tokyo was 50 miles from the epicenter. More than 140,00 fatalities were recorded. The majority
perished in the earthquake-caused fires. It was the worst natural disaster to ever hit Japan. The
demand and need for Reiki increased dramatically as Mikao Usui and his pupils began to
provide healing in the region, and as a result of his efforts, he gained even greater notoriety.
Usui had to create a second, larger school outside of Tokyo in Nakano in 1925 because he was
so overworked. His senior students would carry on his work while he was away from his school
or clinic because he travelled extensively.
At the age of 62, Dr. Mikao Usui passed away on March 9th, 1926. In Suginami- Ku, Tokyo's
Saihoji Temple, he is interred. Later, a sizable memorial stone describing his life and
achievements was made by his students and erected close to his grave. The translation of this
memorial contains a significant amount of fresh information on Usui Sensei.
Usui Sensei's three levels of instruction were broken down into six levels: Shoden (4 levels),
Okuden (2 levels), and Shinpi-den. Before progressing to the Okuden (inner teachings) level,
the beginner level student (Shoden) had to put in a lot of effort to develop their own spirituality.
The next level of Shinpi-den - Mystery/secret teachings was not attained by many pupils.
According to reports, he had trained between 15 and 17 people to become Reiki Masters—a
title that didn't exist in Japan at the time—and well over 2000 people in his healing technique.

Hayashi Chujiro 1878 - 1940



Dr. Hayashi has contributed to Western Reiki in two significant ways. The first is that he is
presumably the creator of the system of hand positions utilised in the West. The second is that
he trained Mrs. Takata as a Reiki Master, introducing Reiki to the West.
a Naval Doctor who graduated from Navy School in December 1902 and a former naval officer
in the Japanese Navy.
At the age of 47, he began studying Reiki with Usui Sensei in 1925. He was reportedly one of
Usui's final students to get Reiki Master training.
After completing his initial training, he left the Usui school and opened the "Hayashi Reiki
Kenkyu-kai," an 8-bed clinic in Tokyo with 16 healers. Patients received treatments from
practitioners who tended to them in pairs, two to a bed.
Hayashi's original hand placements, which only covered the upper torso, ranged from seven to
eight. These positions are based on Eastern traditional treatment techniques (like Chinese
Medicine), in which the head and torso are seen as the "body," while the limbs are regarded as
"external." These postures, which cover important energy centres (acupuncture points), can be
used to treat both the arms and legs as well as the rest of the body. (by meridian use). In order
to treat the entire body and mind, it is just essential to treat the head and torso.
Only head positions were used by Usui Sensei before treating any problematic body parts.
Additionally, he provided positions for treating various ailments.
It appears that Hayashi may have adopted more hand postures, and they may have served as
the inspiration for hand postures utilised in the west. These hand positions that encompass the
entire body improve the flow of energy throughout the body.
Dr. Hayashi created a 40-page guidebook outlining specific hand positions for various illnesses.
He might have given his students access to this manual. While at work

He initiated about 17 Reiki Masters, including Mrs. Takata, On May 10th, 1940, Chujiro Hayashi
committed Seppuku, a ritual suicide.

1900–1980: Hawayo Takata

reiki enters Western culture

On December 24, 1900, at first light, Hawayo Takata was born on the Hawaiian island of Kauai.
Her father was a worker in the sugar cane fields, and her parents were immigrants from Japan.
She finally wed the plantation's bookkeeper, who was also her employer. When Saichi Takata
passed away in October of 1930 at the age of 34, Mrs. Takata was left to care for their two
daughters.
She had to work extremely long hours with little time for rest in order to support her family. She
experienced terrible abdominal pain, a lung problem, and an emotional breakdown after five
years.
Soon after, one of her sisters passed away, and she went to Japan, where her parents had
relocated, to inform her parents. She also believed that Japan could provide her with medical



assistance for her ailing health. Here, she made contact with the office of Dr. Hayashi, where
she started getting Reiki treatments.
Mrs. Takata received twice-daily treatments and improved steadily. She was entirely cured after
four months. She was impressed with the outcomes and decided to study Reiki. Mrs. Takata
received First Degree Reiki in the spring of 1936. (Shoden). After a year of collaboration with Dr.
Hayashi, she was given Second Degree Reiki (Okuden).
In 1937, Mrs. Takata went back to Hawaii. Dr. Hayashi, who had come to assist Mrs. Takata in
establishing Reiki in Hawaii, soon followed her. Dr. Hayashi certified Hawayo Takata as a Reiki
Master in the winter of 1938. She was Dr. Hayashi's twelfth and final Reiki Master to be initiated.
Mrs. Takata initiated 22 Reiki Masters between 1970 and the time of her passing on December
11th, 1980.

The Reiki Masters she initiated are listed below. Before making the transfer, she provided her
sister the following list:
Barbara Weber Ray, Ethel Lombardi, Wanja Twan, Virginia Samdahl, Phyllis Lei Furumoto,
Dorothy Baba (deceased), Mary McFaden, John Gray, Rick Bockner, Bethel Phaigh (deceased),
Harry Kuboi, Patricia Ewing, Shinobu Saito (Takata's Sister), Barbara Brown, Barbara
McCullough, Beth Grey, Ursula Baylow, Paul Mitchell
Others have learned from the first twenty-two teachers. Since Mrs. Takata's transfer a decade
ago, Reiki has swiftly proliferated in both the West and the East and is now practised all over the
world. The number of Reiki practitioners worldwide has risen to millions, and there are currently
tens of thousands of Reiki Masters.

The Growth of Usui Reiki

The three chapters that follow outline William Lee Rand's study on the history of Reiki. His book
Reiki, The Healing Touch contains a more thorough explanation. Mikao Usui, M.D.
The Usui System of Reiki was created by Dr. Mikao Usui, also known as Usui Sensei to his
Japanese pupils. In the Japanese town of Yago in the Yamagata district of the Gifu prefecture,
he was born on August 15, 1865. Usui Sensei put a lot of effort into his studies and had a strong
desire to learn. He visited China and Europe. He continued his schooling, he studied medicine,
psychology, and religion in school. Due to the fact that only the wealthy in Japan could afford to
send their children to school, it is assumed that he came from a wealthy household. He
eventually rose to the position of secretary to Pei Gotoushin, chief of the health and welfare
department and future mayor of Tokyo. Usui Sensei became a successful businessman thanks
to the connections he developed while working in this position. He ended up receiving Reiki on
his own following a supernatural encounter on Mt. Kurama.
Usui's personal and professional lives were in disarray in 1914. Usui Sensei was a sensitive
spiritualist who frequently meditated at powerful locations on Mount Kurama. He made the
decision to go to this sacred mountain, where he joined in the 21-day Isyu Guo training
programme. Although we are unsure of his exact duties throughout this training, it is likely that
he was expected to engage in fasting, meditation, chanting, and prayer. Additionally, we are
aware that people still travel to Mt. Kurama's little waterfall for meditation. Standing beneath the
waterfall during this meditation, allowing the water to hit and pour over the top of the head, is



thought to open the crown chakra. Usui Sensei may have employed this meditation as a part of
his routine, according to Japanese Reiki masters. In any event, the enormous Reiki energy
reached his crown chakra during the Isyu Guo training. His healing talents were substantially
improved as a result, and he recognised he had a beautiful new gift: the capacity to heal people
without using up his own energy!

For more information about Reiki and how Dr. Usui rediscovered it, please see Reiki, The
Healing Touch by William Lee Rand.

Dr. Chujiro Hayashi

Dr. Hayashi was a former officer in the navy. At the age of 47, he obtained the Reiki Master
initiation from Dr. Usui in 1925.
The Usui system of healing up to this point comprised of the Reiki principles, the attunement
procedure, the symbols, and the energy itself. Dr. Usui had acquired this during his magical
encounter on Mount Kurama. Dr. Hayashi later created the Usui healing system. He established
a Reiki clinic in Tokyo and meticulously documented each treatment. He made the normal hand
postures, the system of three degrees, and their initiation rituals using this knowledge.

Hawayo Takase
The West gets reiki.

On December 24, 1900, at the crack of dawn, Hawayo Takata was born on the Hawaiian island
of Kauai. Her father was a worker in the sugar cane fields, and her parents were immigrants
from Japan. She put in a lot of effort while she was growing up. She finally wed the plantation's
bookkeeper, who was also her employer. They had two daughters, and he went by the name
Saichi Takata. At the age of 34, Saichi passed away in 1930, leaving Mrs. Takata to care for
their two children.
She had to work extremely long hours with little time for rest in order to support her family. She
experienced terrible abdominal pain, a lung problem, and an emotional breakdown after five
years.

Soon after, one of her sisters passed away, and Hawayo had to go to Japan, where her parents
had relocated, to inform her parents. She also believed that in Japan, she may get medical
assistance.
Her sister-in-law accompanied her as she boarded a vessel. She went into the hospital after
telling her parents of her sister's passing. She was discovered to have an appendix, gallstones,
and a tumour. She was prepared for the required surgery after taking several weeks off from
work.
Hawayo heard a voice on the operation table soon before the procedure started. A voice
responded, "The procedure is not required. The procedure is not required." She had never
before heard a voice address her in this way. She pondered its significance. A third time, the
message was delivered even loudly. She was aware that she was awake and that the voice was



real. She chose to consult the doctor because it was so peculiar but so persuasive. She asked
to speak to the surgeon after getting off the surgical table and covering herself in a sheet.
When the doctor eventually arrived, she enquired as to whether he was aware of any other
solutions to her difficulties. The physician informed Hawayo of Dr. Hayashi's Reiki clinic. She
was interested in doing this.
She began getting treatments at the Reiki centre. She was unaware of Reiki because she had
never heard of it. The Reiki practitioners could feel what was wrong with Mrs. Takata by using
their hands. Their diagnosis matched the hospital doctor's quite well. She was impressed and
felt confident in what they were doing as a result.
She would receive treatments from two Reiki masters each day. She assumed they were using
some sort of equipment because of how hot their hands were. She turned to look, but nothing
was there. She believed she had located the tools when she noticed the big sleeves of the
Japanese kimono one of the practitioners was wearing. She reached for the sleeves but was
unsuccessful. When she explained what she was doing to the practitioner, who had been
surprised, he started to laugh. Then he explained to her how Reiki functioned.
Mrs. Takata received regular care and improved with time. She was entirely cured after four
months. She wanted to study Reiki since the outcomes had impressed her. It was clarified,
nevertheless, that Reiki was Japanese and was meant to remain in Japan. An outsider could
not learn it.
In her conversations with the hospital's surgeon, Mrs. Takata persuaded him to approach Dr.
Hayashi for permission to allow her to study Reiki. Dr. Hayashi chose Mrs. Takata should be the
recipient of the Reiki lessons since she was persistent and he wanted to teach Reiki to
someone other than his wife. Mrs. Takata received First Degree Reiki in the spring of 1936. After
a year of working with Dr. Hayashi, she received Second Degree Reiki.
In 1937, Mrs. Takata went back to Hawaii. Dr. Hayashi and his daughter, who had come to
Hawaii to assist with the establishment of Reiki, soon followed her. Dr. Hayashi certified Hawayo
Takata as a Reiki Master in the winter of 1938. She was Dr. Hayashi's twelfth and final Reiki
Master to be initiated.
Mrs. Takata initiated 22 Reiki Masters between 1970 and the day she passed away on
December 11, 1980. The Reiki Masters she initiated are listed below. Before going through
transition, she sent her sister this list.

Charles Araki McCullough,
Barbara Debra Grey
Ingrid Baylow
Scott Mitchell
Itshikura Iris (deceased)
Brown, Fran
Weber Barbara Ray
Theodora Lombardi
Twanja Wanja
Vanessa Samdahl
Phyllis Furumoto Lei
Theodora Baba (deceased)



Marjorie McFaden
Brown John
Bockner, Rick
Elizabeth Phaigh (deceased)
John Kuboi
Pamela Ewing
Shinobu Saito
Kay Yamashita(The sisters of Takata)
Barbara Brown

Others have learned from the first twenty-two teachers. Since Mrs. Takata's transition ten years
ago, Reiki has swiftly taken up in the West. It is now used throughout New Zealand, Australia,
Europe, North and South America, and other regions of the world. There may be as many as
1,000,000 Reiki practitioners worldwide, and there are currently thought to be 50,000 Reiki
Masters.

Going through REIKI

What is treatable?
Reiki has both strength and tenderness. In its lengthy history, it has helped treat almost every
known disease and injury, including serious issues like: multiple sclerosis, heart disease, cancer,
as well as skin issues, cuts, bruises, broken bones, headaches, colds, flu, sore throats,
sunburns, fatigue, insomnia, impotence, poor memory, lack of confidence, etc. It is always
advantageous and helps all other forms of therapy to be more effective. A treatment offers
several advantages for both the client and the practitioner, including altered states of
consciousness and spiritual experiences. It feels like a magnificent shining brightness. If
If a client has a medical issue and requests Reiki treatment, it is advised that they do it under
the guidance of a compassionate physician or other healthcare provider. All medical treatments
will benefit from reiki, which works to lessen bad side effects, speed up healing, lessen or
completely eliminate pain, lessen stress, and foster optimism.
Tracking down Reiki practitioners
If Reiki appeals to you, the best way to understand more about it is to thoroughly experience it.
You might want to try getting Reiki remotely if a practitioner is not readily available. Visit and
engage with the pages of the Global Reiki Healing Network at this website as one alternative.
Find a practitioner if at all possible. The use of Reiki is commonplace. Many nations have
practitioners in urban areas; if you can, look them up at health food stores and in books on
holistic health or spirituality. Links to Reiki practitioners and teachers can be found in the Reiki
Net Resources. There are Reiki sharing groups and clinics in some cities. (We'll soon add a list
of sharing groups on this website.) Visiting one of these is a great chance to meet Reiki
practitioners and learn from them.

REIKI instruction

Anyone can learn Reiki, right?



Both the ability to meditate and intellectual ability are not prerequisites for learning Reiki. It
doesn't require years of training. The teacher merely imparts it to the pupil. As soon as this
occurs, Reiki is available and used. This makes it simple for everyone to learn.
Reiki is a pure type of healing that is not reliant on innate aptitude or learned skill. As a result,
the healer's personality is less likely to obscure the importance of the Experience. It is obvious
that there is a sense of being intimately connected to God's restoring love and safeguarding.

The Attunement to Reiki

The primary distinction between Reiki and other forms of hands-on therapy is the REIKI
Attunement. The REIKI Attunement is a gift from Spirit, the I AM, the Source, God, the Goddess,
or whichever you choose to define pure, ultimate Consciousness, and it is a blessing of
personal transformation.
The Reiki Attunement is a ceremonial ceremony that honours the choice you made to connect
with the Reiki 'frequency' of healing energy in order to bring harmony and health into every area
of your life and the lives of those around you.
A Reiki Master gives you your attunement and serves as a conduit for the benefit. The Master
performs the ceremony while you are seated on a chair, starting from behind you, moving
forward to draw or blow sacred symbols into your hands, heart, and aura, and finishing from
behind.
For people who have studied Reiki online with DovenStar, the attunement procedure begins
with a telephone conversation to create the sacred space for the ritual, is carried out psychically,
and is then concluded with another call. As I do the ritual in front of my alter while you sit in front
of yours, Spirit bestows the blessing of attunement upon you in a manner similar to how Spirit
bestows the blessing when we are in the same room together.

On a reputable Reiki website, someone expressed the opinion that distant attunements are
insufficient and that this fact has been clairvoyantly confirmed. In that setting, there are
numerous misconceptions about Reiki that are inherent. It implies that the Reiki Master, a
person, is the force driving the attunement, which is simply not the case. Spirit directs every
Reiki procedure, and the patient receives from each Attunement what is best for them. It implies
that Spirit's ability is constrained to say that a distance attunement is deficient in any way. I get
email after email from folks I've initiated around the world sharing how Reiki has brought them
joy and calm and how it has affected the people they share their Reiki with. Please feel free to
email for additional details on how this works wonderfully well and for customer reviews of
Distant Attunements.
During an attunement, one may experience intuitive and/or emotional phenomena (visions,
etc.), or they may not feel anything out of the ordinary. What happens during the attunement
experience is exactly right for each person since it is a collaboration between you and Spirit and
is guided by Spirit!
Your Inner Healer is awakened after the attunement, and obstructions to the flow of energy in
the etheric sphere are released, dislodged, and/or eliminated. 21-day cleansing cycles start off
continuously, which is a very fascinating experience for a beginner Reiki practitioner.



Receiving new or more Spiritual Guides is another benefit of attunement. Your Guides are
advanced, enlightened Beings with Reiki healing experience. It gives them great pleasure to get
to know you, help with your healing sessions, and teach you the secrets of Reiki. Increased
intuition is one way in which they communicate their counsel.
A Reiki attunement is an opportunity to open to a special spiritual path, to feel unconditional
love, and to become a part of the growing Sisterhood/Brotherhood of Lightworkers in service to
humanity.

Namaste

Reiki initiations and attunements

A participant in a Reiki course is attuned or initiated by a Reiki master through a straightforward
procedure, which enables him or her to access and make better use of more of the Universal
Life Energy. The attunements have a potent balancing and healing impact on their own. Reiki is
typically divided into three levels: Reiki 1, Reiki 2, and Master level because energy spins at
various levels.
Today, a lot of Reiki masters combine their weekend courses for the Reiki 1 and Reiki 2
initiations. Personally, I believe that this way results in a stronger attunement.
The Reiki master serves as a mirror during the attunement/initiation procedure to aid the student
in adjusting to the Reiki energy. An open "channel" is created by this energy for the cosmic or
universal life energy. When Reiki is "delivered," energy enters the recipient at the top of the
head and travels through this "channel" through the body and out the hands.
Almost always, the Reiki attunement is a very unique spiritual experience for both the receiver
and the master.
Reiki 1: Physical body advantages
The physical body appears to gain the most from the Reiki 1 attunement since it can now
channel more Reiki energy. Once attuned, a person's capacity to use Reiki is permanent. The
history of Reiki and the hand postures are covered in Reiki Level 1. For Reiki 1, there are
typically 4 initiations (depending on the system there might be less initiations). A 20–30 minute
Reiki attunement is a highly calming and useful experience.

Reiki 2 - Benefits of the subtle body

The Reiki 2 attunement raises the student's potential level of energy vibrations even further.
Additionally, 3 Reiki symbols are taught here: The Distance Symbol, the Mental Symbol, and the
Power Symbol can all be utilised to help direct energy toward particular goals. Reiki 2 is
available.
There is often just one initiation in the subtle body, commonly referred to as the aura in the west,
appears to be where the Reiki 2 attunement has the most impact.

Master of Reiki



Attuned individuals with Reiki 2 who want to be able to initiate and instruct others in Reiki are
offered this initiation. In this procedure, the Master sign is taught and the energy vibration level
is once more raised. It is not necessary to dedicate oneself to teaching others in order to
become a Reiki Master; you can complete the level for your personal enjoyment or profit.
Attunement
Other healing modalities are taught differently than how Reiki is taught. During an attunement
procedure, the Reiki Master imparts it to the learner. This procedure establishes a unique
connection between the student and the Reiki source and opens the crown, heart, and palm
chakras.
A very potent spiritual experience is the Reiki attunement. The Reiki Master channels the
attunement energy into the learner. The Rei, or God-consciousness, directs the process and
modifies it as necessary to meet the needs of each pupil. Reiki masters and other spiritual
entities who assist in the execution of the process are present at the attunement as well. Many
claim to have had mystical encounters involving private messages, healings, visions, and
previous lives.
Additionally, the attunement might heighten psychic awareness. After getting a Reiki
attunement, students frequently describe experiences including the opening of the third eye,
greater intuitive awareness, and other psychic abilities.
You will have Reiki for the rest of your life once you have gotten an attunement. You can never
lose it, and it never wears off. While only one attunement is necessary for each level to be tuned
to that level, more attunements have advantages. It has been discovered through
experimentation that more attunements to the same level increase its value. Refinement of the
Reiki is one of these advantages one is channeling, improved power of the energy, healing of
one's own issues, mental clarity, increased clairvoyance, and a raised degree of consciousness.
At the Reiki support groups that the Center sponsors, third degree Reiki practitioners frequently
offer further attunements without charging an additional charge.
The Reiki attunement can initiate a purification process that touches on the mind and emotions
as well as the physical body. The body may remove toxins that have been stored there as well
as emotions and cognitive patterns that are no longer helpful. To increase the advantage one
obtains, a purifying procedure is advised before the attunement. For detailed information on
preparation for an attunement, see the section below.

Getting ready for an Attunement

A purifying procedure is advised in order to enhance the outcomes you get from the attunement.
As a result, the attunement energies will function more effectively and help you more. The
actions that come next are optional. If you feel led to, adhere to them.
1. Three days before the attunement, avoid eating any meat, poultry, or seafood. These foods
frequently contain contaminants, such as pesticides and heavy metals, which slow down and
upset your system, as well as medications like penicillin and female hormones.
2. If you already practise fasting or are a vegetarian, think about going on a one- to three-day
water or juice fast.



3. Reduce or stop using coffee and other caffeinated beverages. The neural and endocrine
systems become out of balance as a result. Avoid drinking anything with caffeine the day of the
attunement.
4. For at least three days previous to the attunement, refrain from drinking alcohol.
5. Use sweets less often or no longer. No chocolate, please.
6. If you smoke, try to limit your smoking on the day of the attunement.
7. Practice a kind of meditation you are comfortable with for at least a week, or just sit in quiet
during this period.
8. Spend less or no time reading newspapers, listening to the radio, and watching TV.
9. Take leisurely strolls, spend time in nature, and engage in some light exercise.
10. Pay closer attention to the subtle impressions and sensations you are experiencing and
those around you; consider their significance.
11. Bring all of your negative emotions—anger, fear, jealousy, hate, concern, etc.—to the light.
Make a sacred area both inside and outside of you.
12. By receiving an attunement, you will join a community of people who are utilising Reiki to
heal the Earth, as well as themselves and one another. Also assisting you in achieving these
objectives will be Reiki guides and other spiritual beings. Although Reiki is not a religion, you
can prepare your mind to open to higher spiritual energies and experiences by doing intention
work and praying in a way that is comfortable to you.

The Attunement Procedure at the International Center for Reiki Training

The Usui methodology and a unique Tibetan method are combined in the attunement procedure
utilised by the Center in all Reiki classes. Because Tibetan techniques and symbols are used, a
greater connection is made to the notion that Reiki originated in Tibet.

The quality of the Usui system of attunements has been substantially enhanced by the addition
of the Tibetan attunement procedure. In comparison to the original Usui system, this special
attunement method has evolved over time to be more potent and to draw in a greater variety of
attunement energies. Both the traditional Usui approach of attunements and the Usui/Tibetan
method are taught in Reiki III.
All modifications to the Usui system are lucidly described in class, so students who prefer to
practise the original Usui system of Reiki can do so with ease.
The Center's modifications to the original Usui approach were inspired by its own inner direction
and spiritual development experience. They were only included after extensive testing and
verification that they improved the Usui system.

Where the $10,000.00 Fee Came From

As time passed, Mrs. Takata thought about the necessity of teaching additional Reiki Masters.
She understood that it could be challenging to teach the Japanese idea of respect in the minds
of Westerners. She worried that Westerners might not value Reiki Mastership because it can be
acquired so quickly and is simply passed on during the Reiki Master attunement. She then
came up with a scheme to charge anyone desiring to become Reiki Masters a hefty sum of



money. She believed that since money was a concept that Westerners could relate to and
respect, it would facilitate the necessary understanding and thanks for Reiki. She came to the
conclusion that a payment of $10,000 would be sufficient to engender the respect required for
the Reiki Master attunement. She also established the Reiki I and II prices at $175 and $500,
respectively. While many Reiki Masters are now adopting a lower pricing structure that would
allow anybody who feels guided to do so to become a Reiki Master, some Reiki Masters have
remained to charge these high rates.
Classes are available at the International Center for Reiki Training for fair prices. Visit the Reiki
Trainings website for more on the Reiki classes and costs.

Selecting a Professor

You may want to start with a class if a practitioner is not readily available. Some teachers
provide scholarships if finances are an issue. If Reiki is the appropriate choice for you, you can
do it. Again, for connections that might exist, see the Reiki links below.
The simplest and best advice is to follow your heart after you have selected an instructor. Pay
attention to your inner voice. Is this relationship a good fit for me? Analytical approaches should
refer to the references at the bottom of the page. Or start by posing inquiries.
We advise you to choose a teacher after you have made the decision to study Reiki by taking
into account the following factors.
Questions to Ask Yourself Before Enrolling in Reiki Training
Should I start learning Reiki right away?
• Do I have a gut instinct that this is the person I should study with?
• Would I learn well with this individual as a partner?
• Am I willing to commit to consistent practice in order for this method—or any method!—to
produce results?
What topics do you address in your classes,

For Reiki teachers:

What topics do you address in your classes? How many hours are spent in class each day?
How much time is spent on instruction and how much on practical training?
• Will this training advance me in the Usui Reiki tradition or initiate me into it? Ask them to
describe their ancestry.
What can I anticipate from an attunement?
• How much do you charge, and why do certain Masters charge so much?
• How much time should pass between Reiki training levels?
• Will you or other Masters be available to me for support after I complete this training?
• Do you know of any Reiki support groups in my region or could you assist me in starting one?
• Does the instructor reply to you in a way that is encouraging and empowering?

See the remaining pages of this Reiki FAQ and the following pages for our responses to many
of the questions raised above about Reiki training:



• Center Philosophy and Purpose
• Reiki Instruction

CHAPTER 4: Developing While Learning Reiki

Reiki is a wonderful way to deepen awareness of universal energy and a good place to start for
experiencing and working with healing energy. Generally speaking, Reiki is a supplement to
other therapeutic modalities and spiritual activities. When it comes to beginning Reiki and
healing, there are no strict guidelines. Once more, follow your heart's guidance to choose the
experiences and teacher(s) that are perfect for you.
The work starts after you master a healing method. It is a good idea to commit time to regular
practise, locate an encouraging teacher and practise group, and pursue further research in
order to increase your grasp of and sensitivity in Reiki. Make sure your environment is set up to
support your healing and development.

Take things slowly and keep your mind and emotions focused on your objectives.



The Reiki symbol

etsy.com

Questions & Answers About REIKI

How does Reiki energy originate?

Reiki is a type of subtle energy. It differs from other forms of physical energy like electricity,
chemical energy, and others. The Higher Power, which resides on a realm above the physical
reality we are familiar with, is where Reiki energy originates. Reiki energy appears to descend
from above and enter the top of the practitioner's head before flowing through the body and out
the hands when observed with clairvoyance. Due to our vantage point, it seems to flow in this
direction. The real source of Reiki energy, nevertheless, is found within each of us. This doesn't
imply that when doing Reiki, we employ our own energy; rather, it suggests that the energy is
coming from a transindental region of our being that is interconnected to an endless source of
healing energy.

Is Reiki a form of religion?
A. Reiki is not a religion, despite the fact that its energy is spiritual in character. Practitioners are
not required to alter their existing religious or spiritual convictions. They are encouraged to pick
the nature of their religious activities on their own and are free to continue believing whatever
they like.

How is a Reiki session conducted?
A. During a typical session, the client receives Reiki energy from the practitioner's hands.
Although most massages are performed with the patient lying on a massage table, they can
also be performed with the patient sitting or standing. The client is still completely covered. The
practitioner adopts a variety of hand postures while placing her or his hands on or close to the
client's body. The head and shoulders, the stomach, and the feet are a few examples of them.
Depending on the needs of the client, other, more specialised positions might be utilised.
According to how much Reiki the client needs in each position, each position is held for three to
ten minutes. Typically, the entire procedure takes 45 to 90 minutes.

How does receiving a Reiki treatment feel?

A. Each person has a slightly different experience during a Reiki session. However, everyone
typically experiences emotions of profound relaxation. Many people also experience a
magnificent, luminous brilliance that pours through and surrounds them. One experiences a
sense of calm and well-being as the Reiki energy urges one to let go of any stress, anxiety, fear,
or other unpleasant emotions. Others report floating outside of their body, falling asleep, having
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visions, and having other mystical experiences. One feels rejuvenated and has a more
optimistic, balanced view after the treatment.

What conditions may Reiki treat?

A. All types of disease and undesirable circumstances have benefited from reiki. This covers
inconsequential items like heads or
illnesses include heart disease, cancer, leukaemia, and others that are more serious, such as
stomachaches, bee stings, colds, the flu, tension, and anxiety. Regular medical procedures also
no longer have as many negative effects. This covers the side effects of chemotherapy, pain
following surgery, and depression in addition to accelerating healing and cutting down on
hospital stays. Reiki always helps, and in a few instances, patients have completely recovered,
as shown by medical tests conducted both before and after the Reiki sessions. While some
people have seen miracles, they are not always possible. Most people report reduced stress
and some improvement in their physical and mental health.

Does receiving a Reiki treatment mean you have to quit seeing your current doctor or
therapist?

A. No. Reiki is effective in conjunction with conventional medical or psychiatric care. It is advised
to get medical attention from a qualified health care provider in addition to receiving Reiki
treatments if one has a physical or psychiatric ailment. Reiki energy enhances the effects of all
other healing modalities, including medication, surgery, psychological treatment, and alternative
medical procedures.

Who is able to learn Reiki?

A. Reiki is a very easy technique to learn and does not require any prior training, healing
experience, or knowledge of meditation. More than a million people from all walks of life, young
and old, have successfully learnt it. It is not taught in the typical manner that other subjects are
taught, which is why it is so simple to learn. Through a procedure called an attunement that
happens during a Reiki class, the learner simply receives the teacher's capacity to do Reiki.
After receiving an attunement, a person has the ability to perform Reiki, and from that point
forward, the healing energy will start to flow whenever they place their hands on themselves or
another person with the intention of performing Reiki.

What is the learning curve for Reiki?

A. A weekend beginner's Reiki class is offered. The course may last one or two days. I suggest
setting a minimum requirement of six to seven hours. In addition to the attunement, the student
must be taught how to provide treatments and must practise administering them in front of the
class.

Why do Reiki attunements happen?



A. The procedure by which a person acquires the capacity to administer Reiki treatments is
called a Reiki attunement. During the Reiki lesson, the Reiki Master gives the attunement. The
Reiki Master will employ one or more specific breathing methods while touching the student's
head, shoulders, and hands throughout the attunement. The pupil will get the attunement
energies after passing through the Reiki Master. These unique energies, which are directed by
the Higher Power, alter the pupil's energy channels and link the student to the Reiki's origin. The
energy component of the attunement adapts to be just suitable for each pupil since it is directed
by the Higher Power. Some students experience warmth in their palms during the attunement,
while others may see colours or have glimpses of spiritual creatures. However, for the
attunement to have been effective, an inner experience is not required. Most only report feeling
more relaxed.

Can I take care of myself?

A. After receiving the attunement, you can treat both yourself and other people. This is one of
Reiki's distinctive qualities.

I've heard that Reiki can be sent remotely to other people. How does that function?

A. You are given three Reiki symbols in Reiki II. With the Reiki II attunement, these symbols are
strengthened. A sign for distance healing is among these. No matter where they are, you can
transmit Reiki to them by thinking of them and activating the remote sign, utilising a picture of
the person you want to send Reiki to, writing their name on a piece of paper, or simply using
your imagination. It doesn't matter if they are hundreds of miles away. They will receive medical
attention from the Reiki energy. Additionally, you can send Reiki to people in need or to
international leaders, and the Reiki energy will also benefit them.

How many levels of Reiki training are there?

A. There are four levels in the Usui/Tibetan system of Reiki taught by the Center. One, two,
Advanced, and Master are some of these.

How does administering a treatment feel?

A. The Reiki energy passes through the practitioner during a treatment before entering the
patient through the hands. As a result, the practitioner also receives treatment. The practitioner
will experience a greater sense of calm and well-being as the Reiki energy passes through
them. Occasionally, people have spiritual experiences. Occasionally, the practitioner gets
insights into what the client needs to know in order to recover more completely.
How can I locate a Reiki practitioner who is the best fit for me?
A. Reiki masters and teachers place advertisements in numerous magazines as well as put up
flyers at health food stores, occult bookstores, and other locations. Asking them some crucial
questions is a smart idea once you've located a Reiki instructor or practitioner from whom you're



interested in learning or getting treated. Here are a few that will provide you with further details
so you can decide.
• How long have you practised Reiki? Which training did you receive? What are your personal
Reiki practises? How did you get your name?
• What prerequisites must one meet in order to enrol in Reiki training?
What subjects do you cover in class? How many hours are spent in class? How much time is
spent on instruction and how much on practical training?
• What precisely will I be able to perform once I complete the training?
• What are your fees, and will I receive a handbook and a certificate?
Can I record the class on tape and take notes? I'll learn how many symbols total.
• Do you know of any Reiki support groups in my region or could you assist me in starting one?
• Do you intend to genuinely assist me in achieving success as a Reiki practitioner or Master?
• Irrespective of lineage or affiliation, do you treat other Reiki masters and practitioners with
respect?
Be conscious of how their responses make you feel and whether they are giving you a loving,
empowered, and supportive response. You will be directed to the best teacher or practitioner if
you listen to your heart.

Can kids practise Reiki?

A. Everyone can learn Reiki, yes. I advise parents to wait till their children are old enough to
comprehend what Reiki is and ask for it.

Is it safe for expectant mothers?

A. Because Reiki is directed by a Higher Power, the Reiki energy will recognise the client's or
student's situation and make the necessary adjustments. There is only good in reiki. Numerous
pregnant women have received medical care that has been very beneficial to both them and
their unborn child. Additionally, it's been applied during childbirth. With positive outcomes,
pregnant women have also taken the Reiki training and received the Reiki attunement.

What about infants?

A. Children adore Reiki. It is highly beneficial to them. Do not be concerned that it is too
powerful. Reiki adapts itself spontaneously to the baby's demands.
Can I cure either plants or animals?
A. Animals also adore Reiki. They appear to naturally comprehend what Reiki is and its
advantages. After receiving a Reiki treatment, pets frequently express their desire for additional
sessions. Reiki is also effective on plants.
A. Do Reiki treatments have any negative side effects?
A Reiki session will typically leave a client feeling calm and inspired. A person may, however,
occasionally experience what is referred to as a healing crisis. Toxins that have been held in the
body will be released into the bloodstream as a person's vibration rises, where they will be
filtered by the liver and kidneys and eliminated from the body. Sometimes a person may get a



headache, a stomach ache, or a feeling of weakness when this occurs. It is wise to increase
your water intake, eat smaller meals, and get more rest if this occurs. This is a positive
indication because the body is purging as part of the healing process.
Can it be utilised to aid in local or even international crises?

A. Yes, this is one of the amazing aspects of Reiki, and it is the reason why it is such a
wonderful approach for the new millennium.
There is a bright side to the difficult situations impacting so many people throughout the world
that we see on the news. Anywhere in the world, reiki can be utilised to alleviate pain and assist
people. We mention significant global events to send Reiki to on our Reiki website,
www.reiki.org. We shall swiftly arrive at a world of peace and harmony as more and more
people transmit Reiki to assist in the world's healing.
Q. What is the typical cost of a treatment?
A. The price of a Reiki session typically ranges from $25 to $100, depending on the country's
region. However, some medical professionals provide services for free or in exchange for a
donation.
Can someone earn a living using Reiki?
A. If you put your heart into it, it is possible to combine giving classes with developing a Reiki
practice to provide a steady income. This kind of work is incredibly satisfying. Check out the
section on building your reiki practice.

Can one obtain a license to teach and practise Reiki?

A. At the moment, there are no official licensing schemes. For Reiki teachers, the Center does
have a licensure programme, nevertheless. Please refer to the Center's Guidebook for Licensed
Teachers.
Do Reiki treatments get covered by insurance?
A. Insurance companies are only recently beginning to accept Reiki. Few insurance plans
include Reiki treatments, although some do. For information, contact the insurance provider in
your area.
Can massage therapists or nurses receive CEU credit for taking Reiki classes?
A. Nurses, massage therapists, and athletic trainers can receive CEU credits for classes
presented by our Center Licensed Reiki teachers.
Are there any scientific studies that show Reiki is effective?
A. You can read about Reiki research under the section.
Can you receive several attunements?
A Reiki attunement lasts for the rest of your life after you obtain one. The more attunements you
receive for the same level, though, the more refined and powerful your Reiki energy will
become.
What is lineage, exactly?
A. Reiki is a method that is repeatedly taught from teacher to student. If someone has Reiki,
they will be a part of a group of teachers who trace their lineage back to the creator of the Reiki
system they are now using. The tradition of Usui Reiki goes all the way back to Dr. Usui.



Do not censor Reiki
More and more people are seeing the benefits of using Reiki as an alternative or additional
healing technique. In reality, it appears that almost everyone either has Reiki, knows someone
who has, has heard of someone who has it, or has heard it referenced. This is not only leading
to an increase in the number of independent practitioners using Reiki, but it is also encouraging
an increase in the number of hospitals and clinics employing Reiki. Although I am unaware of
any figures, hundreds if not thousands of hospitals around the nation offer Reiki, based on
communications I have gotten in the past.
Numerous persons and organisations have become interested in the issue of government
regulation of Reiki as a result of its expanding use, particularly in professional contexts. Some
people have begun to view Reiki in the same light as other medical procedures, and they have
advocated for its regulation and licensing. Additionally, the current medical practice statute,
which was adopted by the majority of states decades ago is so comprehensive that Reiki is
technically regarded as a medical practice, necessitating the use of only licensed healthcare
professionals in order to practise it. Be aware that although this law is currently in effect, it is
rarely implemented. However, the fact that it exists throws an unwarranted threat on all Reiki
practitioners that might be employed if someone so chooses. Several other
alternative/complementary practitioners have experienced this, with disastrous outcomes.
Keep in mind that the goal of a law is to safeguard the public. There is no need to pass
legislation requiring the government to licence or regulate Reiki because it does not cause
harm.
Reiki and Spiritual or Religious Defense
In order to shield themselves from the Medical Practice Act, many Reiki practitioners have
decided to become ordained clergy (practicing medicine without a license). It is debatable if this
strategy of legal defence is effective. The Universal Life Church specifies six essential
conditions that must be met for Reiki to qualify as a religion in one of its sermons. Even if one
can demonstrate that Reiki is their religion, this does not necessarily mean that they will be able
to use this as a legal defence. For a more thorough discussion of this subject, see Reiki and
Religious Freedom.
Something needs to be done to safeguard us from this danger in light of the fact that the
medical practice legislation already exists, as well as the fact that other organisations are
considering establishing government licensure of Reiki.
A number of states have established legislation exempting Reiki practitioners and other
alternative/complementary practitioners from the medical practice statute. These laws are
helpful to Reiki practitioners since they stop the government from bothering us and allow us to
practise Reiki without a licence. A good illustration of this is the recent legislation that was
adopted in California. This short law is a good example of legislation that safeguards Reiki
practitioners, therefore I urge you to carefully read it.

Click here to read this brief law: California Health Freedom website:
http://www.californiah/htdocs /documents /our bill.aspp



Many states are attempting to prevent needless government regulation of Reiki and other
complementary and alternative health modalities.
The Massage Board's rule that states one must be a licensed massage therapist to practise
Reiki has hindered Florida Reiki practitioners. To stop this and maintain Reiki's independence,
this organisation is drafting legislation.
Florida Health Freedom Organization http://www.floridahealthfreedom.org
In order to defend our freedom to select the therapeutic modality of our choice without the
danger of unwarranted government licensing, a nationwide organisation has been established to
collaborate with anyone wishing to introduce drought legislation. This is a truly lovely group of
people that are deeply committed to upholding our rights spiritually. I urge you to sign up as a
member and, if you can, contribute. By doing this, you will support keeping Reiki free! To access
the site, click here. Some REIKI Success Stories can be found at
http://www.nationalhealthfreedom.org.

Healed Heart
I kind of ran into Reiki. I wasn't feeling well in 2000, and after numerous testing, I learned that I
had suffered a quiet heart attack. I'm diabetic. My cardiac catheterization was scheduled after I
was informed that I required one. Since I live in a remote place, I had to drive to Syracuse, New
York. There was a two-week delay as well. I was traveling with my partner at the time at a
college graduation celebration. I ran across a woman there who enquired as to how I was doing.
After a brief discussion, she invited me to visit her home during the week. We had rather busy
schedules, so the only night I could go was the evening before my four-hour trip to Syracuse for
the test. I attended without knowing why I was being invited. I had never heard of Reiki till she
questioned me about it. What did I have to lose when she asked if she could do a treatment?
The amazing therapy lasted for almost an hour. I felt such a release as I first went very calm and
then very emotional. She let me talk about anything I needed to talk about when she was
through. I felt so different, cherished, and safe. The next day, I underwent the surgery. I won't lie,
I was afraid. I started crying during the therapy because terror had taken over. I should glance at
the monitors, the doctor instructed. They were lined up against the wall, at least ten of them. He
then described to me what he had seen but had not fully comprehended. He claimed that the
heart depicted on the screens was quite healthy. There was only a little valve issue; no signs of
a heart attack were present. He visited my room after the procedure to speak with me. He
claimed that although there was no physical indication of a heart attack, the echo, ultrasound,
and other tests had all suggested that I had in fact experienced a heart attack. He claimed that
he didn't comprehend it. I claimed I had. The following day, when I arrived home, I spoke with
my friend and Reiki teacher and related the incident. My urge to learn about and utilise Reiki
started at that point. She was a Reiki Master, and I also studied with her. Do I think the Reiki
was the key to the change? Absolutely, with all of my heart and soul. When I teach Reiki, I
always get upset when I relate this story, just as I am right now. — Kay

Doctor employs Reiki



I'm a medical doctor from Romania, 30 years old, and I'd like to share two healing tales with
you.
The first one concerns a young woman (age 22) who merely fled the hospital out of extreme
dread of the surgical procedure the physicians intended to execute on her in order to remove
the 7-cm cyst on her right ovary (confirmed on an ultrasound). She telephoned me (after
learning about me from a friend); She was fortunate that I was accessible because I visited her
that evening. She was experiencing a severe ache in her right lower abdomen as she lay in bed,
with her boyfriend and family gathering around her. She was also haemorrhaging and was
feeling really sick. I could see a hole in her right lower belly, roughly around the area of her right
ovary, through which her energy was seeping at the period when I had a very good sense of
auras. An energy aggression of some kind in her aura caused the rupture. She informed me
that's where she was hurting. As a result, I began the first healing session by applying remote
Reiki — not hands-on — over the "diseased" area and her entire body, utilising traditional Reiki,
Karuna Reiki®, and Seichim. She stopped experiencing pain after an hour and five minutes,
describing it as being "numb" (which is precisely how she said it), and she got out of bed to ask
for something to eat. She was already feeling considerably better, so the following days I
performed an additional 2 (shorter) healing sessions, and her doctor later noticed on the
ultrasound that the 7-cm cyst had completely disappeared! The second situation was more
personal to me because that day, someone in my family was experiencing terrible
gastrointestinal pain and diarrhoea (probably an alimentary intoxication from spoiled aliments).
She tried taking some medication, but it didn't work, and around ten in the evening she called
me and requested me to assist her. I then invited her to take a seat in an armchair and showed
her how to unwind and breathe deeply while closing her eyes. Within I started giving her
symbols, primarily soothing and power ones, her stomach ache subsided after 30 minutes. She
then went to bed and slept well that night. All of the issues vanished the following day. I believe
Reiki to be one of the many potent healing methods, too good to be described even in many,
many words, and as a doctor and practitioner of holistic medicine, I am open to discussions and
sharing experiences with others.
— Dr. Adrian Petre

Hodgkin's Lymphoma and Reiki

My 20-year-old niece was given a Hodgkin's lymphoma diagnosis in December. She would
undergo 8 sessions of chemotherapy every other week and She would need to hunt for a wig by
the second treatment because she would lose her hair. In December, I started sending her Reiki
across a distance. However, after her initial chemotherapy treatment, she had daily injections of
a medication to maintain her white blood cell count while the chemotherapy destroyed her
immune system. Since I'm a nurse and live nearby, I visited her every day for two weeks to
administer shots until she felt comfortable doing so on her own. Of course, each time I saw her,
I gave her Reiki. The first time we saw her, she had just returned from wig shopping and had not
yet purchased any wigs since she had not found one she liked. During the Reiki treatment I
gave her, I casually remarked, "Wouldn't it be lovely if the holy energy saw to it that you could
keep your hair?" She spoke. "Yes, of course," and then we both lost track of it. Her doctor and
all of the other "bald" patients in the department were shocked that she wasn't losing her hair as



each chemotherapy session went by. If she hadn't lost her hair by the fourth session, the doctor
assured her, she wouldn't. He claimed he had never seen anything like it and was completely
amazed! Now receiving radiation treatment, my niece is doing well. She did not experience as
much sickness as the majority of people do as a result of chemotherapy sessions. I'm not
surprised that my niece is doing so well because this sort of Hodgkin's is a malignancy that is
highly treatable. The marvel of not losing hair or becoming ill at all when receiving harsh
chemotherapy treatments.
— Gerri Delmont RN

Prostate Cancer and Reiki

I contacted an assisted-living facility to offer a free mini-Reiki session and an Introduction to
Reiki workshop in an effort to spread the word about Reiki. The social director said, "Let me tell
you my experience," when I inquired about his knowledge of Reiki. He then went on to share
that he had just received a prostate cancer diagnosis. The social director needed to undergo
three sessions from three different Reiki healers quickly after each other, according to his
massage therapist, a Reiki Level II, who received the information from a clairvoyant. I made
rapid adjustments. On Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday, our crew gave Reiki treatments.
Other medical care was not provided. His doctor told him he had prostate cancer before starting
treatment because his test results showed he was 4.0. He underwent another test on Monday,
the day after we finished the three treatments. He contacted the following Wednesday to let me
know that the test results came back at 0.3 and that I was cancer-free. He observed that the test
results had never been that low in his entire life. I feel very privileged to have contributed to his
recovery. Being called by Reiki, a significant aspect of my life, makes me feel honoured.

–Stamford, Connecticut resident Phran Gacher

Reiki Heals Disease

A buddy of mine underwent reconstructive surgery at the hospital owing to breast cancer. I
asked about her health when I saw her spouse a few weeks later. He was heartbroken when he
told me that she had a terrible infection and had been 104 degrees feverish for several days,
and the doctors had no idea what was causing it. He stated that they thought her organs might
start to shut down. He subsequently called to let me know she agreed when I requested
permission to see her the following day, and I started sending Reiki to her right away. The
following morning, when I arrived, she looked fantastic! She claimed it was fantastic when I
asked her how she was doing. That morning when she woke up, her fever was exactly normal.
She was quite happy! The physicians were baffled as to how she recovered. After asking me to
explain Reiki to her, she took my hands and placed them on the area of her illness, closed her
eyes, and said, "Just do it," before I had even finished. Currently recovering at home with her
family, my pal. I give God praise every day for her good health and this wonderful Reiki gift.

—Kathleen



Uteral Cancer Was Cure
A growth in Denise's uterus was identified as the cause of her symptoms. They performed
ultrasounds, biopsies, and blood samples. They had cancer visible. She is only 21 years old and
has twin girls who are five years old and is one of the hardest workers I have ever seen. Since
having her daughters, she has completed four degrees in tourism and a diploma in youth
counselling. Her employment is full-time. She received two quick hands-on Reiki sessions from
me, and each night I also sent her Reiki. We had one month to heal her before the operation to
remove the growth, so I also requested friends to pray for her. I also prayed to Raphael, the
archangel, to heal her.
She had to go in for a pre-op consultation because the operation was set for this week. The
lump was nowhere to be found. All the tests were redone, and after searching, they discovered
a small patch of scar tissue where the lump had been and no further indications in her blood.
Thank you to Raphael and to everyone else that got involved to support this sweet girl.

–Maggie McGuire
Reiki Relieves Strokes

I recently treated a patient who had recently suffered a stroke. As a result of his inability to
balance, his dizziness, and his double vision, he felt a slight weakening on his left side and had
a lot of trouble walking. He frequently fell and was unable to walk outside. Additionally, he said
that worms were crawling about in his mind. He saw a neurologist, a neurosurgeon, and a
balancing specialist, but nothing changed. In fact, his symptoms grew worse as he started
throwing up. I began giving him cranialsacral therapy and Reiki sessions, then balancing
exercises. This 83-year-old gentleman received four treatments, and he entirely recovered.
Since he no longer has double vision and his head is back to normal, he can now drive and go
for walks without complaining. Each time he received a treatment, he experienced a lovely
feeling of deep relaxation within 30 seconds. Reiki is a wonder worker.

–Hema Dalal, Lexington, S.C.
Cancer and Reiki

Cancer of the ovary and paratone was discovered in me. I had a dismal prognosis. I had a high
chance of survival with intensive chemotherapy; without it, I might have had 6–9 months to live.
I had two gorgeous children who were aged 12 and 11 and had recently lost my husband two
years prior. They had just lost their father, and their mother was very ill at the time. I underwent
significant surgery and was required to undergo chemotherapy, which I resisted because I had
seen what it had done to my husband. I wasn't happy, but I wanted to give myself the best
chance possible, so I chose to get chemo. I went to see a longtime friend following my second
chemotherapy treatment. Both she and her family have previously dealt with similar
circumstances. I was approached by the woman, who said, "I'm not going to send you flowers;
instead, I'm going to come over to your house and give you Reiki as a gift." What is this, I asked,
is Reiki? I took her up on her offer because I wanted to live and I wanted to try everything.
I was peaceful and at ease after the first session, and I felt great. Nearly feeling renewed. After
the second treatment, my Reiki Master informed me that she had observed numerous tiny black
balls travelling through my abdomen as she was performing the therapy. This seemed unusual



to me. About five hours after she departed that evening, I had a difficult to describe encounter in
the restroom. However, after finishing, I had a strong feeling that "all the cancer had left my
body." I phoned a nurse and a doctor, who after tests confirmed that all the cancer had been
eradicated but were unable to explain it because I had just undergone two rounds of
chemotherapy and they anticipated that I would require many more. I must also add that my
faith has been strengthened, and I anticipate a prosperous and lengthy future.
That night, I started my Reiki adventure, and 26 years later, I have now successfully battled
cancer three times. I hope to witness my children's college graduations, marriages, and the birth
of my grandchildren.
I am currently approaching my two-year post-surgery anniversary, feeling great, and moving
forward with my life. I have advanced to a Reiki Two level and have shared Reiki with my family.
There is a lot to this, and I will keep practising and getting better. I am an example that this is
effective. My doctors are unable to explain why I am doing so well, but they advise me to "just
keep doing whatever it is!"

–Lee Spence from Chagrin Falls, Ohio

Reiki Rejuvenated My Tooth

Regards, Mr. Rand I experienced a tooth abscess a few months ago. When I realised that I
hadn't enrolled in dental insurance at work and that the bill would be higher than I could afford, I
had an appointment set for a root canal and crown. I requested that my spouse try applying
Reiki to my teeth (the side of my face). The agony was over.
The dentist advised that I come in just to check when I called to cancel the appointment. He did
an x-ray when I entered, and everything was fine. Since then, the tooth has occasionally
twinged, but I've no longer experienced the same kind of discomfort. —Fran

Reiki Heals the Ear

In exchange for minding our umbrella cockatoo, Chela, and our cockatiel, Fred, a friend of ours
and I offered her a Reiki treatment back when I was still a level 2 practitioner and my husband
was a level 1. She kept asking before the procedure if we could fix her shoulder, and while we
didn't make any guarantees, we did assure her that she would, at the very least, feel much more
at ease. She *did* get considerably more comfortable as the treatment went on, but I also
observed that my husband spent a lot of time working on her head and neck region—he kept
being directed back to two specific locations. After the procedure, our acquaintance had a really
perplexed expression and asked me to say something in her left ear. I just sort of shrugged and
said something unimportant that didn't really make sense. She repeated it to me after her eyes
lit up. She then revealed to us that she had been clinically deaf in that ear since the age of four.
She claims that although her hearing has changed, her shoulder is still the same.
–Mary Myrback
Reiki healing for animals

I am extremely appreciative of being able to offer Reiki to individuals in my vicinity. After seeing
how Reiki affected me, my youngest daughter got so intrigued that she started asking me to



read my Reiki books to her at night. She possesses Level II attunement and is currently eleven
years old. We are blessed with Reiki and have incorporated it into every facet of our day.
Recently, we spotted a cat that was hurt and took it to the vet. She had much of one ear missing
and a two-inch-wide gaping wound along the length of her left side. Interestingly, there wasn't
any infection. She was receptive and delighted to be noticed. She had the name Hope. Before it
dawned on me to apply Reiki, as my kids would say, two days had passed. The exposed tissue
was only exposed for ten minutes that evening, but the next day it had changed from dark red to
pale pink. She healed faster with just a few minutes every day. The wound responded so well to
Reiki. After a mini-session, the healing was apparent to the eye twelve hours later. The gift that
Reiki is for our life is something that I am constantly reminded of. God's blessings be upon you
all.

– Gaywynn Gaude
The Burn Healed

Hello William Making myself a cup of tea one morning, I unintentionally spilled boiling water all
over my palm as I poured the hot water into the cup. In excruciating pain, I ran it under cold
water and then applied Reiki while holding ice from the freezer on my palm. I had to repeat the
ice, after which I maintained the Reiki for another 15 to 20 minutes while speaking on the
phone. When I hung up, I examined my hand and could not find any indication of a burn.
Nothing! Because of a similar event I had in the past, where I had to spend the night with my
hand in an ice bucket and endure all the blistering and other symptoms that come with such a
burn, I was quite appreciative. Reiki that is given "straight immediately" seems to work for me.
By promptly applying Reiki to the wounded region, I have avoided several unpleasant bruises
and a bruised knee that was excruciatingly painful!
—Tony

Reiki Heals Back Injuries and Depression

Regards, Mr. Rand I suffered a terrible workplace accident in 1978 that left me with numerous
back issues, stretched muscles, herniated discs, arthritis, pinched nerves, and more. I went to
chiropractors, doctors' clinics, took painkillers, and other things like that a lot. In 1992, when I
was leaving work, I tripped over some ice and fell. more herniations, discomfort, a fractured arm,
and yet another trauma. I was quite a mess for over two years in bed, suffering from depression
and taking a lot of painkillers. Then I obeyed my friend's advice and attended a high school
reunion since she gave me the willpower to do so. She discussed Reiki with me and described
what it was. We both attended the session out of desperation to receive treatment without
medications, and I was astounded by the difference! It was miraculous in a way. My strength
improved, my despair subsided, I felt upbeat, and I started to let go of the unfavourable emotion
I had been holding onto for such a long time! I'm not completely well, but I can walk, even swim
a little, go to an aqua class for arthritis, walk on a treadmill, which is a miracle in and of itself,
and I also don't eat a lot of red meat. I couldn't believe the difference! A true miracle! I practise
Reiki II on myself and others, and it has a fantastic, transformative effect on everyone I come
into contact with. I could never do this wonderful masterpiece justice in words. It will always play
a significant role in my life. In the future, I'll enroll in more courses. Respectfully,



–Bonnie Kemp, Kingston, Pennsylvania
Mass Is Detected by Reiki Scanning

After I completed Reiki I, a skeptical friend of mine rolled his eyes and responded, "Sure, you
can Reiki me, whatever that is!" I focused my attention on his left chest region, in particular his
areola, while I scanned his physique. My hands instantly became as cold as ice. It was a sense
that I struggled to put into words. I was unable to ignore this. I came to a stop, yet my hands
were still cold (which he felt and was stunned). Once again donning my "nurse hat," I started to
palpate and assess the patient when, much to my surprise, I discovered that his chest wall had
a sizable lump. Despite feeling the cold, he was apprehensive about visiting the doctor, so I
hauled him there against his will. Because he had "never seen something like it," the surgeon
summoned him. They planned surgery right away and had a very enormous lump taken from
him that, if it had been left any longer, would have put pressure on his heart and caused him to
pass out. My first and most memorable Reiki encounter occurred at this time. Even though this
happened over a year ago, it still astounds me. I am aware that our paths were meant to cross.
–Love and light, Lyn Martin, an RN, BSN, and LMT

Ligament Healed

I was in Mexico's Acapulco for my yearly New Year's vacation. One young Mexican male
stumbled on the marble floor where it was wet on New Year's morning, during the final moments
of the New Year's party (about 5 a.m.), seriously injuring his leg. His pals drove him to the
neighbourhood hospital. He returned with a torn ligament instead of a fractured leg, which may
be more serious.
Just above his knee, I wrapped my hands around the wounded area on his leg. My hands
immediately started to get warm. I would move into other postures, but it was obvious that my
hands were being seriously affected by energy. He described how warm and fuzzy it felt. After
about twenty minutes of continuing, suddenly, what felt like a bolt of lightning passed through my
hands and into his calf. Although neither of us felt any pain, it stunned us both to the point
where I withdrew my hands and he leapt. He asked, "What happened?" as we both turned to
face him. I admitted to him that I had no idea because I had never gone through that. After
talking to other Reiki healers, I came to the conclusion that the damage was fairly serious and
that the healing energy was simply not moving through the body quickly enough. So it seemed
to have been a "bolt" of healing energy that pierced me and entered his leg.
When I asked him how he was doing, he replied that the pain was nearly completely gone and
no longer throbbed and stabbed like it had. He really thanked me and expressed how much
better it felt. Even though no more lightning bolts passed through me, I continued to give him
twice-daily Reiki sessions. He had been informed by the hospital that the recovery time would
be eight to 10 weeks. Later, I learned from our host in Acapulco that his doctor in Mexico City
had stated that the majority of his damage had recovered in just five weeks. He expressed his
gratitude to me once more from our host, who claimed that he was recommending Reiki healing
and how it helped him to everyone he knew in Mexico. I gained a lot of knowledge and was
really pleased with this healing experience.
–Mountoya Mauro



Collarbone Recovers

On September 9, 2000, Monty Jans was riding his motorcycle when he got into trouble. He
sustained a significant injury to his clavicle, necessitating the removal of a 3 1/2-inch portion and
the impossibility of surgical reconstruction. At Medicine Hat Regional Hospital in Alberta,
Canada, the procedure was performed the next day following the accident. Monty, who was 14
at the time, was informed by the surgeon, Dr. Robert Martin, that the collarbone would never
grow back and that he would have a dislocated shoulder for the rest of his life.
Based on her own experiences, occupational therapist Cecile Petra agreed. As a Reiki master
herself, Cecile offered to treat Monty with Reiki to ease the trauma and hasten the healing of the
wound. For six weeks, she gave him two treatments per week.
Monty mentioned that he had felt something hard where the incision had been made just before
his 6-week follow-up appointment with the surgeon and asked Cecile what she thought it might
be. She explained that it was only scar tissue.
However, the surgeon concluded that the youngster had a replacement collarbone after x-rays
were taken. The surgeon was at a loss as to how it could have grown back and had no
explanation. Cecile found it difficult to accept this as well, but she carefully examined the before
and after x-rays as well as the bone portion that had been taken and kept in a freezer at the
boy's request. The outcomes were undeniable. There had been a miracle.
The speed at which things transpired is astonishing. Usually, it takes six weeks for even a minor
fracture to heal, but in this case, the entire collarbone that was missing recovered

Healing Serious Injuries

Another boy was injured severely in a motorcycle accident. A car struck him. His neck was
broken, both lungs were perforated, one lung had to be removed, both arms and legs were
broken, and half of his liver had to be cut out. He was on life support, and according to his
doctor, he only had a 5% chance of surviving.
A friend started praying for him and sending him distant Reiki. He also requested many other
Reiki practitioners to follow suit.
He was taken off life support the following week, was no longer in danger two weeks later, was
discharged from the hospital a week later, and was walking around three months later. In three
months, he went from having a 5% chance of living to being 95% recovered thanks to Reiki!

Operation Has Been Aborted

A worried spouse called Reiki practitioner Sonia Carlile on the phone. For six years, his wife had
been experiencing excruciating facial neuralgia agony. She had multiple unsuccessful
operations to stop the pain, which was there 24 hours a day. Even the strongest painkillers were
ineffective in alleviating the ongoing discomfort.



She agreed to have a brain operation because the pain was so bad and had persisted for so
long. The procedure was supposed to happen at Cape Town, South Africa's Groote Schuur
Hospital.
Prior to the procedure, Sonia consented to give Reiki, but she only wanted to aid in the patient's
relaxation and get her ready for the procedure. She spent a lot of time with her and worked with
her chakras. But she then recalled how to stretch her Reiki fingers. She attempted it, imagining
her outstretched fingers reaching towards the painful area of her face. She sensed a ridge on
the bone, and after sending Reiki for about two minutes, the ridge disappeared.
The woman started crying after reporting that the pain had vanished. The operation was
abandoned because the discomfort didn't come back.
Healing of Cancerous Tumor
A client with a bloated lower belly visited Penny Hayward. She had been unwell for a while. A
huge growth was seen on an X-ray, and the physicians determined it to be malignant. The
following week, she was due to have surgery.
That week, she had three one-hour Reiki sessions. During a final treatment on the day she was
scheduled to check into the hospital, Penny witnessed a huge black ball surrounded by
sparkling light lift from her abdomen and ascend into the air before dissipating through the
ceiling. The other present healers also noticed it.
When the patient arrived at the hospital, the doctors examined her but were unable to locate the
tumour. They took another x-ray, but it wasn't visible. They performed an exploratory operation
because they were still unable to accept this, but no tumour was discovered.
She underwent chemotherapy as a preventative measure in case some cancer cells could still
be present, but the tumour was gone!

Healing of Prostate Cancer

The social director of an assisted living facility was due to have surgery after receiving a
prostate cancer diagnosis. It was determined that he had cancer because his PSA test result
was 4.0. A psychic had advised him that his condition required three close-spaced Reiki
sessions from three different Reiki practitioners.
The treatments were administered by Stamford, Connecticut resident Phran Gacher and two
other Reiki masters. Other medical care was not provided. The man was tested once more
shortly after that. Now that his PSA was 0.3, he was cancer-free!
Jan had multiple sclerosis and had experienced symptoms for five years.
She had struggled to walk for a significant portion of that time, and her eyesight had suffered.
She signed up for a Reiki II workshop with Sharon Carrington because she thought she had
benefited from a Reiki treatment she had received and was eager to try more.
Jan received Reiki from seven female participants at the workshop. They discovered the energy
causing her MS in her solar plexus using byósan scanning. The energy block was sent into the
universe using Reiki and some Karuna Reiki® chanting.
Jan has been free of all problems ever since the Reiki lesson and treatment!

Healed Heart



Arie Deshe, a Reiki master, has a buddy who suffered from heart issues. The friend needed an
angioplasty procedure due to excessive blood pressure and a clogged heart artery. She
received three complete Reiki sessions from Arie each week for two weeks.
Her blood pressure decreased as a result of these therapies, and she started to sleep like a
baby. Then, when she went in for the procedure, x-rays showed that she was no longer in need
of an angioplasty and that no surgery was required. These advantageous outcomes have
persisted for more than three years!

Reiki distance and cancer

When a friend of a friend informed Mary Ronge that she had been diagnosed with two different
types of lung cancer, she had been using Reiki for approximately a year. She barely had three
weeks to live, the doctor informed her. She has a daughter who was four years old and was 47
years old.
Every night at six, Mary started transmitting Reiki. The patient who made the allegation claimed
to have experienced warmth while receiving therapy. The woman reported feeling like she
wouldn't pass away after a few days of receiving Reiki, and Mary vowed to keep doing so.
Her most recent tests showed that she had no cancer left in her body, so her doctor called a few
months later to inquire as to what she had been doing. She had recovered fully.

Meningitis and Reiki

The International Center for Reiki Training (ICRT) received a healing request from Beatrice for a
seven-year-old girl who had fallen ill unexpectedly and showed all the signs of meningitis. After
losing consciousness due to swelling around her head, she was taken to Guy's Hospital in
London and put on life support. When the girl lost consciousness, doctors warned her parents
that she might have brain damage and might not be able to breathe on her own. They were also
warned that they would need to decide at some point whether to turn off her life support and
allow her to pass away.
She improved after the healing request was sent, was taken off life support, and was given the
okay to return to her home. She could sing and dance in addition to speaking. Although she
continues to be watched and has some treatment for one leg, she attends school. But this
recuperation has been quite significant!

Tumor vanishes
The right kidney area of Howard Northrup's girlfriend was in agonising pain. She believed this
might be the cause because she had previously experienced kidney stones. After a test
revealed a growth on the right side around the size of an egg, the doctor decided to use a
cystoscope to take a closer look. The next week was allotted for the cystoscopy procedure. The
doctor gave his girlfriend some painkillers because she was in excruciating pain. These first
helped, but as the pain grew greater, she had to take more pills until she had finished them all.
To ease the agony, Howard volunteered to perform Reiki. She dozed off as a result of this. The
ache was still gone when she woke up the next morning.



Her doctor claimed he was shocked by what he observed during the subsequent cystoscopy
procedure: nothing. The tumour vanished. A second, more knowledgeable doctor who had
studied her tests and thoroughly searched the area around her bladder but discovered nothing.



CHAPTER 5: Increasing Your Reiki Skills
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The Potential for a Growing Reiki Practice

People occasionally come to you as a last resort with a variety of issues, challenges, and
illnesses. observing them walk away at ease, frequently beaming with happiness and hope.
Observing their development, confidence, and increased trust in life as they get better over time.
observing some people go through significant life transformations. Experiencing miracles on
occasion. being able to feel the wonder of God's love flowing through you and into another.
Knowing that spiritual entities are there, experiencing their touch, and working with you. Putting
your hands on someone else can raise you to ever-higher states of joy and peace. seeing how
your life changes as a result of your ongoing Reiki practise and how your attitudes, values, and
beliefs are altered. I feel that because of your dedication to helping others, beings of light are
carefully leading you on your spiritual path and focusing their love and healing on you. This is
what a growing Reiki practice promises.

By William Lee Rand, "Developing Your Reiki Practice"

While some enroll in Reiki training to use the gift on themselves and with friends and family,
many are moved to spread it to a much wider audience. The process of creating a Reiki practice
can be quite fulfilling. It can give you a source of income, but it can also lead to much more
profound spiritual experiences. I'd like to provide some tips and practises that could be useful in
starting a Reiki practise, presuming you have been initiated into Reiki and have the ability to
channel Reiki healing energy to others.

The Most Important Thing in REIKI

The caliber and force of your intention are the most crucial factors in the growth of a Reiki
practice. A magnet is what the mind is like. Your thoughts' quality and power will decide the
quality and power of the things you draw into your life. As a result, it's critical that you cultivate
and preserve a positive mental attitude regarding your Reiki practice.
Make a clear, firm, and sincere decision that you are going to establish a successful Reiki
practise. Make the decision that you are capable of doing this and that many people will gain
from your assistance. Make the decision that any effort or sacrifice required to establish your
Reiki practice will be far outweighed by the benefits you and your customers will experience
from it. Imagine in your mind how you want your Reiki practice to look and feel when you are
actively engaged in it. Think of this image and these feelings often in your meditations. Allow
them to surround you, fill you up, and help you out. Utilize this as inspiration to keep moving on
in the face of doubt or discouragement. Know in your heart that having your own Reiki practice
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is a worthwhile goal, and that you are working toward it. Have faith in your abilities and your
goals.
If you have any doubts about achieving your goal, remember that they are normal and that they
are leaving you as they reach your consciousness. Old negative ideas and feelings that have
been suppressed and left unquestioned are released and start to move through our
consciousness whenever we commit to a new degree of healing or a new goal. These ingrained
bad attitudes and thoughts will disintegrate and be freed if your commitment is strong. If you
experience unpleasant emotions or ideas, understand that you are releasing them to the Higher
Power for healing as part of your healing process. Ask for treatments from others and use your
Reiki to expedite the process. Reiki psychic surgery is particularly beneficial.

Compassion Brings Support From Higher Sources

You have access to more powerful sources of assistance. You can get assistance from angels,
luminaries, Reiki spirit guides, and your own enlightened self. By referring customers to you and
helping with treatments, they can aid in the growth of your Reiki practise. They can be quite
helpful, but if you want to enlist their assistance, your mission must be strongly rooted in
spirituality. It will be very challenging for these spiritual entities to work with you if you are
practising Reiki selfishly, simply for money, to manipulate others, to project an air of importance,
or for any other unfavourable reason. In order for the Higher Power, manifested as Reiki, to flow
through you in a potent way and for the angels, Reiki spirit guides, and other spiritual beings to
collaborate with you, there must be congruence, an alignment inside you. Reiki simply wants the
best for you, but in order to fully benefit from it, you must cooperate with its nature. The Reiki
spirit guides can assist you more as you become more receptive to the genuine nature of Reiki,
which is to have a selfless heart-centered desire to serve others. Concentrate on assisting
others and resolving any internal obstacles that can prevent an unrestricted flow of love and
compassion. This will enable you to succeed in your Reiki practise.
The consistent use of affirmations and prayers will help you establish a spiritual mindset toward
your Reiki practise. Try praying the following: I pray for guidance and healing so that I might
serve others more effectively. Your heart will expand and a pathway will be made for you to
receive the aid of higher spiritual beings if you honestly say a prayer like this every day. They
will assist you in discovering your life's purpose and in practising Reiki.

Competitors Are Not Allowed in Reiki

Fear of competition is one issue that may prevent you from approaching your Reiki practise with
a spiritual mindset. The Reiki community has experienced more issues, limits, and negative
energy as a result of this than any other area of misunderstanding. Lack is a myth.

This is especially true for Reiki. On the earth, there is a much greater demand for healing than
there are Reiki masters who can provide it. Fear of rivalry is completely opposed to the essence
of Reiki energy, and as a result, it may turn away potential clients who may otherwise be
interested in receiving a treatment. Reiki has an endless supply and has no fear of rivalry. When
people practise Reiki together, they discover that as more people join the group, their Reiki



becomes stronger. Reiki would be more powerful when you were alone and weaker as more
people entered the group if it were a competitive energy.
The Reiki energy is cooperative by nature. It recognises the idea that we are all one and
spreads freely to everyone. It complements all other therapeutic modalities. It is quite clear that
accepting all other practitioners as allies is the wisdom of Reiki. When you learn of another Reiki
practitioner in your area, you can only be glad because they are assisting you in achieving your
spiritual goal of healing the world and helping others. Recognize that you are assisting everyone
who practises Reiki, and accept the wisdom of Reiki as your own. Your Reiki practise will
flourish the more often you can do this. Do not be concerned about stealing clients from other
professionals. Every practitioner has a unique perspective and method for assisting others. The
clients who are best for you will come to you. Others will draw the ideal customers for them.

Reiki Will Become Highly Demanded Soon

A significant trend in society is emerging that will prompt an immediate increase in demand for
Reiki practitioners. People are becoming more and more aware of the benefits of alternative
therapy. According to a new study by Dr. David M. Eisenberg of Boston's Beth Israel Hospital,
people in the US are starting to eschew modern medicine and rely more on complementary and
alternative therapies. According to the poll, 34% of Americans reported using at least one
alternative therapy in 1990, and Americans spend close to $14 billion annually on this care, the
majority of which is paid for out of pocket by the patients.The most often utilised treatments are
guided imagery, spiritual healing, chiropractic, hypnosis, homoeopathy, acupuncture, herbal
remedies, and traditional medicine.
It's also important to remember that the National Institutes of Health established an Office of
Alternative Medicine with the mission of investigating and validating the efficacy of
complementary and alternative medicine. Already, this new agency has shown the validity of
numerous treatment methods that were previously dismissed as quack practises by the medical
community. These include chiropractic, acupuncture, and homoeopathy; also, touch therapy and
Reiki may soon be studied. There is little doubt that attitudes are changing toward the
widespread adoption of complementary and alternative medicine. Before the end of the decade,
Reiki is most likely to be universally regarded as a legitimate therapeutic method! Consider what
this means for Reiki practitioners. There is a growing demand for Reiki practitioners!

The Real World Problem of Money

Let's talk about some of the practical concerns now that we've covered some of the critical
attitudes, values, and beliefs required for a successful Reiki practice. The topic of money is
significant. Since everyone has the liberty to charge whatever they want or nothing at all, it is
acceptable for certain practitioners to not collect payment. However, if the client is able to
provide something in exchange, it is frequently preferable for them. They are paying you for
your time and effort in learning Reiki, not for the Reiki energy itself, which is free. When people
receive a service for free, they frequently feel owed to the provider and may feel guilty. This
leads to an imbalance that may make it difficult to continue receiving treatments. People have



the flexibility to visit whenever they want when there is a fee. If you do have customers who
struggle financially, you can lower your prices or engage in bartering.
How much ought a Reiki session cost? A decent rule of thumb is to charge around what other
massage therapists in your region are charging for a normal Reiki session. Typically, a Reiki
session lasts around 45 to 1 hour and 15 minutes. If it feels more comfortable to you, choose a
lesser rate when you initially begin billing for your sessions. As your confidence and reputation
rise, you can raise the rate.

Promote Your Business

A smart initial step when starting your practice is to get some business cards. They make it
simple for you to provide people your phone number in case they want to arrange an
appointment and they show them that you are serious about your Reiki business. Putting your
address on the card is a bad idea since individuals might just show up without calling. Before
scheduling an appointment and providing directions to your house or workplace, it is a good
idea to speak with individuals beforehand to feel their energy and let them know what to expect
from a Reiki session.
Flyers are another smart move. Describe Reiki and the advantages it gives in your flyer, and
include your name and contact information. They can be sent to potential customers and posted
on bulletin boards in health food stores, new age bookstores, etc.
Although starting your Reiki practice from home will save you money on initial fees, many
practitioners have discovered benefits to having their own office. An office conveys
professionalism and demonstrates how seriously you take your business. If you can afford it,
you might want to get an office right away, but if not, you might choose to start out of your
house. When deciding what big office you want, take into account the possibility that you'll wish
to hold group activities there.
For your mailing list, be sure to collect each customer's name, address, and phone number. As
your mailing list expands, you can send out brochures about upcoming Reiki events or just
remind folks to practise Reiki. Using a customer information form is a wonderful approach to
keep track of your clients. The disclaimer in "Reiki, The Healing Touch" at the back is a good
one because it guards you from misunderstandings regarding the outcomes you guarantee from
a Reiki session. You are welcome to use this form in your practice by making copies of it. Be
open to new strategies for growing your mailing list of subscribers who are interested in
alternative medicine. The mailing list is a valuable resource for marketing your Reiki practice.

Exchange procedures

Offering to trade Reiki with other alternative therapists is one approach to spread the word about
your Reiki practise. Since they are accustomed to working with the body and frequently require
therapy themselves, massage therapists are a good fit for this. Ask them to suggest clients to



you in exchange for them doing the same for them. To display in their office, give them some of
your fliers or business cards.

Demonstrate on the spot

Offer to give someone Reiki when they complain about discomfort or pain while you are in a
group setting or with other people. If they've never heard of Reiki before, describe it as a
Japanese method of stress relief with a host of positive health effects. You can discuss Ki, the
life force, and other metaphysical concepts if they have a knowledge of them. Reach out to
them on a level that they can comprehend. Give them your card and take around 15 minutes to
address the problem area. Mention that you do this professionally. Tell them what a full session
is like, and if they're interested, make an appointment. The attention you draw when performing
Reiki on someone at a party or large gathering frequently piques the interest of other attendees,
who may request a sample treatment as well. You frequently wind up giving out a lot of business
cards and treating multiple folks. As you administer treatment, you can explain Reiki's principles.
Request an explanation of the person's feelings. A lot of curiosity is generated by this. The
secret to drawing people in for sample treatments is to keep your attention on the patient and
not on acquiring a client. However, a business card is appropriate if they show any interest.

One thing that will really attract attention for your Reiki practice is wearing a Reiki T-shirt. People
will want to know what the symbols mean and this opens the door to talking about Reiki. Offer to
give them a sample treatment and tell them about your practice. If they seem interested, give
them a business card and if possible, set up an appointment.

Offer Free Reiki Evenings

A free Reiki evening can create lots of interest. Plan one night a month to talk about Reiki and
give sample treatments. If you have Reiki friends, ask them to come and help give treatments.
This is a great way to help others and let them know about Reiki and your practice. Make up
flyers for your free Reiki evening and put them up in appropriate places. If the Reiki practitioners
can meet an hour or so before the meeting to give treatments to each other it will really improve
the quality of what the non- Reiki people receive. Also, if you have taken Reiki III\master
training, you could give a refresher attunement or healing attunement to each of the
practitioners to boost their energy. This is a great way for the practitioners to practise their Reiki
and for you to practise giving attunements. Call everyone you know who would be interested
and let them know.

If your area has psychic or holistic fairs, get a booth. Take a Reiki table and ask 5 or more of
your Reiki friends to help. Offer 10 or 15 minute treatments with 5 or more Reiki practitioners
giving a treatment to one person at a time. Charge $10.00 or so per treatment. This can be a
powerful healing experience and a good demonstration of Reiki. Have a table with your flyers
and business cards on it and be sure to get each person's name, address, and phone number
for your mailing list. Another way is to use chairs and have one or two practitioners give 10 or 15



minute treatments to each person. The chair method takes up less space and allows you to
treat more than one person at a time.

Offer Reiki as a Public Service

Create a healing service at your church. Recruit other healers to help. You could use both Reiki
and non-Reiki healers. This can create tremendous interest in Reiki. Refer to the Summer 93
issue of the Reiki News for a complete explanation.
Volunteer to do free Reiki treatments at hospitals, hospice centers, drug and alcohol treatment
centres or in conjunction with a psychologist or other therapists. By doing this, you will gain
experience and people will find out about your practice, but most of all, you will be helping
others.
If there is a metaphysical/holistic paper in your area, offer to write an article for it on Reiki or
healing in general. Make sure your name and phone number are listed and that you are a Reiki
practitioner or teacher. If you are really serious, decide to write an article every month. This will
let people know who you are and what your attitudes and beliefs are concerning healing. They
will then be able to decide if they want to come to you. It is also a good idea to place an ad in
the same paper your article appears in. You will pay for the ad, but the article will be free!
Write articles for the Reiki News or send in a description of your Reiki experiences. The Reiki
News needs articles and is very interested in letting people know about your personal
experiences with Reiki. It goes out to thousands of people interested in Reiki all over the
country. Having your name in the paper will improve your reputation especially if you place free
copies in your local health and new age bookstores and hand out copies to your clients and
friends etc.

Deliver Talks on Reiki

Develop a Reiki talk and offer to speak about Reiki to local groups. There are many groups
looking for speakers and alternative healing is becoming a hot topic. If you have little experience
at public speaking, you can join a local ToastMasters Club. There you will be coached and given
ample opportunity to develop your speaking ability. If you are making Reiki your career, then the
ability to speak before groups is a must. Decide to become a great speaker and go for it.

Cultivate the Media
In many parts of the country the news media are reporting the positive benefits of alternative
healing. So, call the local newspapers and TV stations. Find out which reporter(s) are in charge
of or interested in information about alternative healing. Talk to them and let them know you are
a Reiki practitioner/teacher. Explain Reiki to them in a way they can understand - tell them it is a
Japanese form of stress reduction and relaxation that can also facilitate healing. Tell them there
are over 100,000 practitioners in the US and the numbers are growing! Give them details and
make it interesting and exciting. Offer to give them a free treatment. Let them know that you are
available should they decide to write an article or air a programme about Reiki or alternative
healing or if any questions come up about it in the future. Establish in their mind that you are an
expert on Reiki. They will then think of you as a resource person. Most reporters keep a file of



people they can call on for different subjects and they will probably put your name in it! If they
are not ready to do a story now, when they are ready, it is likely they will call you!

Become Licensed through the Center

Become certified as a Reiki Master/Teacher by the Center. When you do this, we will list your
classes in the newsletter and refer students and clients to you. The Center continually receives
requests from people from all over the country who are interested in Reiki sessions and classes.
If you are certified by the Center, we can then refer these prospective clients to you.
If you are beginning to teach and are having trouble getting a class together, simply plan a
class, set a date and assume the class will be full. Then when you tell people about the class,
they will pick up a positive attitude from you about the class and want to come. If people sense
a tentativeness, it will discourage them from attending. Being decisive about your plans and
having a positive attitude will attract students and bring the class together. Your guides will also
be better able to work with you if you are clear about what you intend to do.
These ideas have worked for others, they will work for you. Try them! Also, use your intuition to
develop other ways to promote your Reiki practice. Remember, a clear intention is the first step
to success. Keep track of the result you get with each thing you try. Keep using the ones that
work and drop the ones that don't. Keep trying new things until you get the results you want. By
following this formula you will create a successful Reiki practise and in so doing, bring joy,
peace and healing to others.



CHAPTER 6: Karuna REIKI

The Meaning of Karuna

Karuna is a Sanskrit word and is used in Hinduism and Buddhism. It is translanted to mean any
action that is taken to diminish the suffering of others and could also be translated as
"compassionate action." When individuals experience enlightenment, they report that all beings
are known as one. Therefore, it is natural to extend compassionate action or Karuna to
everyone without distinction because we are all one. As we help others and aid them in their
healing process, all beings benefit. Because of the oneness of all beings, it is understood that
Karuna is not only extended to others out of love, but also because it is an entirely logical thing
to do. In the same way that you would want to heal your own wounds, you would also want the
wounds of others to heal. It is also stated in the Buddhist literature that Karuna must be
accompanied by parjna or wisdom in order to have the right effect.

Karuna is the motivating quality of all enlightened beings who are working to end suffering on
Earth. They continually send an unlimited amount of healing energy and guidance to us, but not
all are receptive to it. As you develop Karuna in yourself, not only are you helping others, but
you also become more receptive to the Karuna that is being sent by all enlightened beings.
Thus your healing is quickened as well.
Karuna Reiki® opens you to work more closely with all enlightened beings. This includes those
enlightened ones who are physically present as well as those in spirit.

The Karuna Reiki® Class

This class is for anyone who has had Reiki Master training. It is complete with two levels, two
attunements, four master symbols and eight treatment symbols. We have experimented with
and taught this system since 1994 and have found it to be effective and powerful. In fact, most
students find it more powerful than Usui Reiki! The energy has a more definite feeling to it. It
works on the emotional and spiritual levels and also can help one become more grounded.
Those who receive the attunements report experiences with their guides, angels, and higher self
and feel the healing presence of other enlightened beings.
A brief description of the four Karuna® I symbols is given here: The first symbol prepares the
client for deep healing and is useful with past life issues. It helps release karma and deeply
seated issues on the cellular level. The second symbol is deeply healing and can be used to
dismantle the bad habits we unconsciously have that shield us from the truth, dispelling delusion



and denial. The shadow self is healed. The third symbol brings harmony and love into the
person's life. The fourth sign brings the patient back into the body and grounds them to
complete the healing process. The Karuna II symbols are more potent and have a higher
frequency. They assist in working more deeply and directly with the Higher Self. Although they
are used for specific objectives that have been addressed in class, The application of their
energy enables for intuitive direction, All twelve symbols will be covered in detail during the
instruction and practice sessions for both Karuna Reik®i levels and attunements. After
completing this course, you will be qualified to teach the two practitioner levels and the two
master levels of Karuna Reiki®.

A lot of practice time is allotted for learning the attunement procedures, using the symbols, and
administering remedies.
In addition, we will use chanting and toning with Karuna Reiki® as well as a Reiki meditation to
become aware of and repair the Shadow Self.
Come exchange contacts with Reiki Masters from all over the nation and frequently the world!
There are many devoted, enthusiastic individuals participating in this interesting programme.
A 45 page guidebook with in-depth explanations of each sign and attunement procedure is
included, along with a certificate.
You will also have the option to register with The International Center for Reiki Training to
become a "Registered Karuna Reiki® Master." After that, you'll be allowed to utilise our
manuals, and the Center will send you your student credentials. Please get in touch with us if
you want more information about this process.

Karuna Reiki® Training & Instruction

When doing Reiki treatments, the symbols can be used just like other Reiki symbols. As long as
your students are Reiki Masters, you can teach the entire approach in a single 3-day weekend
as described above. Alternately, there are two practitioner levels and two master levels in
Karuna Reiki®, making a total of four levels. ART, sometimes known as Reiki 3a, is a
prerequisite for taking any of the Karuna practitioner levels. Utilizing and possessing the Usui

The learner can hold more healing energy and profit more from the Karuna training thanks to
the master symbol for treatments. It's crucial for the student to understand that Karuna training
comes after Usui Reiki rather than replacing it.
Give the practitioner attunement for the first four symbols from Karuna I in level one and provide
them time to practise using them. Give the attunement and practise time for the second level's
second four symbols from Karuna II. Giving the Master attunement for Karuna I, demonstrating
how to perform the attunements for Karuna I, and practising the attunements are all necessary
to advance to level three if the person is currently a Reiki Master. Give the Karuna II Master
attunement in level 4, demonstrate how to perform the Karuna II attunements, and then practise
performing them.

Comments by Karauna



"I owe William Rand a debt of gratitude for this incredibly motivating and fulfilling course. It was
thorough and instructive. taught from the heart and with compassion. You could definitely feel
yourself being swallowed by the symbols thanks to the attunements' strength and love."
Joan D. Michalaros, a Reiki Master Teacher

"Being an active participant is incredibly exciting. Being with my classmates, who bring their
experiences and perspectives from all around North America, is intellectually engaging to me.
The attunements were the strongest I've ever encountered. Each symbol carries a unique
energy of its own quality, and the Karuna energy is piercing and strong. For me, the symbols will
result in a significant transformation. Being a Karuna Reiki® Master makes me feel appreciative
and humble."

R.N. Maureen Pysklywer, a Reiki Master Teacher

"The workshop covered topics like running a business, mending parts of myself that had long
since reached the point of release, and the importance of being a compassionate person on the
earth. The attunement was really strong and noticeable. Its vibrations lifted me into higher
spiritual planes and caused my compassion and love to grow. The energy of Karuna Reiki® is
like a powerful flame. It is unquestionably more noticeable than Usui Reiki energy. In my
opinion, moving on to Karuna Reiki® will bring you even closer to God."

Reiki Master Yvonne Christman teacher

"Karuna energy is incredibly strong and powerful but peaceful and non-forceful. It is a caring
and sympathetic energy. In contrast to Usui Reiki, it becomes you. The Ascended Masters
appear to become anchored into the person's very essence."
RN, BSN, and Reiki Master Practitioner Vicky L. Payton
"William Rand was, as always, a sharp, perceptive, and effective instructor. I feel well-equipped
to both practise and instruct Karuna Reiki® after the class. The energy is overwhelming and
strong. Although the energy is distinct, it fits in with my energy field well."

Reiki practitioner Darlene Abraham

"The Karuna class was excellent. William Rand has taught us how to impart knowledge in a
supportive, considerate, and loving environment. The attunement was strong yet kind,
unconditionally loving."

Wayne Nelson, a Reiki Master who instructs

"The group spirit and mutual learning were incredibly fun for me. Usui energy is similar to
Karuna energy, however Karuna energy is more all-encompassing, interdimensional, and
transformational. I have no doubt that it restores our cellular memory when it is damaged. I feel



different physically because my entire vibration is lighter and I feel like more light is surrounding
me. My energy bodies are now more evenly distributed and interconnected."
Center Certified Teaching Reiki Master Laura Ellen Gifford

The Complete Manual of Reiki

"This weekend has been excellent in terms of enrichment and healing. The environment was
favourable for both learning and sharing. The attunement to Karuna was the strongest I've ever
felt. It helped me go through a process of complete transformation and energy integration, which
really empowered me."
Clair Gibb, a Reiki Master who teaches

"The class was excellent. The meditations brought me closer to others while also bringing me to
the centre of universal consciousness. Karuna Reiki® is similar to a divine benediction. Your
heart is filled with love for all people as the energy envelops you in its compassion and love.
Compared to Usui energy, it is more concentrated, direct, and "get to the point energy." The
attunement I received for Karuna II was the strongest so far."
Teaching Reiki Master Kathie Lipinski
‘

Healing with Chakra Balancing

WHO ARE THE CHAKRAS?

The Entry Gates of the Aura are the Chakras.
The spiritual body, which houses the Chakras, exists inside the physical body.
Wheel or disc are the Sanskrit translations of the word chakra.
They are hubs of activity where life force energy is received, assimilated, and expressed. They
are in charge of the person's bodily, psychological, and spiritual processes.
They take in and transfer energies from the cosmos, nature, celestial beings, people, and even
objects.
There are 88,000 chakras in the human body, covering essentially every part of it, according to
classical literature. Most of them are minor and inconsequential.
40 of them, which are located in the hands, feet, fingertips, and shoulders, have important
functions. The Seven Main Chakras, which run through the centre of the body from the base of
the spine to the top of the head, are the most important ones. They represent the tangible
manifestation of spiritual energy and are found in the ethereal body.
Click here to view a picture of the chakra system.

WHERE DO CHAKRAS IMPACT US?
The chakras rotate and vibrate continuously. Our body structure, glandular functions, persistent
medical illnesses, thoughts, and behaviour are all influenced by the things we do there.
There will be an imbalance in all aspects of life if one (or more) of the chakras are blocked, the
energy does not flow through them harmoniously, or they are wide open.



One of the endocrine glands that control the body's physical and emotional functions
corresponds to each chakra on the physical body. The endocrine gland connected to the chakra
will also show signs of imbalance.

HOW DO WE EVALUATE THE CHAKRAS?

You can evaluate your chakras by: Use of hands (a)
Using a Pendulum (B) (Dowsing)
Ask your pendulum for its direction, size, and speed after placing it over each chakra.
Create your own Chakra chart or use one to identify which chakra needs attention and whether
it is balanced, under, or over energized.

You can decide if or which stones or hues may be required in the same way. Make sure to work
your way through each chakra and to always ask questions that can be answered with a simple
YES or NO.
The assessment does not have to be performed over the client's body. Additionally, it can be
done over the palm. The first chakra can be located over the wrist, the second over the thumb,
the third over a middle finger, the fourth over a tiny finger, the fifth over an index finger, the sixth
over a ring finger, and the seventh chakra can be located over the palm.

WHAT CAN WE DO TO HELP THEM?

Various methods, including: • Healing, including Reiki; • Color therapy can have an impact on
our chakras, our health, and our life.
• Yoga,
• Mindful breathing; exercise; meditation; guided visualisation; optimistic thinking;
• Proclamations,
• Balance Techniques: Hands, Pendulum, Crystals, and Gemstones
Inhalation therapy

There is also a brand-new, ground-breaking technique. You may now use it to balance and
attune your chakras so they function optimally and help you become a more holistic being. Click
here for additional information.
If we focus on bringing the chakras into balance, we will also be able to address the physical,
emotional, and spiritual imbalances brought on by their improper operation.

INFORMATION ON THE SEVEN POWER CENTERS

The Universal Life Force, according to Eastern philosophy, is thought to flow via the top of the
head and down the chakras, nourishing our bodies with seven different types of energy that are
all crucial for both our physical and spiritual growth. Additionally, it moves upward via the
chakras, conveying personal understanding and a conscious awareness of our shared
humanity. To view a picture of the chakra system, go here.
Chakras can be compared to floppy discs that store essential programmes.



They have preprogrammed subroutines that influence how we behave. Every one of us runs a
number of programmes, some of which may or may not be conscious. In this comparison, the
user is the Self, the body is the hardware, and our programming is the software. These
programmes weren't all written by us, and some of their vocabulary is really dated. The aim of
healing is to recognise our programmes and rewrite them all while still allowing ourselves to live
our lives.

Our life can be debugged and reprogrammed using the chakra system as a tool to combat
infections. We need to activate our energy currents, which are bipolar as previously explained,
in order to run any of our programmes.
A connection that makes us feel safe, alive, centred in ourselves, and rooted in the environment
is provided by the earth-centered pole of consciousness that we experience through our bodies,
known as grounding. This pole of consciousness comprises our inner knowledge, memories,
dreams, and beliefs. It is experienced through our minds. When our being is in contact with our
body, a dynamic energy flow permeates the entirety of us.

Just like with a stereo, we can hook into this system. The chakras then behave like radio or
television stations, receiving and transmitting at various frequencies.
These two dynamic principles—consciousness and matter—combine to form the seven vortices
of the chakras.
The crown chakra serves as the entrance point for consciousness, which then travels through
the body and upward from earth to ethereal consciousness.
A human being requires a balance between the upward and downward flow of energy in order
to be entire. The movement of the currents is impacted by blockages in any of the chakras.

What hinders the chakras?
Childhood traumas, cultural conditioning, a narrow worldview, unhealthy habits, and mental and
physical harm. Chakra blockage is a result of various factors, including inattention.
Life is full of challenges, and we individually develop a coping mechanism for each one. These
coping mechanisms develop into chronic habits that are ingrained in the body and mind as
defensive structures if the issues don't go away. It's critical to be aware of the blocks we have,
track them down, comprehend their meaning, and create remedies for them.
Click here to read more about the primary traits, balances, and deficiencies of each chakra as
well as healing techniques, affirmations, and other information.

The System of Balance

Without attaining the status of an enlightened master, one can still have their chakras in a state
of reasonable balance. People who have invested a lot of time and effort on their own.

How would that appear?

The person would have a balanced third chakra, which would allow them to have confidence
without dominating others, be well-grounded and in touch with their body, be in good health and



vitality, be aware of their feelings without allowing them to control them, be sexually content
without being driven, be able to communicate their feelings and ideas clearly and honestly while
also being able to listen to others, and have a balanced upper chakra.
We wish to aspire to this ideal. We all have the ability to succeed; it just requires effort,
perseverance, and time.

The person's structure and the practitioner's style are the only factors that affect the work. The
most important thing to keep in mind is that the seven chakras, along with body, soul, intellect,
and spirit, comprise one indivisible whole.

The Life-Energy System of Humans

The human chakra system, the spinning vortexes through which we absorb and release life
force energy, is depicted in the simple image below. The chakras are how we maintain life itself.
All of the chakras are in harmony and are powerful in a strong energy system. Energy is
unimpeded and flowing freely. Our chakras' excess, deficit, or blocked energy can truly cause
bodily feelings. When we experience butterflies in our stomach when we are anxious, we are
actually sensing an imbalance in the third chakra, also known as the "flight or fight" area. Have
you ever said that you were so pleased your heart felt like it would burst? The "heart centre," or
fourth chakra, of your body is expanding as a result of the surge of good energy you're
experiencing. Ever feel too emotional to speak? your fifth chakra, also referred to as the  "centre
for communication." Your vocal chords are actually being affected by the blockage. You might
find it fascinating to think back on any instances where you have felt "fullness" or "blockages" in
any of your major chakras. You can better understand and control how you relate to yourself,
other people, and different life events by being familiar with chakra sensations.
Our pituitary and pineal glands are in line with seven primary energy centres, which continue
throughout our spine (denoted by the circles in my diagram). Numerous additional chakras exist
in our body. The soles of our feet and the palms of our hands, for example, both contain
important chakras. (In Reiki I class, new practitioners learn how to use their hands to channel
pure life force energy to assist in the healing of others, themselves, and objects.)
Knowing the names of the seven main chakra centres will be beneficial.

Permit me to make a personal note. According to the New Testament, Mary Magdalene was
cured of seven demons. The churches made the decision to preach that her demons had a
sexual bent. It has been falsely claimed that Mary Magdalene was a prostitute and that she was
the unsavoury character who washed Jesus' feet. Mary Magdalene is not mentioned anywhere
as being a prostitute. I now give you the list of the seven devils, as seen in the chart below: We
all experience issues like fear, guilt, shame, grief, lies, delusion, and connection. See Susan
Haskin's book, "Mary Magdalene, Myth and Metaphor," a New York Times Notable Book of the
Year, for a fascinating, detached historical investigation into how her reputation came to be so
tarnished and for some truth about who she really was.

A chakra is what?



There are several energy centres in our body. These energy vortexes or centres are referred to
as chakras (Sanskrit for "wheel").

The Spinning Wheel of Energy" and are situated in our bodies to assist us in processing the
global energies that surround and reside inside us. Our body contains seven main energy
centres that are intimately related to the seven parts of our physical body. From the top of your
head to the base of your spine, they are piled together in a central column, and when we open
them and align the centres, we let our essential life-force, also known as Ki or Prana, flow freely
through.
When we relate to and work with these centres, our bodily, mental, emotional, and spiritual
energy can all be beneficial.
In order to develop a more holistic being, working with these energies aims to promote
integration of all facets of your existence.

What is the Crown Chakra?

Your spiritual centre is where the Crown Chakra can help us establish a connection with our
higher selves and spirit guides.
The Crown Chakra may address all spiritually related difficulties and combine them with our
terrestrial characteristics. When fully activated, the Crown Chakra can support the brain and
head.
Purple in colour (also recognised as the secondary colour White)
Area: Top of Head

The Third Eye Chakra: What is it?

The Third Eye Chakra, which serves as your psychic centre and is represented as the third eye
in many cultures, facilitates vision in a variety of spheres of life.
Dreams, imagination, focus, intuition, wisdom, and the intuitive faculty of clairvoyance are all
impacted by the third eye chakra. Additionally, it supports the facial upper glands, our eyes,
nose, and ears.
colour: indigo (also recognised as the secondary colour Purple)
Location: either the third eye or the brow.

The Throat Chakra: What Is It?

Your throat chakra, which governs communication, is concerned with problems with verbal,
mental, and written expression. It is well known to enhance clairaudience's intuitive capacity.
The throat glands can benefit from fully opening the Throat Chakra, which has also been shown
to occasionally have an impact on the mouth, ears, and upper respiratory system.
colour: blue
Region: the throat



The Heart Chakra: What Is It?

The Heart Chakra, which governs your heart and emotions, is known to have an impact on your
capacity for intuition and clarity.
Your emotions related to giving, receiving, losing, and attaining love in your life can be balanced
by improving the heart chakra. Additionally, it will benefit the heart, lungs, thoracic regions, and
circulation.
The colour: green (also recognised with Pink)
Location: The Heart

The Solar Plexus Chakra is what?

This is your personal power centre, which supports the neurological system, metabolism, and
digestion. The pancreas, gallbladder, nervous system, liver, stomach, and adrenals can all
benefit from developing the Solar Plexus Chakra, which can also help us understand and
strengthen our willpower.
colour: yellow
Location: Solar Plexus

The sacral chakra: what is it?

The sacral chakra, also known as the instinct zone, supports the growth of human sexuality as
well as the assimilation and processing of food.
The spleen, genitals, and bladder can all benefit from the sacral chakra being in balance.
The colour: orange
Place: The Spleen Region

The Root Chakra: What Is It?

The movement of our life force energy into the body is aided by the Root Chakra.
The Root Chakra can help with issues with the kidneys, adrenals, spinal column, and colon
when it is functioning at its best.
Your urge for survival and self-preservation can get stronger as a result.

Colour: red
Location: Spinal Base

Chakras and reiki



A basic understanding of the chakras is necessary in order to comprehend Reiki and the hand
positions used. All of the major chakras are covered and treated by the Reiki hand positions
used in the west. The various levels of the aura and the physical organs in our bodies are both
related to the chakras.

7 energy centres

The Sanskrit term chakra means "wheel" in English. a wheel that may rotate quickly or slowly
around its own axis. According to your system's energy level, a chakra will spin. Where are
these chakras located? Every one of us possesses them. We have a subtile body in the same
way that we have a physical body. The chakras in our bodies are a component of a vast web of
subtle energies.
Invisible energies are released by living cells from people, animals, and plants, as we now
know. Simple collections of live tissue produce an aura, which can be observed on a Kirlian
photograph. Organs made of specialised cell groups produce highly arranged energy patterns.
The sensory, respiratory, circulatory, digestive, reproduction, and secretion systems make up the
human body. These biological activities have six associated chakras. There are seven primary
chakras in all, including one for the brain and one for the entire body. The top of the head, the
forehead, the throat, the heart, the solar plexus, the navel, and the bottom of the pelvis are
where these chakras are located.
The physical body and the chakras
There is an organ in our physical system for each chakra.
The rectum, the big intestine, and the root chakra are all related. Additionally, it somewhat
affects how well the kidneys work.
The testicles, ovaries, urinary bladder, and kidneys are all parts of the reproductive system that
fall under the purview of the navel chakra.
In proximity to the liver, gallbladder, stomach, spleen, and small intestine is the solar plexus
chakra.
The arms and heart are connected through the heart chakra. Lungs and the throat are
connected by the throat chakra. The forehead's third eye chakra is a part of the face, nose,
eyes, and other facial features.
The crown chakra is connected to the entire being yet has no corresponding organ.

The state of a chakra and the state of the corresponding organ are inextricably linked. A chakra
might be balanced, overactive, or underactive. The chakras can be balanced and the organs
can be made healthy by using Reiki.

The endocrine system and chakras
The chakras transfer energy from one level to another by giving the physical body access to Ki
(also known as Chi, Prana, or Mana depending on one's belief system). This is accomplished in
part via the endocrine system, which controls other bodily processes. Tradition holds that each
chakra also corresponds to a major bodily gland. The major organs and glands are covered by
the Reiki hand positions in addition to the chakras.



The adrenal gland and the root chakra are related. the testicles or ovaries via the navel chakra.
The pancreas and the solar plexus chakra are connected. The thymus and the heart chakra go
together. The thyroid gland is paired with the throat chakra. The pituitary gland is linked to the
third eye chakra.
The pineal gland is typically associated with the crown chakra.
The body's daily health is greatly influenced by the endocrine system. The glands control all
facets of growth, development, and daily activities by directly releasing hormones into the
bloodstream.
A barrier in the energy flow in the meridians and chakras-based system that results in improper
operation of the organs or glands frequently leads to physical ailments.
The Musical Clock (Biological Wheel)

The Organ Clock is a product of conventional Chinese medicine. There are seasonal biological
cycles, such as those associated with the year, the moon, and the day. Every shift in natural
activity follows a specific pattern. The Organ Wheel is based on the idea that each of our
internal organs has a specific time of day when it is more active. This information may be
utilised to aid in diagnosis and treatment. Organ activity will show which treatment is best.
Each of the 12 major organs in our body has a two-hour window of the day when it is the most
active. Symptoms will be more obvious during the organ's two-hour period if the energy in the
organ is out of balance. Please be aware that symptoms can also manifest in muscles with an
organ-related function, body tissue, sensory organs, meridians, or other body parts. Many
patients will be able to tell you with accuracy when they think their difficulties are at their worst.
You can give the proper care and balance the issue with the use of this information and the
Organ Clock.
Organs with different time scales have an interaction.
Organs that are directly 12 hours away from one another are said to affect the equilibrium of the
opposing organ, according to Chinese medicine. Two times per day, the patient may give you a
sign that they are feeling worse. The reason why two distinct organs—and the tissue, sensory
organs, meridians, muscles, etc. that correlate to them—get sick at the same time is typically
because one organ has too much energy and the other lacks it. (It's important to note that
treating the organ with low energy will cause it to "suck" energy from the organ with high energy,
restoring equilibrium.)
As a general rule, you can apply this:
Too much energy: When the body is at rest or engaged in physical activity, the illness or
condition develops and grows worse.
Lack of energy: The ailment or issue only manifests itself or worsens while one is engaged in
physical activity.

Using the Organ Clock

It is incredibly easy to use. Find out when the issue is at its worst, then use Reiki on the
associated organ or organs. How to interpret the clock is as follows: Some potential symptoms
are provided in the outer squares. The organs and the two-hour time limit are contained in the
actual clock's first ring. You'll learn the name of the matching meridian from the next ring. The



element from the Chinese five element principles is displayed in the black rings (I will not
describe those here). An essential acupuncture point for the corresponding meridian and that
period of time is located in the inner ring. With Reiki, you can treat this location or the organ
directly and get excellent benefits. The table below the organ clock contains a summary of the
points in plain language.

Time
frame

Meridi
an

Point
How to find it Reiki Hand Position

23
-
01

Gall
Bladder

GB41 From the tip of the little toe toward the
heel, the top and outside of the foot
measure roughly three to four finger
widths.

With your hands, round
the top of each foot
starting at the little toe.

01
-
03

Liver LV1 at the inside corner of the big toe's
nail's base

Wrap your hands around
your big toes.



03
-
05

Lung LU8 the base of the thumb is roughly 1
finger's breadth from the underside of
the wrist.

Place hands so that the
wrists of each hand are
covered.

05
-
07

Large
Intestine

LI1 outside corner of the index fingers'
nail's base

Each index finger is
covered. Your hands are
pointed at your wrists.

07
-
09

Stomach ST36 Approximately 4 fingerwidths below
the knee, just outside the bone

Put your hands just
behind each knee.

09
-
11

Spleen SP3 One finger's width away from the big
toe's base. (Follow an illustrative line
from the toe's outside edge to the
heel)

Cover the big toes while
tracing an imaginary line
with your hands (you
will cover SP1-Sp4)

11
-
13

Heart HE8 The hands' palms contain H8. Form a
loose fist by clenching your fingers. H8
is located on the palm just below the
little finger.

Cover the wrists a little
bit as well as that place
of the palms.



13
-
15

Small
Intestine

SI5 In each hand, can be discovered
in the wrist fold, extending
backward from the outside of the
little fingers.

Shield your wrists. Think
about the exterior
(SI4-SI6)

15
-
17

Bladder BL66 In the joint between the toe and
the foot, outside of the little toes

Place your hands over
your little toes' joint and
move them backwards
toward your heel.

17
-
19

Kidney KI10 beginning of the underside fold on
the inside of the knee

Put both hands over each
knee.

19
-
21

Pericardium P8 Make a loose fist by contracting
your fingers. The point is located
in the palms, just below the
middle fingers.

Put your hands over that
portion of the palms and
the initial part of the
wrists.

21
-
23

San Jiao SJ6 The wrist fold on the palms' upper
side is 4 finger widths away.

Wrap the area in your
hands.

You can either beam Reiki specifically at the desired point or opt to cover the desired area with
your hands (which will typically encompass more than one acupuncture point). Both approaches
will produce quality outcomes.
Always remember to leave the client's diagnosis to a medical professional. Help the patient heal
by following the Organ Clock!
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Awakening of Kundalini

DESCRIPTION OF KUNDALINI ENERGY, AWAKENING, AND RAISING

KUNDALINI ENERGY: WHAT IS IT?

Most people have a dormant energy called kundalini.
According to Hindu mythology, Kundalini is a serpent goddess who sleeps curled three and a
half times around the first chakra at the base of the spine. Her name is Kundalini Shakti, and as
a living goddess who breathes life into everything, she symbolises the blooming of the divine
Shakti energy as well as the energising power of life itself.
In specific situations, Kundalini energy wakes and starts to rise through the body, piercing and
opening the chakras as she moves in her writhing, snake-like manner. The Kundalini's
movement can be highly strung, even painful, and frequently results in out-of-this-world mental
states as it releases trapped and blocked energies.

https://www.malacollective.com/blogs/mala-collective/know-your-seven-chakras


There are many different situations that might cause Kundalini awakening, but they are typically
brought on by things like prolonged periods of meditation, yoga, fasting, stress, trauma,
psychedelic drugs, or near-death experiences.
Similar to the potential energy present in water, kundalini is a concentrated form of the primal
power. When released, it opens the nadis, or subtle channels, that move up the spine, most
notably the sushumna, the centre channel, which connects the chakras vertically. The end of a
small hose will wiggle like a snake if water is forced through it at a high pressure. Kundalini can
also be observed as a result of the chakras connecting to one another, as the tremendous
energy of Kundalini undulates in the body as it rises through the chakras. The spinning of one
chakra, according to theory, might enhance the spinning of the one above or below it.

Although Kundalini is mostly a healing power, occasionally it can have undesirable side effects.
These outcomes could continue for seconds, hours, days, months, or even years.
The following advice should be followed if you experience unpleasant Kundalini awakening
symptoms:
1) Make the body clean. Avoid using prescription medications, alcohol, caffein, cigarettes, and
recreational drugs. Avoid fatty foods, high sugar foods, and food additives. Eat healthfully,
focusing on protein since it tends to be nourishing. Get a massage and work out hard.
2) Lessen anxiety. If your spiritual life is about to undergo a significant transformation, schedule
the time to make the required adjustments. You might need to spend more time on your health
or spirituality.
3. Locate Support. Find people who have had this experience before.
4) Up your knowledge. Learn about the chakras, read about the Kundalini and how it awakens,
and practise yoga.
5. Address underlying mental health problems. This is the ideal opportunity to address any
unsolved issues that Kundalini brings up. The journey will be more comfortable.
6) Consider your religious behaviour. It might be time to start meditating, doing yoga, or
engaging in some other spiritual activity if you haven't already. If meditation causes unpleasant
Kundalini awakening sensations to worsen, you may need to stop for a while. 7) Experiment
with grounding to see what affects the unpleasant effects more or less. When energy is rising
upward without adequate energy moving downward to balance, kundalini is most challenging.
Look into the possibility that the first chakra has problems that need to be fixed in order to
provide a stronger foundation. Daily grounding exercises should be done.

Resources: Anodea Judith, Ph.D., Eastern Body Western Mind.

Toronto, Ontario, Canada: Kundalini Research Network, PO Box 45102, 2482 Yonge St. M4P
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THE KUNDALINI AWAKENING WITH REIKI

Problems with this energy can also be resolved with Kundalini Reiki. It will be softly and safely
roused.



If Kundalini is awakened, the body's layers, chakras, and energy channels will have been
thoroughly cleansed and purified. The speed and ease of this procedure will increase with more
Reiki energy. Our energy, vibration and consciousness will rise when the body's layers are
cleansed. The process of personal development will quicken by opening the Kundalini.
The First or Base chakra, which links us to the energy of the Earth, is where the Kundalini
energy enters. It exits the Crown chakra through the primary energy pathway.
The base chakra and the crown chakra are where the two most fundamental types of energy
enter the human system. The Sushumna, which is linked to the other chakras by their "stems,"
connects these two chakras.
The chakras receive vital energy from these stems. The Kundalini energy is simultaneously
aroused through the Sushumna channel.
Its energy is transformed into different frequencies for each chakra when it is aroused. The
lowest frequencies of the base chakra and the highest frequencies of the crown chakra are used
to manifest the energy.
We perceive these converted frequencies as sensations, emotions, and thoughts once they
have been transmitted to our physical and subtle bodies.
***
In addition, there are three degrees of attunements in Kundalini Reiki, and the first level must be
attained.

Level 1 The Usui Reiki 1-2-3 attunements are equivalent to this attunement. It allows the healing
pathways to

The Reiki energy can be channeled, The chakras of the Crown, Heart, and Hand are
strengthened and opened. At the same time, you are getting ready for the second attunement's
Kundalini awakening. Additionally, you learn how to administer a thorough healing procedure
and to heal remotely.
The Reiki channels are strengthened at level two. In Reiki 3, the Solar Plexus Chakra
experiences its lowest level of Kundalini energy in preparation for the full Kundalini awakening.
You are taught a certain meditation that raises Kundalini energy. There is a chakra and energy
system purification.
Level 3 The Root, Hara, Solar Plexus, and Troat chakras are activated. The Kundalini energy
rises fully at this time. You acquire the ability to transmit Kundalini Reiki 1-2-3.
***
Although it typically requires years of practise, regular yoga and/or meditation practise will aid in
the Kundalini energy awakening.
It has never been simpler to raise and activate your kundalini energy. By utilising this New and
Exciting Harmonic System of Tantra Yoga, you can now save years of meditation. Each chakra
has a colour and vibration that go with it. Each chakra vibration has been artificially created in a
lab and recorded. If you tune into a particular chakra vibration, that chakra gets energised. It
simulates the process of "rising the Kundalini" if you listen to the chakra vibrations in the right
order. The outcomes are immediate and 100 percent guaranteed!
To Restore the Mind Through Meditation



Nowadays, we spend much of our time working hard, competing aggressively, and achieving.
The exact reverse is true with meditation. To meditate is to completely change how we ordinarily
behave; it is a state in which all worries and concerns are gone.
At its core, meditation
The serenity of meditation allows us to reconnect with our inner selves, which we have long
since lost in the bustling and chaotic distractions of daily life.

The primary goals of meditation are to calm, release, and relax the mind.
• To bring the mind home is to focus inward and to find peace within the essence of the mind.
• Since you understand that all suffering, fear, and anguish result from the longing of the
grasping mind, to be released means to be freed from the prison of grasping.
• To relax is to let all of your thoughts and feelings naturally diminish and dissolve into the
condition of your true nature of mind.
In a nutshell, meditation
I don't think it is feasible to sum up meditation in a few sentences, but here is my clumsy
attempt: Let thoughts and feelings, whatever arise, come and go, not clinging to anything, while
quietly sitting, body still, speech mute, and mind at peace.
An exercise in Reiki
Although I'm not sure this qualifies as a meditation in the strictest sense, I can't think of a better
word, so I'll continue to call it a Reiki meditation.
There are many different meditation techniques, but in the West, three seem to be the most
successful: observing your breath, utilising an object, and mantra recitation. One may claim that
the last two are used in this straightforward Reiki meditation: the object in the Reiki symbols and
the mantra in the names of the Reiki symbols. This is an extremely potent and powerful
meditation that promotes wide-ranging consciousness, mental calmness, clarity, improved
visualisation, clairvoyance, and greater healing power. You can use it to accomplish goals or
solve issues, and Reiki healing energy surrounds you.
Here's how to go about it:
1. Take a comfortable seat, either in a chair with a straight back or on a cushion with the legs
folded. Keep your back straight (without force). Do not lean back while sitting in a chair. Put your
hands on your knees or in another comfortable position while you rub your hands together.
2. Breathe gently, relax, and consider Reiki.
3. Draw the power symbol with your entire hand in front of you. As you create the symbol in the
air in front of you, picture how a white or violet light emerges from your fingers.
4. Visualize the Third Eye Chakraan emblem and say its name three times. Maintain the sign in
your third eye steadily.
5. After you've given this symbol enough thought, let it rise into a field of light above your head.
Bring your attention back to your third eye chakra.
6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 using the Distance sign and the Mental/Emotional symbol.
7. After completing your meditation on the three symbols, you will be focused and brimming with
Reiki energy. You can now move on to the final section of the meditation, where you can send
Reiki to your objectives, projects, or to heal others remotely.
8. Send Reiki by imagining or describing the thing, the aim, or the person. You can employ the
technique you have studied or the approach you believe is best for you.



9. When finished, slowly unwind and let all your thoughts go. Take some time to relax and take
in the peace.
10. Wash your face with your hands after rubbing them together. Feel how rejuvenated you are
after opening your eyes and taking a few steps.
Here are some pointers:
Make sure you have a peaceful, uncrowded area. I'll reiterate that the best results from any
meditation come from maintaining a straight back. You can ask your Reiki guides for assistance
at step 2 and thank them after you're done. It is beneficial to practise seeing the symbols in front
of you before using Reiki.
Have fun and give it a try to see if you like it.

The Meridian System and REIKI

The meridian system

The Chinese proposed the presence of a life force they named Chi in the third millennium B.C.
(life force, life energy). This universal energy is a component of and permeates throughout all
matter, whether living and inanimate.
Chi must flow freely through our meridians just as blood must in order for our bodies' circulatory
systems to function properly. The meridians can be compared to human blood vessels in a
simplified way, however instead of carrying blood, this system carries chi, or life force. An
obstruction in the meridians, which prevents the Chi from flowing freely, or a disruption in the
Chi's yin and yang balance can both result in illness.
twelve main meridians
The primary and secondary meridians are two separate systems of channels or meridians.
Internal organs are crossed by primary meridians but not by secondary meridians. Chi circulates
continuously through the following organs: lungs, colon, stomach, spleen, heart, intestines, urine
bladder, kidneys, pericardium, triple warmer, gallbladder, and liver via 12 pairs of major
meridians. The principal meridians are given names based on the organ to which they are
related, such as lung, heart, and so on.
The majority of acupuncture and acupressure sites are located along the major meridians. It is
important to remember that simply while the meridians are named after the organs they travel
through, it does not imply that they only correspond to these organs and their functions.
Additionally, the meridians contain intricate, interconnected systems for the Chi's circulation.

REIKI Yin and Yang Manual

The yin and the yang, two polar powers, are present in this Chi. The living system demonstrates
physical health when the yin and yang are balanced; when they are out of harmony, a
pathological state develops. Excessive yang strength leads to excessive biological activity. A
yin-dominated environment results in inadequate functioning. Physical illness is the result of
either imbalance. The yin and yang are balanced via the use of the ancient arts of acupuncture
and acupressure.



Meridians and Reiki

A Reiki session will harmonise the yin and yang and promote easy Chi flow via the meridians.
Reiki can clear blockages in meridians and assist in reestablishing the body's healthy Chi flow.

Rei-Kai Symbols

REIKI SYMBOLS, THEIR MEANING, AND ACTIVATION METHODS

Learning and applying the Reiki symbols is one of the pleasures of practising Reiki. Once we
are attuned to Second Degree Reiki and given the symbols, we are more in touch with the
wellspring of divine wisdom, knowledge, and power. When we start using the symbols, their
strength becomes apparent to us. Many people are curious about how they work and what they
might be used for. The Reiki I & II manual by William Rand, "Reiki: The Healing Touch," goes
into great detail on the symbols and how they are used. I was motivated to employ the power
symbol and the mental/emotional symbols after reading this article's description of them.
Being a visual person, I've discovered that the symbols frequently explain what they do to me if I
look at them in a particular way. The symbols' lines and shapes each have a distinct significance
and vitality.

The Strength Symbol

When translated, the power symbol translates to "place the might of the cosmos here." The
male energy of the universe, or "shiva," is represented by the top horizontal line. The energy
moving down the spine or toward the earth is symbolised by the line descending. Shakti, the
female energy of the ground, is symbolised by the spiral. The spiral then makes seven vertical
line crossings, one for each of the chakras.
I often think of that spiral as a protective energy cocoon, like being in a labyrinth. You can
construct a sacred or protected area around you using the power symbol. You can visualise
yourself being shielded by Reiki energy inside that spiral. If you see yourself inside that labyrinth
and are surrounded by negativity or feel threatened by those around you, Reiki energy will
surround you with a protective field. In addition to vibrating around you, the energy also
radiates. Another illustration would be to see a power symbol in front of you shielding you from
someone's verbal abuse and preventing their negativity from entering your energy field.
I place a power symbol over the top of my children's heads every morning before I send them
off to school with the intention that Reiki energy will surround and shield them all day. Pets can
also be used for this.

Before administering a treatment, clearing your channel and empowering your hands involves
placing the power sign on each chakra and in the palms of your hands. A Reiki energy cocoon
surrounds the client when the power sign is placed over their head, creating a sacred
environment in which to work. When the treatment is finished, seal the energy in by placing the
symbol over the back of the heart and the low back.



When you go to shake someone's hand, picture the power sign in your hand's palm. By doing
so, you are benefiting the other person and bringing the power of Reiki into your interaction.

Before taking a drug, using the power symbol makes it more likely that your body will absorb it
with the fewest adverse effects. Before you eat, you should lay a power sign over your food to
bless it, purge any negative energy from anyone who touched it, and receive it so that it will
nourish your body properly.
Flying is one of my favourite uses of the power sign. I visualise the distant healing symbol
becoming a "Reiki bridge" of safety to my destination as part of my Reiki ritual, which involves
picturing the plane. Then I picture the power symbol spiral descending from the plane's nose to
its tail (including the wings), enveloping the whole thing in a shield of Reiki energy.

The symbol for the mind and emotions

The meaning of this symbol is "God and humanity become one." The symbol's left side's acute
angles stand in for the logical, linear, or male side of the brain. The right side's curves stand for
the right brain's feminine, intuitive, creative, and imaginative sides. So it's clear how employing
this symbol helps to balance the left and right brain hemispheres and is beneficial in any mental
(thinking, analysing, studying) or emotional (feeling) circumstance.
When you experience emotions of fear, worry, rage, or depression, you can utilise the
mental/emotional symbol on yourself (or other people). The Reiki energy aids in clearing the
mind and calming the emotions. Many illnesses are considered to start as unreleased emotions.
The next time (for you or your client) an unpleasant emotion (fear, sadness, worry, rage) arises,
don't attempt to suppress it. It is present for a purpose. Inhale deeply, activate the sign, and then
apply Reiki to yourself by placing your hands on your solar plexus and heart chakras. Think
about the power symbol as well. Allow yourself to feel the feeling and stay present with it. Keep
it waiting. Thank you for it. and then let it go.
The mental/emotional symbol can also be used when attempting to learn something new. You
can put the symbol there.
Ask Reiki energy to make it easier or clearer for you to grasp by placing it on paper or in a book.
Alternately, place your hands on top of your head, activate the symbol, and let it calm your brain
to make it easier for concepts or ideas to enter (and stay).
Additionally useful in mending ties is this symbol. This can occur amongst acquaintances,
lovers, relatives, peers, superiors, etc. When this sign is employed, the Reiki energy balances
the interpersonal situation. It assists in calming the emotions so that the situation can be clearly
understood or from the viewpoint of another individual. Reiki serves the highest good rather
than attempting to control the connection. For the scenario or the relationship, Reiki produces
the best results.

When I ask for healing between two people, I often visualise the two of them standing on
opposite sides of a mental or emotional symbol. The sign is filled with Reiki energy, which rises
up like a cloud of smoke. The energy then exits the symbol and envelops the two participants in
a Reiki energy cocoon, bathing them in healing energy.



These are but a few applications for the symbols. Give yourself permission to go closer to them,
sense their energy, meditate alongside them, and listen to what they have to say.

The Reiki Character in Japanese

You can use the Special Sacred Reiki Symbols and Words at the Second and Master level of
Reiki. These are passed down from Master to Master and are used to introduce new students
into your Reiki Lineage. But more significantly, they have healing and defence properties.
In order to focus your attention and connect with "particular" healing frequencies, you can use
reiki symbols.
Utilizing various symbols will increase the Reiki energy.

REIKI SIGNS Pronounced "choh-koo-ray," CHO KU RAY The Power Symbol's other name is "I
Have the Key," or "God and Man Coming Together."
This Symbol's main application is to boost Reiki energy. It pulls energy from your surroundings
and concentrates it in the desired location.
Make the sign over the customer (or yourself) and repeat the phrase Cho Ku Rei three times
while remaining silent.
It is the universal sign. It can be applied everywhere and for anything, including: * On-the-spot
treatments * Clearing negative energies

In hospitals and sick rooms, for spiritual protection, to help with manifestation, to energise other
Reiki symbols, to seal energies after a treatment, etc.
Reverse the sign if you want to utilise it to draw energy to yourself.
Choku Rei is the Reiki Power symbol (Choku Rei is pronounced: "Cho-Koo-Ray")
Choku Rei's basic meaning is "Place the strength of the universe here."
The Reiki energy can be strengthened by using the power symbol. Additionally, it can serve as
protection. Imagine it as a switch that will suddenly increase your capacity to channel Reiki
energy.
You can instantly access more healing energies by drawing or seeing the symbol in front of you.
When combined with other symbols, Choku Rei also increases the strength of those other
symbols.
The sign can be used at any point throughout a treatment, but it is most powerful when used to
open a session and seal off the Reiki energies at the beginning of a session to energise the
Reiki energy.
As I've previously stated, the Reiki Power symbol primarily functions as a power switch, but it
can also be used for other purposes. Keep in mind that everything that occurs is always
governed by your goal. If you want to give the Power sign new "functions," all you need to do is
have a clear aim and declaration of what you want the symbol to accomplish.

Several uses

• Use it as a switch to turn on and off your healing abilities. (If you like, you can sketch Choku
Rei in your hands or picture it in front of you.)



• You can direct the Reiki energies toward a specific area of the body (much like a looking
glass). (Put the symbol exactly where the area being treated is.)
• Increase the other symbols' power. Prior to painting the other symbols, draw this one.
• The Power sign can be used to close a space around the recipient and prevent the energies
acquired from evaporating from the body. (Draw it above the body to signify that the healing
process has been completed.)
• The Power symbol can be used to spiritually purge a space of any bad energy, leaving it in the
light, and transform it into a sacred space. (With the aim of energising the space, draw or picture
the symbols on all of the walls, the ceiling, and the floor.)
• You can purge harmful energies from crystals and other things. (Draw the power sign on the
crystal/item or above it with the intention of purifying and restoring it to its original state. If the
thing is too large to grip, send Reiki to it from a distance while still holding it in your hands.
• Guard against negative energy (from people you treat or people you meet). (With the intention
of receiving complete protection, draw or picture the Reiki Power symbol in front of you.) On my
website about "Aurashield," you can read more about this.
• Guard all you treasure, including your home, family, children, and spouse. (Draw Choku Rei
right onto the thing or person you wish to shield, with the intention of keeping it safe.) Reiki
inherently provides protection on all levels of life since it operates on all varying levels of
existence.
These are but a few examples. The Reiki Power symbol, Choku Rei, may also be used in
different ways; just use your own creativity and intuition to come up with them. There are no
restrictions on your potential. Your clear intention should direct how the symbols function
because all of the power lies within you.

Additional information

For some reason, a lot of Reiki Masters fail to let their Reiki 1 pupils know that they can start
using the Power symbol. Why not impart knowledge on how to apply the sign when it was
"given" to the pupil during the Reiki 1 Attunement?
Traditionally, Choku Rei is drawn counterclockwise (from left to right). Since it seems to function
better for me and also seems more logical, I like to draw it clockwise (as demonstrated above).
There is no right or wrong approach because the function is determined by your goal, so go with
what comes naturally to you.
The Reiki source is represented by the horizontal line. The spiral that meets the middle line
seven times depicts the seven chakras, while the vertical line signifies the flow of energy.
KIE SEI HEI
Say it like this: say-hay-key Alias: The Mental/Emotional Symbol Meaning: The Universe's Key
or the Coming Together of God and Man
It is mostly used to repair the mind and emotions and to relax the mind. It is excellent for:
*Psychic defence

Cleaning; igniting Kundalini in meditations; balancing the right and left brains; aiding in the
removal of addictions; and healing from previous traumas. removes emotional obstructions and



synchronises the upper chakras. Eliminate harmful vibes and negative energies. Sei He Ki
restores equilibrium and emotional balance.

Sei He Ki is the mental/emotional symbol (Sei He Ki pronounced as: "Say-Hay-Key")
The general meaning of Sei He Ki is "God and man become one."
Together, the "brain and the body" are represented by the Mental/Emotional sign. It aids people
in identifying and releasing the mental and emotional root causes of their issues.
Many people—including medical professionals—are beginning to understand that many of our
illnesses are caused by mental and emotional imbalances of which we are probably not even
aware. The symbol helps to concentrate and bring the subconscious and the bodily side into
harmony.
You can utilise this symbol to promote mental and emotional recovery. It brings harmony and
calm by balancing the left and right sides of the brain. Additionally, it works wonders for
relationship issues. The Sei He Ki sign can be used to treat a variety of issues, including
anxiety, fear, depression, rage, sadness, etc.

Several uses

• The sign can be used to treat substance abuse, including smoking, drinking, and drug usage.
• Sei He Ki can help people reduce their weight.
• You can utilise the symbol to locate items that you have lost. Ask for assistance in locating
xxxx by drawing the sign in front of you. Give up looking for the item. The solution will shortly
appear.)
• Sei He Ki can help you read and learn more clearly and retain more information. (As you read,
draw the symbol on each page to help you recall the key details.)
· Include the sign when healing (face-to-face or remotely), as this helps hasten the healing
process. Mental and emotional issues often have physical causes.
additional information

The Yin and Yang and the harmony between the left and right sides of the brain are major
themes in the Mental/Emotional symbol, Sei He Ki.
Yang and our left half of the brain are represented by the left portion of the symbol (logic,
structure and linear thinking etc.) Yin and our right side of the brain are both represented by the
right half of the symbol. (Imagination, emotions, intuition, etc.) When you draw a sign while
facing another person, the Yang portion of the symbol lands on the right side of the recipient's
brain and the Yin portion on the left, helping to balance the two sides.

HON SHA ZE SHO NEN

Hanh-shah-zay-show-nen is how you pronounce this. The distance symbol is an alias to
encourage enlightenment and peace, the God (the Buddha, the Christ, etc.) in me greets the
God in you.



The Distant Healing Symbol is used to transfer Reiki to everyone and anything at a distance and
through time (past, present, and future).
When sending a distant attunement, it is also sketched.
Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen is the symbol for Reiki Remote Healing (Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen is
pronounced as: "Hon-Sha-Zee- Show-Nen")
The symbol can imply "The Buddha in me touches the Buddha in you" or it can have the general
meaning of "No past, no present, no future."
As its name suggests, the Distance sign can be utilised to convey energies over a distance.
Using this Reiki sign doesn't matter where you are in time or space. Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen is
regarded by many practitioners as the most effective and potent symbol. The sign can be
employed in karmic healing since it grants access to the "Akashic Records," or the life histories
of each soul. It is possible to reveal and let go of trauma and other experiences from this life,
past lifetimes, or parallel lives that have an impact on and mirror people's behaviour.

Be honest when doing distant healing! Avoid concentrating your efforts on treating a particular
issue, such as a headache. Reiki energy can be sent without restriction since it will go to the
area where it is most needed. In contrast to in-person healing, distance healing concentrates its
energies more on the subtle body, chakras, and aura of the recipient (i.e. it can take some time
before the energies seep down to the body and eases for instance pain).
It's likely that the recipient of your Reiki will feel it as it happens. He or she can typically tell what
you have done and when you have done it if they are open-minded.
The duration of distance healing is far shorter than that of in-person therapy. Actually, sending
distance healing just takes a few minutes. You may even programme a Reiki distance healing to
transmit healing energy to a person repeatedly. If you decide to do this, I advise you to empower
the distant healing every other day and to set a time restriction on the repeat (since it would
otherwise go on forever). Keep in mind that your intention determines how things unfold.
Sending distant folks Reiki healing is one application.
Send Reiki to the present to uplift, to understand, and to release trauma. "Beam" Reiki to others
across the room. Send Reiki energies to the future to assist with a task or be there as support.

Additional details:

It is not particularly important to describe how I perform distant healing. Ten Reiki Masters
working together would likely perform remote healing in various ways. Absentee healing is
essentially a visualisation procedure in which you picture or "see" the person to whom you want
to send healing and then carry it through. If you have a photo, you can use it; if not, don't worry
about it; simply send. Sometimes I send merely the recipient's name and city to someone I don't
really know (such a name I found in an email). There is no issue because Reiki will be sent to
the mysterious individual who makes it work. My recommendation is to cast aside all of your
uncertainties, create a specific objective, employ the Reiki symbols, and transmit the energies!
The Distance symbols have a complicated shape, and this one has probably undergone the
most changes. A Japanese Kanji, it incorporates the chakras and the five elements to represent
the human body.



TAM-A-RA-SHA

Tam-ara-sha is how to pronounce. The Balancing Factor is known as
It is a symbol for balancing and unblocking. Grounds and balances energy; aids in clearing
blockages in the chakra centres so that energy may circulate; and, if pain is experienced,
lessens or eliminates it.

DAI, THE REIKI MASTER SYMBOL KO MYO
Alternate Name: The Master Symbol Pronunciation: dye-ko-me-o

It is the Reiki group's most potent emblem. It is only accessible to Reiki Masters.
The soul can be healed using this symbol. It treats disease and illness at their root in the
aura/energy fields since it works with the soul and our spiritual selves.
It aids in offering clarity and peace. It enables one to develop their psychic and intuitive abilities.
With continued use, this symbol yields significant changes in life.

ACTIVATION METHODS FOR SYMBOLS

Any of the following methods can be used to activate them:
You can create symbols by using your palm's centre, your finger, visualisation, your third eye,
and three different spellings of the symbol's name.
Whatever strategy you choose, keep in mind that it's the intent that matters.
Where should they be used during healing?
Place the symbol(s) first on your hands or palms, then draw or visualise them again on: The
client's hands or palms * The client's crown chakra * The treatment area(s), if known
Use the "alias" instead of the actual Reiki symbol if you can't remember it because both have
the same energy.

With repetition, the symbols will lose their significance and the emphasis will shift to the "intent"
of the necessary precise energies.
Additional Information about Usui Reiki Symbols by William Lee Rand
It's crucial to understand where someone gets their ideas from at all times. It is clear that in
certain situations the information being passed on has become muddled since there are so
many new Masters who are distantly related to Mrs. Takata, as well as because Reiki has
undergone numerous alterations and additions with the inclusion of multiple new "branches."
The information for this article was obtained from my training, which I began receiving in 1981
from four Reiki Masters who had received their Masterships directly from Mrs. Takata, as well as
from my ongoing research into Reiki, which included exchanging symbols, attunements, and
crucial Reiki knowledge with Reiki Masters from various lineages and backgrounds.

The symbols used in Usui Reiki are sacred and are to be kept private. Only those who are about
to be initiated into the second or third degree of Reiki are given access to them. This article's
conclusion explains the rationale behind this. While we uphold this trust, it is possible to talk
about their makeup, functionality, and background.



The use of Reiki symbols is a crucial and fascinating aspect of the practise. They enable one to
direct Reiki energy toward particular objectives. (See the book "Reiki, The Healing Touch" or the
audio cassette tape set "The Reiki Class" provided in this issue for a detailed explanation of the
symbols' possible uses.) The Usui system of Reiki uses a total of four symbols. In Reiki II, there
are three and in Reiki III, one. Although they have worth, additional symbols that are being used
by individuals are not a part of the Usui system.

Usui Reiki symbols are not as enigmatic as they might first appear to be. They are actually
words from the Japanese language because they were formed from Japanese characters. You
can look up their names in a Japanese/English dictionary. The first two symbols deviate a little
from this. The Power and Mental/Emotional symbols may be shamanic or a fusion of Sanskrit
and Japanese kanji, despite the fact that the names of the symbols are in Japanese. The way
the first two symbols are drawn may have been influenced by the fact that Japanese Buddhists
frequently merge ancient Sanskrit with Japanese characters in their sacred writings and
symbols. The names and drawings of the Master and distant symbols are entirely composed of
Japanese kanji, and a Japanese/English dictionary will have all of the characters.

It's interesting to notice that "treasure house of the vast beaming light" is how the name of the
Usui Master symbol is rendered in "The Encyclopedia of Eastern Philosophy and Religion." A
Zen word for one's own real essence or Buddha-nature, which one becomes aware of through
the experience of enlightenment or satori, is what is said to be the meaning of this phrase. This
definition is pretty profound. Perhaps the reason it is known as the Master symbol is that it
enables us to communicate directly with the Inner Master, which is the true Source of Reiki. One
further wonders how much assistance Dr. Usui received from the Zen Buddhists or other
Japanese religious organisations when he rediscovered Reiki, given that the Usui Master
emblem is a potent symbol from Zen Buddhism. (Read more articles about the beginnings of
Reiki.)

According to the material above, Usui Reiki is not the only system that uses the symbols. They
were there before Dr. Usui used them. It is also unlikely that he found them in a Sanskrit sutra,
as some have speculated, given that they are Japanese. It is much more plausible that Dr. Usui
learned about the symbols from the Zen Buddhists or other religious groups he had studied
with, or that he got them during his mystical experience on Mt. Kurama (a mountain just north of
Kyoto). Perhaps the sutra in which he found the healing formula was a Zen Buddhist sutra
rather than a Sanskrit sutra because the symbols are Japanese and we know that the Master
sign is from Zen Buddhism. (Even though a therapeutic recipe can be found in a Sanskrit sutra.)
Additionally, the Goshintai, the sacred scroll of the Johrei Fellowship, bears the Usui Master
insignia as part of its overall design. All of these concepts are intriguing to think about. Since
research on the history of the Reiki symbols is ongoing, it's likely that more knowledge will
become available.

The way the Reiki symbols work is transcendental. The Reiki symbols connect directly to the
Reiki energy source and indicate a change in how the Reiki energy acts, independent of one's



internal state, unlike other symbols, which have an impact on the user's subconscious mind and
modify their internal state. While some theories assert that certain methods must be followed in
order to activate the symbols, They can be awakened in a variety of ways, drawing them with
the hand, imagining them, or stating their names aloud or to oneself can all activate them. With
awareness, it is feasible to activate them by deciding to use them because intention is the key
component in activation. Others have also been able to access the energy of the symbol they
want to utilise without really utilising it by simply going inside upward and thinking of it.

The Reiki attunement that is delivered during a Reiki class gives the symbols their strength and
efficiency. The pupil is shown the symbols and given time to memorise them before the
attunement. The energies of each symbol descend during the attunement and enter the
student's mind and body, connecting to the proper symbol there. The same energies that the
pupil was attuned to are then triggered and start to flow each time they employ the symbol after
that.

As part of the attunement process, the stimulus/response mechanism, a dynamic component of
the human mind, is used to link or activate the Reiki symbols. In his well-known experiments
with dogs, the psychologist Pavlov illustrated this process. He created in the dog's mind a
stimulus/response association by ringing a bell whenever a dog was eating. After repeating this
several times, the dog started salivating anytime Pavlov rang the bell, even though it wasn't
hungry or had any food nearby. The energy of the attunement leads the Reiki symbol to change
into a stimulus during the attunement, and the particular energy that the symbol stands for that
is present during the attunement changes into a response. The stimulus/response mechanism
doesn't require the repetition often required to create a relationship between stimulus and
response since the attunement is directed by the Higher Power and operates at a higher level of
awareness. It occurs instantly. The energy that the symbol represents then starts to flow
anytime you think of it or activate it in any other way.

Traditionally, the Reiki symbols have been kept a secret. There are philosophical grounds for
this as well as a way to respect their sanctity. Secrecy has a lot of power, and keeping things
hidden also helps you have a spiritual bond with the symbols. It is preferable to keep the
symbols a secret until the class because they are essentially powerless without the attunement.
Additionally, if someone is shown a Reiki symbol without receiving the attunement that gives it
strength, they can mistakenly think they possess Reiki and decide not to join a class, missing
out on the true meaning of Reiki and its healing abilities. The value that comes from a person
not showing the symbols they have received from their Reiki teacher to others is unaffected by
the fact that the symbols have been printed in some publications, even though this is true.
Anyone who continues to withhold these symbols from individuals who do not possess the level
of Reiki at which they are taught will still hold them in high regard.

Many people have seen variations in the symbols' design when compared to those of other
Reiki Masters. There are several explanations for these variances. First of all, it is well known
that Mrs. Takata did not consistently create the symbols for each pupil she taught in the same
manner. The Reiki Masters she initiated gathered after her shift. They compared their emblems



during the meeting. All of the existing Masters had essentially the same Power emblems. The
Masters' Mental/Emotional symbols had a few minor variations. The Distant symbols, on the
other hand, were highly distinctive, particularly in terms of the strokes at the bottom. Their
Master symbols were not compared. As a result, there were differences even at this early stage,
which Mrs. Takata is thought to have caused. She might have drawn them differently on purpose
to provide a small amount of differentiation for each pupil, or she might have done so
accidentally at other times due to advancing age or from having taught for more than 30 years.
There are various ways to draw the Japanese kanji characters, and Mrs. Takata really had two
alternative ways of drawing the Master symbol. One method used a more fluid writing style
known as "running hand," which resembles handwriting with the key difference occurring at the
base of the symbol.

The "regular" printed or block style was another method she drew the Master emblem. The
Master symbol can be drawn in either direction and still mean the same thing. (See the handout
from Edoardo Fazzioli's "Chinese Calligraphy").
As a result, from the very beginning, the symbols varied from student to student. Additionally,
students were forced to retain the symbols solely in their minds and were not permitted to copy
them onto paper. Since few people have perfect recollections, some alterations were
unavoidable when it came time for the teachers to pass them on because they had to recall
them from memory. More adjustments have been made as a result of this process being
repeated time and time again. Surprisingly, the symbols still resemble the originals for the
majority of students.

As a result, the issue of whether there is a perfect or right way to draw the symbols arises. Since
even individuals who studied under Mrs. Takata did not draw the symbols exactly the same way
in the example above, it is evident that there is no one right method to draw them. It has also
been discovered that everyone who has had their symbols attuned has functioning symbols.
Consequently, the symbols' strength does not stem from how well they are drawn. It results from
the connection created between the symbol a student learns in class and the attunement
energies that the student gets during the Reiki initiation. The way your Reiki Master drew the
symbols for you before receiving the attunement is the proper way to draw them. The
connection that is made between the symbol and the Reiki energy during the attunement gives
the symbols their potency. (With this idea in mind, some masters have consciously chosen to
deviate slightly from certain lines of the symbols to distinguish their specific Reiki school.) Even
though your use of the symbols differs from that of others, they are the ones that you were given
by your Master. As long as the attunement is granted, it is also possible to get other versions of
the symbols from many masters and employ a variety of drawing techniques to create them.

The Reiki symbols are an exquisite, fantastic approach to establish a spiritual connection. We
don't need to be adept at meditation or have a long history of spiritual practise to employ them.
Our ability to humbly accept the worth we receive as a gift from the Creator is made possible by
their power and effectiveness, which are given to us by grace. We are appreciative of Dr. Usui's
efforts and those of everyone else who gave their time and energy to making this system of
healing accessible to us.



Hand positions for reiki

REIKI HAND POSITIONS TO HEAL ONESELF AND OTHERS
Reiki energy automatically flows when the hands are simply placed on oneself or another
person.
Typically, you would begin by three times sketching each of the following symbols over the
client: Dai Ko Mio, Hon Sha Ze Sho Nen, Sei He Ki, and Cho Ku Rei.
Then you begin sending Reiki energy to yourself or the recipient's head, front of the body, back,
knees, and feet through your hands. This makes it possible for the energy to reach the actual
cause of the issue rather than merely the symptom that is appearing. Wherever the recipient
needs it most, reiki energy goes there. Just let the energy flow through you to your client; don't
try to direct it.

Place your hands on various body parts for three to five minutes each during a normal session,
or stay there until you feel the need to remove your hands ( use your intuition). The lighter the
contact, with fingers clasped together, the better. You or your client should be relaxed and lying
down on a treatment table, or if they prefer, sitting in a chair.

HAND POSITIONS USED IN REIKI FOR HEALING OTHERS PERSON LAYING ON BACK
AS CLIENT

1. HEAD (stand with their heads held high)
• Jaw • Neck • Upperchest • Crown (top of the head) • Eyes • Ears • Under the head (V)
2. ARMS (right and left), including the following: Shoulders, Elbows, Wrist, Hands, and Fingers
3. TRUNK — Upperchest; Brest (with permission beforehand or when working safely above the
ground); Ribs (crossed twice or three times); Waist; Lower Abdomen (criscross2or3times)
First to the groyne, then the upper chest
4. LEGS The right knee, the left ankle, the right foot's arch, and the toes (rightthenleft)

DISPOSING OF CLIENT ON STOMACH
The client can turn over onto their stomach by standing on their right side.
1. BACK
• Cross your hands at the shoulders and move down the spine
• V the base of the spine
• T the shoulders

Using reiki to cure common illnesses

For any medical issue, it has traditionally been advised to treat the entire body with Reiki in the
west. Personally, as I've already indicated, I've discovered that targeting particular chakras or



spots related to the organ or energy blockage causing the issue yields a significantly better
outcome.

Hand placements for rapid outcomes

I've compiled knowledge regarding which Reiki hand positions work best for a particular issue
based on a thorough understanding of the eastern perspective on sickness and techniques for
healing using the meridian system, acupuncture points, etc.
My technique is based on the typical Reiki hand positions utilised in the West. The head, body,
legs/feet, and back are the four sections into which I have split the body and positions.
Images of various hand positions to aid you
You will be taken to a page with the Reiki hand positions that are best for treating that particular
ailment if you select it from the drop-down menu above. Additionally, you can click on any given
position to view an image and a description.

Shields made with Reiki energy
The subtle body is the aura.

In accordance with quantum physics, matter and energy are interchangeable concepts. Life is
referred to as energy in psychology, Eastern therapy, and supplementary medicine. The aura
can be thought of as a field of energy that surrounds the body and communicates with the mind
and spirit through chakras. A person with psychic sight may see the aura, which is an energy
field that surrounds the physical body.

The seven primary chakras originate in the physical body, but they are present in every layer of
the aura as well. With each level, the energy's pace and vibration level increase. The aura has
seven layers, or one could say seven levels, on which the human consciousness is manifested.

Aura effects of Reiki

A person's aura might typically only extend a few decimeters outside of the person's body
before a Reiki attunement. The attunement makes the aura stronger and grants a permanent
aura that is between 2 and 3 metres long. The consciousness, inner power, and capacity to
intuitively sense what needs to change in order to reach optimal health all increase at the same
time. You gain the ability to direct your life and development through the Reiki attunement and
the strengthening of your aura.
The many bodies of the aura are also influenced during a Reiki session, in addition to the
organs and internal energy flow. The aura seems to be more impacted by the mental/emotional
symbol or distance healing than the actual physical organs.

The aura's various bodies and/or layers

The most obvious expression of our consciousness is our physical body. Its purpose is to help
us be present in the moment and aware of our actions, such as walking when we walk and



eating when we eat. The concerns associated with the physical body, such as illness, ageing,
and death, are well known.

The etheric body is an extremely thin, invisible layer that surrounds the physical body and is
around 2 cm thick. When energy passes via meridians and chakras, it reflects here. The etheric
body, also known as the double, appears as an energy matrix and serves as a model for the
physical body. Chinese medicine refers to it as meridians that carry chi (ki) throughout the body.
Sensations like bodily pleasure or pain are ways that consciousness is represented.
A large portion of our dreams are stored in the etheric body. Mantras, symbols, essences, and
other tools can be used to influence how this area of the aura works. associated with the root
chakra.

The emotional body is the third body. The other 2 are located in the egg-shaped emotional body.
Our emotions and feelings are reflected in this physique. Here, you can experience emotions
like joy, hope, love, rage, sorrow, and hate. Our past is also tied to our emotional body, which
might be problematic. Tensions might arise because the body is laced with old needs and
wishes. It is crucial to understand how to manage various emotions during the day since doing
so increases the likelihood that they will be repressed, stored in the emotional body, and
eventually become the source of obstructions and disruptions that result in health issues.
associated with the navel chakra.
The purpose of the mental body is to educate us about ourselves. As its name suggests, the
mental body is a reflection of the conscious mind, reason, intellect, and active thought.
With our thoughts, we create our world. Our intellect serves as the creator and builder. It
illustrates our capacity for learning and personality development. This level reflects mental
health or mental illness. It is a part of the Solar Plexus Chakra.
the Astral body unwavering love. Associated with the Heart chakra. The astral aura serves as a
link between the material and spiritual worlds.
We can recognise the Etheric Template body (divine will) in our memories and cognitive
patterns. Here, all of our memories—forgotten, recalled, or repressed—are reflected. The
present and all potential futures are likewise stored in the etheric template. in close proximity to
the throat chakra.

The subconscious mind, which is a component of the dormant section of our brain, is mirrored
by the celestial body. You may make your trip through life more straightforward and fulfilling by
paying attention to your subconscious and intuition. Higher emotions like universal love, a love
that extends beyond friends and family to encompass all life, are higher emotions that
consciousness can express. in close proximity to the Third eye chakra.
The final body is the Causal body (Ketheric Template). This body's energies have a very high
frequency of rotation. The soul communicates with the body through this. It uses the mental
body's subconscious mind to access the conscious mind. Higher conceptualizations of
knowledge or belief structures are expressions of consciousness. Not merely linear knowledge,
but also integrated knowledge, is where the initial creative urge starts. associated with the
Crown chakra.



Aura Defense

You've probably had the experience of meeting someone and having an immediate disliking for
them or feeling uneasy in a crowd. The majority of us have also been the target of harsh
shouting and behaviour from others. I'll explain a really effective Reiki technique you can use to
shield yourself from these kinds of harmful energies.

Auras colliding: are they good or bad?

As you are aware, the aura envelops our bodies. The aura typically extends a few centimetres
from the body, but if you practise Reiki, it can reach distances of up to a few metres. In general,
it can be said that when engaging with others, whether voluntarily or unconsciously, your aura
will mix with theirs. Most interactions between the auras will go past without your noticing them
or feeling anything. You won't be harmed by these interactions, and they might even be helpful.
When two people are in love or have very strong affections for one another, their auras really
connect, which has many positive effects. The issue arises when you meet individuals who are
not a good fit for you, people who drain your energy, when there are too many people around, or
when you are dragged into an argument, etc.

How come an aura shield?

Here are a few examples:

• You meet someone you loathe right away: If your auras touch, this individual might be what I
refer to as a leech type, trying to "take" your energy (this person will usually not be aware of
what is happening).
• Your aura is influenced by the auras of many other individuals because you are in a crowd,
using a public transportation system, or anything similar. This feels okay at times and bad at
others.
• You become embroiled in a debate and sense the hurt that the other person's comments are
causing uneasiness. The negative energies that individuals are directing at you will once more
have an impact on your aura.

I'm sure you can think of many more, but let's stick with these. It is rather simple to defend
oneself once we are aware that there might be a problem and the aura might be harmed.
Create an aurashield with Reiki to shield oneself.

An Aurashield is what?

The greatest example I can use is from Star Trek or another Science Fiction series. What kind
of defence do the majority of spaceships in these novels have? energy fields! The goal is to turn
your aura into a "force field" that does not allow any negative energies to enter or any of your



energy to escape. Your aura is made up entirely of pure energy. Your intention is what matters,
just like it is in every Reiki treatment. Your aura will block harmful energy if you want it to!

Armor up! - Build a homemade aura shield!

Here's how to go about it:

When you feel the need to defend yourself, see your aura's outer border as a force field that
surrounds you completely. No one or anything can enter or leave. I advise you to choose a
statement or command that will instantly signal your intention to raise your shield. One
recommendation is to "shield up." In my mind, it is the name of the Reiki Power symbol, which I
may even see or sketch. Any negative energy directed at me should return to the source as
good energy, according to my Aurashield. This may simplify a variety of conflicts. Try different
things to find what works for you.

A word of caution: This Aurashield will only shield you from harmful energies; it cannot shield
you from physical attacks. I'm sure you understand this. I would also advise using this sparingly
for the following reasons: First, if evolution had intended for us to be protected from others, it
would have provided us with that shield. Second, certain people who have a heightened sense
of auras may actually feel or see your shield, which could give them the false idea about who
you are.

I hope you'll find the Aurashield useful!

At an alternative healing festival in Saco, Maine, in November 1999, aura photographer Sally
Harper took these images. Sally offered to snap these before and after Reiki photos of one of
my clients and me while she was manning a booth close to mine.
A description of the colours of the auras is provided, drawn from Sally's brochure on aura
photography. If there is any "good" in these images, it is a testimonial to Reiki and what it can
accomplish in the lives of those who choose to be receptive to it and work with it. As one comes
to understand and appreciate Reiki's delicate perfection, a natural love for it grows.

GOLD: Gold signifies abundance and joy paired with deep understanding. It is orange and
yellow.
(YELLOW) denotes a cheerful, intelligent person who enjoys using their intellect and who adds
warmth and variety to both oneself and others. Yellow is a pleasant, sparkling vitality and is
joyful and radiant. a happy person.

This person is creative and artistic (ORANGE). Others describe you as being vivacious, having
a strong sense of one's artistic identity, and being extremely alive and aware.
White possesses all the attributes of all the colours, including spiritual experience and purity.
White offers safety. More clarity and protection are projected by the white the stronger and



clearer it is. (The gold ankh, a representation of the enduring nature of all life, likewise appears
to be shining.)

VIOLET has a mystical essence, is very sensitive, and is connected to the spiritual world. Blue
(infinite knowledge) and red combine to become violet (activity). Therefore, when a clear violet
is over your head, spiritual activity is present in your aura.

BLUE denotes a state of tranquility, peace, loyalty, honesty, and dedication. The colour for
communication is blue. You have a keen intuition and are a terrific listener. A relaxed sensitivity
to and empathy for aesthetic sensations are represented by the colour blue. Others find you to
be calming and pacifying.

INDIGO is the deepest blue in the night sky and is frequently referred to as purple. Indigos have
the capacity for healing and intuitive comprehension. They could be grave or intense. frequently
a spiritual guide.

The hue of honesty and good judgement is ROYAL BLUE. There is a propensity to be very
sombre. Your personality depends on your integrity.

"After my 30-minute Reiki session, my body felt very relaxed and my mind at ease. I
didn't have a care in the world. I asked if it was safe to get behind the wheel (of my car)
after a session! I felt sedated, it was a great feeling!" Patti, 12/14/99

Mudras A mudra is a hand position or gesture that locks and directs energy flow and reflexes to
the brain (the Sanskrit term mudra means "sign or seal"). We may "speak" to the body and mind
by curling, crossing, stretching, and touching the fingers and hands because each part of the
hand connects to a particular area of the mind or body.

Each finger, from the little to the ring, stands for earth, metal, fire, wood, and water, respectively.
Your ten fingers contain the entire universe, and despite the fact that we only have ten fingers,
there are supposedly an endless amount of Mudras. Mudras can be utilised for healing or
meditation.

The Mudra technique

When performed in conjunction with Reiki, mudras are simple to perform and typically result in a
powerful energy flow. Beginning each Mudra session by "washing" your hands can help energy
flow through your hands. Rub your hands together roughly ten times while holding them in front
of your navel chakra. If you have Reiki II, you can mark your hands with the Mental/Emotional
and Power symbols (or any other symbol that you prefer). Sit with your legs crossed or in a
straight-backed chair, with your back straight. As shown in the Mudras below, join your fingers.
Apply just enough pressure to each Mudra to feel the energy flow, but not so much that your
fingertips turn white. Invoking Om One of the most well-known Mudras, and one of the simplest
to perform, is this one.



How to execute:

Start by symbolically "washing" your hands as described above. Sit with your back straight. By
joining the thumb and index finger of the same hand, perform the holy OM mudra (both hands).
The Crown Chakra, symbolised by the thumb, serves as the entrance to Divine Will, and the
Ego is represented by the index finger (represented by the Navel Chakra). You can say OM or
an affirmation as you perform this mudra (pronounced AUM). When repeating the affirmation,
tell yourself "The Universe and I are one" as you exhale and "I am one with the Universe" as
you inhale. When you need more calm and peace in your life, this mudra is excellent.

The Buddha Smiling Mudra

This is one of my favourite mudras, and you may have seen it in statues and paintings as well.
This is an act of happiness because it allows energy to flow more freely to the heart.
How to execute:
Sit comfortably on a chair with a straight back or with your legs crossed. With the palms facing
forward, bend the ring and little fingers while applying pressure with the thumbs, keeping the
index and middle fingers straight (be at ease; do not force the fingers straight). Keep your
forearms parallel to one another and your elbows as close to your body as is comfortable for
you. Also, maintain a 30 degree angle between your upper arms and your forearms.
Focus on your Third Eye and mentally recite Sa Ta Na Ma (at the Third Eye) ("Sa" - Infinity, "Ta"
- Life, Existence, "Na" - Death, "Ma" - Rebirth, Light). Without the chant, try to at least
concentrate on your Third Eye. Keep your chest out and your elbows close to your body
(straight back). After about 10 minutes, take a few deep breaths, let them out, and then relax by
repeatedly opening and closing your fists. Enjoy the journey!
Fight off other emotions such as anxiety, despair, impatience, rage, and fear.
I'm not sure if this qualifies as a mudra because it is a Qi Gong exercise that I learned years
ago. Both the results and the method are undoubtedly comparable. Since there is no need for
preparation and it can be done covertly, this mudra can be performed anyplace.
Your fingers represent the five elements, as was previously established, in addition to
representing the various organs and emotions. The meridians and numerous acupuncture
points are positioned on the outside and inside (not top and bottom!) of your fingers. In the first
image, the black dots stand in for these.

You can influence the emotion and the related organ by pressing or squeezing the sides of the
fingers as needed. The fingers function as follows:

• The thumb is a symbol for the earth element, the stomach, and anxiety.
• The big intestine, the lungs, and the emotions of sorrow, sadness, and grief are all represented
by the index finger.
The heart, small intestine, circulatory, and respiratory systems, as well as the emotions
impatience and haste, are represented by the middle finger.



• The ring finger is associated with the wood element, the neurological system, the liver, the
gallbladder, and anger.
• Water, the kidneys, and fear are represented by the little finger.
So, to feel better when you are overcome by an emotion, simply squeeze the matching finger a
few times. It works!

Distance Reiki Healing Sessions

How Does Distance Healing Work?

You receive the same kind of healing across a distance as you would in-person. The practitioner
has received training to communicate with you on the spiritual dimension and deliver you
healing at least up to Reiki Level II. The practitioner serves as a conduit for Spirit, who directs
the healing energy to the areas of your body, mind, emotions, and/or spirit that need it most.

How Is Healing at a Distance Possible?
The method is incredibly easy to use and quite efficient.
No matter where you are in the world in connection to your Reiki Practitioner, you can receive
distance healing. Only in our physical reality do concepts like time and space exist. In Spirit, we
are just in the same'space' and wish to interact with one another. When someone requests a
sample of Reiki from me while we are conversing online, they frequently describe their
experience while exclaiming in awe, "How can you do that over the internet?!" I clarify that it's
not accomplished "online." We become more conscious of one another as individuals thanks to
the internet, which also helps us grow closer on a mental, emotional, and spiritual level. You can
receive Reiki healing, which is a specific frequency of light energy, by just intending to
communicate on the spiritual plane. This awakens the possibility.

(Note) We all send energy every day through our thoughts, feelings, and prayers. It's a good
idea to be conscious of what you're generating and sending out into the world since the mind is
the builder and thoughts are things.

Alternative Treatments
When practising Reiki, one frequently encounters various healing modalities. Personally, I've
read about and taken courses in a variety of therapeutic modalities, and people usually choose
and employ the elements that they find most appealing and effective. I'll list details about
several methods that I've found intriguing and that work with Reiki under the heading "Other
Methods."
You can now find the following details:
The therapeutic effects of water
Give your body the water it needs, and many of your troubles will disappear. Drink!



The therapeutic effects of water
In this day and age of sodas and coffee, it appears that awareness of the significant value of
water in healing has vanished. Let's examine water more closely since proper water intake can
solve many issues.
Information about water
All living creatures depend heavily on water; in certain organisms, up to 90% of their body
weight is made up of water. The human body contains up to 60% water, the brain is made up of
70% water, the blood is 82 percent water, and the lungs are almost 90% water.
Water is essential to life and has special characteristics that make it so. Our bodies' cells are
water-filled. Our cells are able to use a variety of chemicals because of how well water dissolves
vital nutrients, minerals, and chemicals in biological processes. The "stickiness" of water
(caused by surface tension) contributes to the movement of these substances throughout our
bodies. The bloodstream uses water for metabolism and transportation of the proteins and
carbs that our bodies use as sustenance. The capacity of water to move waste out of our bodies
is no less significant.
You undoubtedly require it.
You have a lot of water in your body. Imagine how little would be left in your body if you drained
all the water from it. Your body need a lot of water, which is obvious. If you drink enough water,
your body will respond positively; if not, it will start to transfer water from less important systems
to more important ones. What bodily functions would you consider to be less important? Your
brain functions seven days a week and twenty-four hours a day, with 75% of its tissue being
made up of water. Since your entire system depends on a functioning brain, your brain requires
more water than any other organ. One of the first effects of increasing your water intake is that
you will feel "clearer."
Water is a powerful remedy.
Water is the body's primary cleanser and toxin remover, making it nature's most potent
medication. When your body doesn't get enough water, it can't flush out toxins, which leads to
difficulties. Your body will manufacture chemicals and other waste that needs to be eliminated
from your system while you are under stress, going through growth, or going through any other
form of change, including healing. If you stop to consider it, the majority of healing modalities
advise drinking water after a session. Water helps you eliminate waste through your skin, lungs,
urine, and faeces (sweating). If you drink enough water, your body will be able to remove toxins
from your body and keep you healthy.
Stay hydrated and healthy.
It is advised that you consume at least eight glasses of water, each holding eight ounces, each
day (8 glasses of 2,5dl). You might need to drink up to double that much if you live somewhere
with a warmer environment. You'll discover that simply consuming additional water will truly
address a number of issues if you give your body the water it requires to work effectively. It has
been shown to be effective in treating a wide range of illnesses, including MS (multiple
sclerosis), angina, arthritis, asthma, back issues, depression, diabetes, excess weight, high
blood pressure, and high cholesterol.
Not any fluid, though
Installing a water purifier is necessary in situations where the tap water is contaminated or not
actually fit for drinking. Drink high-quality bottled water if at all possible. Keep in mind that just



because something is wet doesn't mean it's water! You can actually lose more fluid than you
take in since many beverages, including coffee, tea, beer, soda, and juice, include drying
agents. Stay with water!
The use of water is never too late.
You can never drink too much water, and it will assist your body rid itself of toxins and improve
your mood. However, like with anything else, moderation is key. Keep in mind that forming a
new habit like drinking water correctly won't provide results right away. It may have taken some
time for your difficulties to arise, so it will also take some time for them to be resolved.
Water and reiki
Naturally, Reiki can be used to increase the water's capacity for healing. Allow Reiki to flow
while holding your hands over the water glass you are about to sip. You can use the symbols to
speed up the procedure if you have Reiki II. Keep your focus on the fact that you want the water
to be as healthy and pure for you right now as it possibly can.
One other thing: Your body is thirsty, not sick.
Proper breathing is the cornerstone of a healthful lifestyle.
In the Western world, a significant portion of adults breathe improperly. includes a breathing
exercise for the abdomen using Reiki or Qi Gong. Practice!

For a healthier life, proper breathing is the foundation.
Breathing is how life begins and ends, thus it only makes sense that we should fill our lives with
healthy breathing practices. For efficient operation and to aid in the elimination of wastes like
carbon monoxide, our bodies require a lot of oxygen. Our body genuinely needs a lot of oxygen
for every cell. Today, a lot of people pay attention to what they eat and drink, but relatively few
people consider how they breathe!

Body-wide effects of breathing

It has an impact on many different systems, including the neurological system, the heart, the
digestive system, the muscles, sleep, energy levels, focus, and memory. Our main method of
waste disposal is breathing. Our bodies are designed to eliminate 70% of the waste materials
we make through breathing. Only 10% is left for the kidneys and digestive system after the skin
removes 30%.
We breathe in both life energy and oxygen (Qi or Chi in China, Ki in Japan, Mana in India).
a majority breathe from their chest
Breathing can easily be hampered, restricted, or prevented. Actually, one of the first things that
stress and emotions have an impact on is our breathing pattern. A recent study conducted in
Sweden found that 83% of adults only use the top half of the chest during breathing. This
method of breathing is much less efficient than deeper, more relaxed belly breathing since it
requires more muscle force. People that breathe via their chests breathe more frequently per
minute, which results in less oxygen intake and less waste product elimination.
Effective breathing comes from abdominal breathing.
It is possible to breathe deeply and effectively all the way down to the abdomen. The abdomen
enlarges in front, to the sides, and also in the direction of the spine. The movement of breathing
can be felt all the way up to the top of the lungs and down to the pelvic region. Because we



breathe more quickly and deeply when we breathe from the abdomen, it produces a calming
and relaxing impact. With each breath, we take in more oxygen and exhale more waste. In
addition, we include more. On Using Abdominal Breathing to REIKI Life Energy, Qi, to Our
System.

Use your abdomen instead of your chest.
Abdominal breathing, according to one of my Chi Gong teachers, is like going back to your
youth. In addition to helping us breathe like we did when we were young, abdominal breathing
can revitalise several biological processes and organs.
A youngster breathes normally since they haven't yet developed the defences and routines that
adults do. You can readily see how a small child breathes by asking him or her to lay down flat.
You will see the rhythmic rise and fall of the abdomen as life force is absorbed. My teacher
described chest breathing as reversed breathing and belly breathing as natural breathing. While
chest breathing must be acquired by a person, abdominal breathing can be seen as being
taught by nature.
Exercise your abdominals to live a healthier life
Here is a simple technique that will help you rediscover the many health advantages of
breathing with your abdomen. It is simple to combine Reiki with other healing modalities if you
are a Reiki practitioner. Use your creativity and intuition, or take my advice. You can still gain
from this practise even if you haven't begun your trip down the Reiki path because it is purely a
Chi Gong exercise from the outset.

How to execute:

Standing is recommended, but lying down is also an option. Your feet should be somewhat
close together while you stand. You should also relax and clear your mind of any thoughts
(which is easier said than done, but don't worry about it!).
• Be joyful!
• Vigorously rub your hands together (if you have taken Reiki 2 add the symbols in each hand at
this stage). Men should place their left palm on their "Qihai" (Hara), which is 2 fingers below
their navel, and women should place their right palm there. The second palm should be placed
on top of the first.
• A little bit of mouth opening
• Use your palms to gradually and softly press inward on your abdomen. After counting to six,
exhale while holding for two counts.
• Breathe out slowly, and inhale within the count of six.
• Hold for two counts. (This entire pushing, holding, releasing, and holding process is referred to
as a breathing unit.) Repeat this action until you have completed ten complete breathing units.
• If your eyes aren't already closed, drop your arms to your sides.
• Let go of everything and spend five minutes, or however long feels good for you, in the
condition of "nothingness."
• When ready, "wash" your face with your hands by rubbing them together. Take a few steps
after opening your eyes.



Here are some suggestions for you: In order to accomplish this correctly, you must exhale while
pressing and inhale while releasing. Try to ignore your breathing at first; it typically takes care of
itself. Pay attention to the releasing and pressing. For a few weeks, try practising once in the
morning and once in the evening to see how you feel. You can increase the number of units in
your exercise as you go. This is a really effective and quick workout to help you feel more
energised if you are feeling irritated, unhappy, or exhausted. In the second and third stages of
this exercise, you imagine negative energy leaving your body as you press and positive energy
entering when you release. I'll make an effort to write about this later.
"Practice makes perfect," they say.

How to bring the mind home through meditation
This powerful and effective Reiki meditation promotes relaxation, mental peace, clarity,
improved visualisation, clairvoyance, increased healing power, and a wider state of
consciousness. Try It!
Utilize an Aurashield to shield yourself.
Have you ever felt uneasy around some people? Read up on potential events and self-defense
techniques. Read on!
How to direct energy in the body with a Mudra
Sanskrit refers to the act of folding your fingers in various directions to direct energy in your
body as a mudra. Read on!

The Musical Clock

As a tool for assisting your client, use the Organ Clock. In essence, there is a set time of day
when each organ in our body is most active. Find the issue by using the timer.
Sessions for Healing Grief
When you learn during an intuitive grief healing session that you have not been separated from
your friend, loved one, or pet—they may have passed away but their consciousness is still
completely present—profound healing can take place. Intuitive Grief Healing is the process of
making a connection with a loved one who has passed away to assist you find inner peace over
their loss.

What advantages can intuitive grief healing offer?

One's life may be put on indefinite pause if they are in a grieving state. A person can get
trapped in grief for years if they have unresolved feelings, worry about whether their deceased
loved one is still in pain, or just feel the need to show their love for them. However, the intuitive
world is a very direct way to understand and heal the sadness of physical death. Traditional
counselling can be fantastic. Another advantage is that you become directly aware of Life's
continuity, which can be transforming in and of itself.

What occurs after someone passes away?



Depending on how far along its evolutionary path the soul has come, there are countless
possibilities. I recommend Michael Newton, PhD's wonderful work "Journey of Souls." You can
rest assured that when we need it, our loved ones and our Guides/Angels will be there to soothe
and uplift us. We will then process the life we just left, rest, and continue to progress.

How is it possible to communicate with the dead?

We don't become unaware of who we are and believe we are a car when we get inside our car,
do we? Well, neither are we our physical selves. We are spiritual beings living a human
experience on Earth; in a sense, we are studying here: Before we were born into our current
bodies, we had consciousness. Our consciousness is completely unaltered and will continue to
live and develop when we depart this body. While our life on earth is just temporary, our
existence in the spirit is eternal. On the other side, your friend or loved one is still fully
cognizant, just as if they were still in their body. It's that easy.
Some people have the ability to see, hear, and/or sense spirits despite the fact that there is a
"veil" separating those in physical bodies from those in the hereafter. What I do is that. I want to
aid in people's spiritual development and healing. My empathy is sparked by your loss and
serves as a bridge to the other side as a result.
Sometimes a person will get in touch with me for this service, and other times a spirit will.
Anywhere! I'll start to hear and see someone on the other side who wants to talk to the person
next to me, whether I'm in a store line, on the phone with a salesperson, sitting on an airline, or
anything else. "If You'd have me give these messages, please offer the opportunity," I reaffirm to
Spirit. The person will always turn and begin speaking to me, and the result is always beautiful
healing. I can only assume that folks on the other side are aware of something that lets them
know I can and will take care of them in this situation. I always entrust the matter to Spirit and
connect my intention with what is best for everyone involved.
What takes place during a session of intuitive grief healing?
I empathise with your loss and/or fears during our initial discussion of your sentiments. It's
preferable if you don't tell me much about the person you want to contact, except perhaps from
the nature of your relationship (father, sister, best friend, etc.), so that what I see or hear isn't
influenced by what you say.

What you've told me has influenced me. We beg for the presence of that spirit, and if it's meant
to be, we continue until we feel finished. We end by talking about your fresh emotions and any
other information you'd like to give about the subject.

Does it require my belief in spirit contact for it to occur?

Even if one doesn't believe in it, it is still feasible to achieve this; yet, it is essential to have a
positive outlook. The process of discernment can be hampered by a negative outlook or
derision. One suspicious man's departed wife revealed several things to him during the session
that he could relate to. I really don't know how you accomplished it, he said as he walked away,



shaking his head. The most important thing is that he felt reassured and that his curiosity in
eternal life was aroused. We must all set out on our own exploration journeys in order to learn
about "Spiritual Mysteries." The intuitive process of grieving can be an experience.

Do you exclusively provide this service to people who are grieving?

Anyone who wants to communicate with someone on the "other side" can use this service.
There are countless legitimate reasons why someone might want to make contact with spirits.

Where will the meeting be held?
Anytime and anywhere can be used for this kind of session. We merely need to be aware of one
another. There is no separation between us because this is a spiritual activity. The spirit we're
trying to communicate with simply enters our'space.

Your hands hold the key to good health!

Everyone has the capacity to heal from birth. As time passes, our connection to this gift
weakens. We are continually advised that we must trust "professionals" or "experts" with our
health, only to learn that there is nothing that can be done to address our specific "imbalance".
It's not necessary to be like this. The moment has come for us to take control of our own and
our family' health. Natural, complementary, and alternative healing are finally receiving the
recognition they so richly merit.

The time to participate is right now!

This is standard medical practise.

Modern, or allopathic, medicine has just recently emerged as the dominant form of healthcare in
America. Before that, Mother Nature provided us with practically all of the energy and support
we needed to either become healthy or stop diseases from occurring in the first place. At least
50% of all modern medication is known to be derived from nature. The issue is that these
"natural healers" are chemical alternatives created during their production, making it difficult for
our bodies to absorb them without suffering severe adverse effects. Science and technology
have a great potential to help the human race recover. For us to be truly healthy, complementary
medicine and allopathic medicine must collaborate. We live in a fantastic moment. We may now
mix the wisdom of the East and West and create new therapeutic procedures of our own thanks
to the abundance of communication that is available to us.
Meditation

The voice has a different voice, the hearing has a different hearing, and the eyesight has a
different eyesight. Leaves of Grass by Walt Whitman

There are countless spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical advantages to meditation.
Meditation reduces anxiety and stress, promotes profound mental and physical relaxation, and



boosts creativity. Meditation improves your capacity to speak with your Guides and Inner
Teacher directly through your heart and mind. They are waiting patiently for you to get to know
them better and to love them back. There are as many different ways to meditate as there are
practitioners; there is no one way that is "correct"! So, hop on over to this page and copy out a
few tips to try out for yourself.

Self-Attunement with REIKI
Reiki Self Attunement Meditation GrassRoots.
The following self-attunement methodology is published by GrassRoot.
There are several different types of self-attunement practises currently in use, and the most of
them require the method's creator to empower an email or web page or otherwise provide
permission for someone else to use their technique.
Since the introduction of Reiki to the west, it has been widely believed—and, up until quite
recently, accepted—that the only way to receive Reiki was through an attunement performed by
a Reiki Master.
Now that we are wiser, We've all heard stories of impromptu attunements and occasions when
the sender neglected to give a Reiki distant healing or attunement yet the recipient still received
it.

We now know that people can attune themselves to Reiki and can do it as easily, effectively, and
permanently as the method of being attuned by someone else. This is based on the ideas that
the connection to Reiki appears to have more to do with the intention of the recipient than
anything that the Reiki Master does. Some even contend that because the energy does not
pass through another person first, the self-attunement technique is more pure. I'm not sure if
this is right or wrong, but it's something to consider.
It's really easy to perform a Reiki self attunement. All you need is the capacity for meditation, 20
to 30 minutes available for the procedure, and an openness to receiving Reiki.
The Cho-ku-rei, Sei-hei-ki, Hon-sha-ze-sho-nen, and Dai-ko-mio, which is the Master symbol,
are the four Usui symbols that you will employ.

The optimal approach would be to memorise these, but having them written down on paper and
within your reach while performing your attunement would also be acceptable. All of these
symbols can be found on our website, in the Plain and Simple Manuals, and in numerous other
online locations. No matter which symbols you choose to utilise (there may be slight differences
depending on who published them), pick one set to make use of as your own.

To begin,



Drawing all four symbols in the air to purify the space is the first step. Next, draw the cho-ku-rei
and the Dai-ko-mio on the palms of your hands.
Then, draw the cho ku rei on each chakra in your body.
Then sit comfortably with your back straight and your hands in a prayer position. Finally, draw
one huge cho-ku-rei over the front of your body.
Use whatever relaxing methods that you find to be comfortable.
Make it clear that you want to perform a Reiki self attunement. You are free to request the
assistance of any guides, angels, ascended masters, spirit aids, or anyone else with whom you
feel at ease.
You are welcome to do whatever feels good to you, including playing music, lighting candles,
and burning incense. Even taking a bath or a shower before could be nice as a cleansing
routine. (keep in mind that none of these are absolutely necessary for the process to function
but they can aid in putting you in a receptive frame of mind.)
If it feels appropriate to you as well, you might like to offer a prayer or invocation.

When you are at ease and prepared:

Imagine your head's crown chakra as a lotus flower (or something similar) that is now starting to
open up, petal by petal. When you feel that it is sufficiently open, picture a broad, brilliant
channel of golden, white light flowing into your head chakra and filling it with this light. Your
whole head is filled with this light.

Imagine a golden, white light descending and illuminating your forehead chakra completely.
Afterward, lower it to your throat chakra and irradiate it with light.
Continue bringing the golden white light down into each chakra, filling them all with it, and have
it fill your entire body, including your arms, legs, and feet, until you are sitting completely
immersed in the golden white light.

Feel the light flowing through all of your body's pores as you breathe in and out, extending out
into infinity.
The time has come to bring the symbols from the heavens down into your crown chakra through
the golden-white channel of light when you are ready.
Then, visualise the cho-ku-rei (CKR) moving down the inside of your head, through all the
chakras, until you reach the root chakra. To do this, chant the cho-ku-rei mantra three times as it
reaches your crown. Imagine the cho-ku-rei spinning around inside of a red ball of fire.

Once the Sei-he-ki has entered your crown, repeat the name three times as it descends through
your chakras and lodges itself in your root chakra using the CKR.
The Hon-sha-ze-sho-nen then experienced the same event.
The Master Symbol Dai-ko-mio comes last.
When all four symbols have landed in your root chakra, spread your hands out in front of you
like a book that has been opened.
Recall each symbol one at a time now.



To begin, see the cho-ku-rei over your palms (repeat the name aloud three times), then watch it
vanish within them.

Afterward, perform the same action with the sei-hei-ki as you see it vanish into your hands.
the hon-sha-ze-sho-nen then The Dai-ko-mio is the last one.
When you're done, pay close attention to the base of your skull, towards the back of your neck.
Imagine sealing a little door there forever as a representation of the permanence of the
attunement.
You should imagine this golden door being permanently sealed in a way that makes sense to
you. A small golden padlock that is closed and incorporated into the door so that it cannot be
seen, a golden key that locks the door before melting to become a permanent part of the door,
or any other type of sealing you want.
Lastly, affirm while picturing the cho-ku-rei drawn over the door.

With heavenly intent, I now seal this Reiki attunement for all eternity.
You have now completed the attunement and successfully attuned to Reiki.
This technique can be used to attune to any type of Reiki. You are free to utilise any symbols,
such as Karuna or Seichem, as well as any other affirmations, invocations, or prayers that you
choose.
In practise, this means that all you need to do is use the meditation, but instead of using the
Usui symbols, you can substitute Tibetan, Seichem, Karuna, or any other symbols that you
would like to be attuned to. You can find copies of the symbols for Karuna-ki, Seichem, and
other types of Reiki by using the www.google.com search engine and typing "reiki+symbols" into
the topic search box.

The FULL single attunement is the technique offered. Place only the cho-ku-rei in your palms if
you want to self-attune to Reiki level 1. For Reiki level 2, place the cho-ku-rei, sei-hei-ki, and
hon-sha-ze-sho-nen symbols in your palms. For Reiki level 4, continue the directions while
placing all four symbols in your palms.
To make it simpler to follow the instructions in meditation, these instructions can also be
recorded on tape.
Don't worry if you start the procedure and then lose track of what you're doing halfway through;
just read it over a few times first to get the essence of what happens during the process! No
problem, just stop and start again. This self-attunement meditation may be practised as
frequently as desired.
After receiving your attunement, begin practising self-healing as soon as you can. While some
people experience reiki flow right away, others experience it gradually. Use it frequently to have
it flowing forcefully and recognisable!


